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Celebrating 65 Year In The Tanzpa Ba}' Ar a
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Years Of Domestic e
Ends With Hostage Situation
SEE STORY ON PAGE 24-A

YOUNG MEN FROM MIDDLETON MEET FAMU PRESIDENT
On Wednesday, five young Middleton High School students had the opportunity to meet James Ammons, President of Florida A & M
University. The young men, four of which are seniors, and a junior who has already passed the FCAT, visited the Sentinel and chatted with
President Ammons. The young men are all members of "Building The Guts To Lead," a mentoring organization founded by Major Gerald
Honeywell, who is assigned to East Tampa. Shown in the photograph are: Willie Clay, Vasty Paul, Clethen Sutton, FAMU President James
Ammons, William Cross, and Cortney Hunter. (Photography by BRUNSON).

County Chair Back
Peddles On Firings
SEE PAGE 2-A

Veteran Chamber
Executive Laid 011
SEE PAGE 11-A

CommiHee Oilers
Two Scholarships
SEE PAGE 7-A

Arsonists Strike
School 2nd Time ~
SEE PAGE 10-A
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Countv Commission Chair Threatens To Fire Top OHicials; Then Back Peddles
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentine l Ci ty Edito r
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This past week in county government has been filled with
calls for resignations. On Tuesday, the Chairman of the Hillsborough County Board of
Commissioners called for the
res ignations of three top officials, stati ng the three senior
administrators involved had
made tremendous errors in decision-making. On Wednesday,
after the Commission Chair
aired his requests at a board
transportation workshop, his
challenger for the District 5 seat
called for him to step down.
The workshop ended with the
public request being unresolved and the commissioner
leading the charge for termination making a 360 degree turn.
The latest wrinkle began on
Tuesday when Hillsborough
County Board of Commissioners Chairman Ken Hagan
released "An Open Letter to the
Community.
In the letter, Chairman
Ken Hagan said the three top
officials had "fallen woefully
short of expectations."
Using terminology in the
letter such as "toxic and dysfunctional,"
Chairman
Hagan asked for the resignations of County Administrator
Pat Bean, County Attorney
Renee Lee, and County Internal Performance Auditor Jim

KEN HAGAN
, .. Chairman, Board of County
Commissioners

Barnes. He called for them to
vacate their respective posts by
noon on Tuesday, March 16th
under a threat of removal.
The latest controversy pertains to more than 6,ooo
emails written between July
and November 2009. The emails were from Barnes' office, and involved FDLE
investigators and County Commissioners. They also reportedly contained confidential
information and documents
pertaining to an investigation
·involving pay raises.
E-mails from government
entities are considered public
record under Florida law. However, some e-mails involving
audits and active criminal
probe are exempt from the law.
Barnes accused Ms. Bean
and Attorney Lee of obtaining the emails illegally.
When given a chance to
speak, Barnes said, "The re-

MS. PAT BEAN
... ffillsborough County
Administrator

port stands on itself.... I will
not resign, not today, not tomorrow, and not next week."
County Administrator
Bean said she is being represented by legal counsel, but had
not asked her attorney to appear. She also stated that she
had requested copies of the emails after hearing rumors
about them.
"Sometime in late October
or November, it was suggested
by staff that someone was looking at e-mail records .... I did
receive copies, but never
opened them and never looked
at them."
Administrator
Bean
supported her claim by passing
commissioners a copy of a polygraph that she had successfully
passed. She also requested time
at the next meeting for her attorney to address the board.
County Attorney Renee
Lee addressea the board and

MS. RENEE LEE
... Hillsborough County
Attorney

denied any wrongdoing and
cited her highly qualified staff
who specializes in public
records.
She was also represented by
Attorney Chinwe 0. Fossett, of Cohen, Foster &
Romine, P. A. Attorney Fossett stated that after conducting their own interviews, her '
firm believes 'that Attorney
Lee has been treated unjustly,
dating back to 2007 when the
issue of the 1% raises began.
"I think it is important to
note that not only was Mr.
Barnes notified of the public
records requests for emails and
other documentation rel ating
to 'the 1% Award and the subsequent FDLE investigation, the
administrative aides for each of
the County Commissioners
were made aware of the requests, too.
"Ms. Lee has made it
abundantly clear that she never
directly or indirectly made any
records requests at it pertained
to Mr. Barnes, the FDLE's investigation of the 1% Award, or
any of the County Commissioners."
Citing Attorney Lee's
track record as an attorney for
more than 25 years, Attorney
Fossett said, "We all know
that accusations can be made
easily, but people of integrity
take the time to investigate accusations and find out if the allegations can be substantiated.
... One's reputation can be destroyed in a moment ... but you
have not conducted a proper investigation before proceeding.,
Co~oner

K~

Beckner said that by including
Barnes, they were sending the
wrong message to employees,
citing the Whistle Blower
statue, because Barnes allegedly comp'hiined about his emails being hacked into by Ms.
Bean and Attorney Lee.
Commissioner ~
White said the "allegations
warrant an investigation, not a
public lynching."
Commissioner
Rose
Ferlita said they must find a
way to get the issue resolved.
Commissioner
Mark
Sharpe went on a tirade about
information not being supplied
within 5 days and supported
Commissioner Hagan's request. However, only after Ms.
Lee's attorney pointed out key
facts about their rush to judgment and action, did he state
they needed to look into the
email issue more thoroughly.
Commissioner
Rose
Ferlita attempted to convince
Attorney Fossett that the

bjectiv nnd
not ru h t j udgment.
m tinp.. she ndd rep rt r, who que,ti n d h r nb ut i lnting th e
1111 hin l ' .
h furt h r slot d thnt sh
hnd b n v ry riti 11 of Mr.
Burne during th
2010 work hop. ''I r f r 11 c
thing in mails lllat if lh"
hadn t be n pull ·d would 11 r
have b n known . Th mail
wer voluntarily submitt d by
the County Attorney Offi ....
There was no int nt to violat
the Sun hine Law. I didn't g t
anything inappropriat ly and
never will."
Commissioner
Jim
Norman pointed out that
Commissioner AI Higginbotham was absent and he felt
all of the commtsstoners
needed to have had a chance to
review all of the paperwork. "I
need to.understand before I fire
a 30~year employee . ... Ther 's
just a possibility tl1at we're
Wr-ong," he said.
Commissioner Hagan
suggested existing employ s
serve in interim position to
avoid the interruption of ervice to the public while the
county conducts a national
search to fill the three positions.
For more than two hours,
the meeting ' labored on with
various Commissioners weighing in.
The call for termination and
a nationwide search to replace
the three officials come on the
tail of recent cutbacks, employee terminations and promises of future cutbacks and
layoffs. If terminations take
place, taxpayers will pickup the
tab, paying Ms. Bean a year's
salary and benefits package of
more than $440, ooo, and Attorney Lee a year's salary o{
$230,000, in addition to benefits. Barnes would also receive nearly $40,000, or three
months of his $113,090 salary
and benefits.
Although the issues were
discussed at length, the only
agreements reached were to
hire 8!1 outside employment attorney to represe~t the board
and to continue the discussion
at the next scheduled meeting
on Marchi~.
commiSsioner Hagan cur:.
rently represents District 2.
However, he is running for the
at-laige DiStrict 5 seat as aresult of term limits.
After the meeting, City Councilwoman· Unda Saul-Sena,
who plans to challenge Commissioner Hagan for the seat
issued a press release.
In the release she said, "The
chaos that the county finds itself in is a direct result of the
failed leadership of Ken
Hagan and only now, in the
middle of an election year is he
trying to fix the mess that he
made.
"What we are witnessing
right now as a result of
Hagan's failed leadership is
miserable, unprofessional and
quite possibly criminal mischief
within the CountY Administration," stated Saui-Sena.
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Universoul Circus Appeals
To All Generations

CEDRJC WALKER
... Founder of
UniverSoul Circus

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
As a child, Cedric Walker
was often taken to the circus
by his mother. He fell in love
with the festivities that only
the circus could bring and
dreamed of being a part of it.
However, there was a missing element in the circuses of
his childhood in Baltimore,
Maryland. There were few
African Americans involved
in it. As a young adult, he became an entrepreneur,
drawn to the entertainment
industry.
In 1994, the first show

took place in th e parking lot
of a stadiu m in Atl anta, Ga .
They didn 't make any money
off the perform ances, but the
hows received rave reviews.
Now in its 17'h season, the
UniverSoul Circus will visit
Tampa from March 18'h
through March 21" as part of
its first leg in 2010 . It will be
held at Raymond James Stadium.
Walker changed the
name of the event to the UniverSoul Circus and took it on
the road. Now, in its 17'" season, the circus visits cities
from coast to coast.
Rated as . one of the top
three circuses in America, its
fresh, funky approach makes
it enjoyable for all members
of the family. In fact, fans of
all ages are encouraged to
"Let Some Fun Shin.e In."
The promoters encourage
dancing in the aisle and
singing songs · that span
decades of Motown music
classics. This year, the circus
will introduce its all-new
show, "We Play Too ...
Much! "
A high energy show, the
circus features such acts as
Tony Tone, the Ringmas-

RINGMASTER
TONY TONE

ter, who offers a quick wit
and unique style. He has performed across the country in
various venues with such
names as Chris Rock and
Jamie Foxx. He was most
recently in Tyler Perry's

movie, "I Can Do Bad All .
By Yourself."
Other
performances
adding an international flavor are guaranteed to leave
the audience talking includes
the
Jorge
Barreda

African Elephants Act,
the Chinese Checkers,
Teeterboard, High Wire
Act, the Contortionists,
The Cats, featuring 6 white
and 2 Bengal tigers, and 0
:!Z
many others.
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Valcooks Hostess Aprons
(Valcooks Aprons for entertaining at home) will appear
on Home Shopping Network
(HSN) on Monday, March
22, 2p1d at 3 a. m. and 4 p.

:1:
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lalcooks Hostess
·,Aprons On Ho•e
Shopping Network

Valerie Wilson Reed in one
ofVALCOOKS APRONS.

0

CONTORTIONISTS

on nvo 1st look' March 13th:

Valerie Wilson Reed,
CEO, Valcooks, LLC, has designed an enchanting and
practical line of aprons exclusively for HSN shoppers .
.·This is a new line of full cov_;erage apr6ns;·
Residents are encouraged
to. start planning "Valcooks
VieW:irig Parties" to coiticiae
with the 'IV airings.
For more information, go to
www.valcooks.com.
Also, look for Valcooks on
'TiVo 1st Look' after "Saturday Night Live," Saturday,
March 13, 2010, on NBC affiliates. She is being featured
nationally.
Valerie is a Tampa native,
who currently resides in
Chicago. She and her husband, Reggie, are parents to
a daughter. Valerie is the
daughter of the late Atty.
Charles Wilson and Mrs.
Evelyn Jones Wilson and
sister of Federal Judge,
Charles R. Wilson.
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Members of the Sentinel Editorial Board with Dr. James Ammons are: seated, S. Kay Andrews, Publisher; Gwen Hayes, Editor; standing, Bishop James H. ·H owell,·
James Tokley, Dr. Ammons, Wilbert Malphus, Atty. Warren Hope Dawson, Rubin Padgett and C. Blythe Andrews, UI, Sentinel President.

budget will be cut by $13.4
million, and in 2011, the $8
million the school received
in Stimulus money will also
The personable Dr.
go
away. FAMU's total operJanies
Ammons,
ating budget is $400 milc President of Florida A&M
lion.
~ University for nearly 3
!Q years, inspired the members
Dr. Ammons stated that
FAMU is going to survive.
of the Sentinel Editorial
He wants the .students,
~ Board when he spoke to
them on Wednesday.
faculty and staff to have "a
v'oice in how we will face
Dr •. Ammons was in
Tampa .as part of his annuai
these tough times." The signature programs are probti~ tour to various cities
tected, however,. he-de.es ·
d~g Spring break distributing scholatships. This
plan to look at closing'~ome
lesser programs ou~linii_ilat
year the tour extended into
Georg~a. ·He was accompa- ·
ing some services;: '-·~-: "' Dr. Ammon$ aske1l1he ·
riied by 53 student,_staff and
. C( faculty members. .
Board to talk to'-tlie legislators about the future of this
C
Before he met with the
state (students) and the
~ Editorial Board, upon
....1 arrival at the Sentinel office,
drastic cuts that education
u. he was greeted by 5 young
continues to take and the
increase in tuition fees.
Qlen from Middleton High
.
.
caney
~ay e'ducation is. a priT~~cncloi, who were accompanied by their mentors, Cpl.
ority, but education takes
Clethen Sutton and
the same cuts as the
Department of Corlections,"
Major' ·
Gerald
he explained. "It'd 1time for
Honeywell.
the Legislature to hear from
Dr. Ammons is telling
the people."
FAMU's story of how the
university has impacted the
Dr. Ammons is also on a
mission to have a dental
lives of over so,ooo and
currently is the largest
school established at FAMU.
HBCU with an enrollment of
It has been over 100 years
since a HBCU has estab12,300 students.
lished a dental school. There
While telling the story of
the great things that are
are" e11ly two - at Howard
happening at FAMU and
and Meharry.
with its students, Dr.
In a study the university
.1:1,
...
.,
..
..,
.....
also
told
the
conducted along the I-10
1
Editorial Board about the
Corridor
between
"very dark period" the uniJacksonville and Pensacola,
versity wi;tl experience over
Dr. Ammons said less
the next 2 years.
than 25% of the residents
have access to dental ~e, .
Starting
in
July,
F~!! _
....
BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Editor

ffi

·mainly because 90% of dentists do not accept Medicare.
He'll be back in Tampa on
:rv.t:arch 20, 2010 to meet

with the Sunshine Dental
Association to seek their
support for the dental
school at FAMU. Legislators

Allen Williams and AI
Lawson have·· hl~dy' ~~en
their support:-~ae
the
suppof!: of ~e ~tate. -.. · ·

needs'
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Recent Episode Of 'As The
Countv Turns Is Whv we Have
To Separate Fact From Fiction
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his \·Veek was a very important week in school
districts all aero s th e State
of Florida . This was FCAT
week.
The FCAT is a test that is
very important to students,
individual schools •and to
every single school district. It
is a tool used to evaluate student's learning in each school
and the school district.
The FCAT is a good educational tool that could be helpful and effective, if used
right. The problem with the
FCAT is that it is used all
wrong. The way it is used is
that it supersedes all other
educational efforts in our
schools.
If the FCAT was used to

0

tiona! w akn s, strength ,
grade lev 1 performanc and
to determine the mo t ffi tive teaching trategies the
test would be good.
But that is not the way it
works. Instead, it is u ed to
determine if students will get
promoted and whether children will be allowed to graduate from high school and
move on to college.
It doesn't matter what the
teachers think. It doesn't
matter that the student may
have a high grade point average and it does not matter if
the sh1dents passed the ACT
or the SAT. The only thing,
that really matters is whether
or not the senior student
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he rush to judgment is on at the County Center!
Commissioners Ken Hagan and Mark Sharpe
seem more anxious to get there than 2 kids running up
to the front gates at Disney World. These commissioners in a sidebar call meeting on Wednesday, say it's
time for County Administrator Pat Bean, County Attorney Renee Lee, and Internal Performance Auditor
James Barnes to resign.
Barnes is at the root of all of the hoohah at the center. Allegedly, in his attemptto keep his $113,000job,
the self-appointed 'messenger' loaded his guns and
ay I say I like nothing
came out shooting. In 2009, Barnes reported to the
better
than a nice,
Board, that 2 top secret 1% pay raises were awarded
leisurely breakfast at my fato Bean and Lee in 2007. This discovery, on the heels
vorite greasy spoon. I go
of a poor performance review led Commissioner
Kevin Beckner to request a criminal investigation
there, order three-pigs in a
against the two, miraculously taking the spotlight off
blanket (also known as
of the embattled auditor. Now Barnes has accused
sausage wrapped in panBean AND Atty. Lee of reading his emails surrounding
cakes), sip my coffee black,
the investigation.
and
contemplate how to
Bean admitted getting the emails, but says she didn't
whip
an oncoming day that
read them. However, Atty. Lee has vehemently denied
has
no
intentions of letting
any wrongdoing and has provided the Board with
everything that Barnes did not ---- facts , evidence and
me succeed. Then in walks
an investigation. Her response shot down Barnes' atHineparts (that's J. Algotempt to cause a panic. But that wasn't good enough
nquin Hines, but everyfor the elected duo at County Center. These two
body
calls
him
wanted heads and headlines.
"Hineparts,"
for
short,
beIn case you didn't know, Atty. Renee Lee is African
hind
his
back,
of
course).
American. She is highly qualified and has been given
When I saw him, I knew
sparkling evaluations by this very Board. She has had
something was wrong. In ada 25 year career without a nick, and most recently was
appointed by Governor Charlie Crist to help make recdition to his usual scowl, he
.Q~~e.IJd.AtiQU~ on. how .tP .strengthen open governhad a strange, sad look about
ment in Florida.
To her credit, Lee has also
him, as if he'd had a fist-fight
assembled a staff of top public records veterans. A
with his best friend.
~~, ~ P.l~~bers of this .:Soard have uniformly praised _
So, Hineparts slid into
ih the past. Why these guys are clumping Atty. Lee into
my
booth, without saying
the pile, is a question we as a community need to ask?
and just sat
good-morning,
Was it convenient , or do these guys honestly think
there, counting his fingers.
they can use County Commission meetings as the
Then he spoke. "You ever
soapbox for their future political aspirations at the expense of ruining someone else's career.
thought about getting a diThe County has a policy against making false accuvorce?"
sations and this Board claims to be a big proponent of
"A WHAT?" "A divorce,"
accountability. But this week's episode of "As The
County Turns", was a scene of elected officials gone
wild.
Being accountable for YOUR actions people, that's
what' s important here. And, more than anyone, our
community has to understand this, and vote accordingly.

M

snarled Hineparts, "Cain't
you hear?'' "I hear very well,
thank you," I snapped! "But
what I don't hear is what my
personal business has got to
do with your personal business!"
Hineparts went back to
counting his fingers. Then
with Bloodhound eyes, he
looked up at me and said,
"Why is it that when people
know they have done something wrong, they try to turn
the tables on you and make
out you're the one that done
something wrong when in
fact, it was them that did it,
all along? 'You understand
what I'm talking about?"
I put my fork down and
stared at Hineparts. I had
no itlea in the world what he
was talking about!
"What I mean," Hineparts
continued, "is my wife and
me got into this argument
about something she did that
she knew I knew she did,
then before I could say anything, she turned around and

jumped on me for something
I did that had nothing whatsoever to do with what she
did! And that kind f tit-fortat just burns the h'eck out Of
mel"
I offered Hineparts a
cup of black coffee. He accepted it and proceeded to
ruin it by putting three teaspoons of sugar and to tiny
cups of cream in it.
Then he continued. '"You
know, I was reading the
paper, the other day, and I
saw on the front-page where
there was another dude what
did the exact same thing my
wife likes to do. This fellah
what works for the County
knew folks had the spotlight
on him, so what he done was
he simply turned the tables
and put the spotlight on
everybody else, and almost·
got away like a fat rat in a
cheese factory!"
Hineparts put his cup
down and gave me that sad
look. "You know what I
started calling my wife?"
"What have you started calling your wife?" I asked.
Hineparts leaned over the
table and lowered his voice
to a whisper, "I call her the
AUDITOR!"
(I sat back, poured myself
another cup of coffee, and
thought to myself, "Lord
have-mercy!")
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LAW OFFICE Of PATRICIA DAWSO~ P.A.

N
~

Criminal Defense , Family Law &

Personallnjury
Cypres Poin t Offi e Park
10014 N. Dale Mabry Hwy, Suite 10 1
Tampa, Florida 33618

(813) 386-5730
Former Hillsborough Counry
Prosecutor-Depuiy Chief

wrong f r findi ng ny f thi s
tnHLing. F r ne. I'm n t n t
I with the fae t tin t y ung
Bl 1 k c uples m 1ke up 1 I trge
I
mnj rity f th e uc t ~ who are
m :tde ut t I k re ·I
, irrespon · ible nd buff ni. h .
But whilt b thers me mor-e i
th 1 t ntinl eff 1 all of tlt t:
drama mnv have n som unin t nd d i~tim d wn th lin ...
The hild r n.
You know it" grue me. You
I m 111 , what hnpp n. in t0 know it"s tragic. But f r m
15 ye1rs wh n U l' Rn.y-Rny
rea on you'r fa ci nat d with
fi nds out hi. moth r hnd t n to
th e horror.
twelve m n t t din 1n ortto
For me it's a love/ hat r lafind his r nl fn th r? What \· ill b
tionship. B caus th part ofth
•oirv thr tl' h his mind os h t show that's th mo t disturbing
pia th
pi od
n Y utub
and embarrassing, seem to b
and
s tho e m n not nly d th e funniest.
grade hi. mother, but display
Consider it my guilty pleasoutright disgust at the possibilure. Watching baby momma X
ity of being his father?
run hysterically off the stage
There is no way of knowing
after Maury reads paternity re- . what kind of anti-social, self desults that reveal her would-be structive behavior will build in
baby daddy as, ' not the father,'
an individual who discovers he
gets me every time.
was brought into this worldGranted, I could do without
under those types of circuma guy doing the Soulja Boy or stances. We may snicker now,
Moonwalking in celebration
but in time it will be our chilwhen it's proven that lil Raydren , yours and mine, who'll
Ray is not his son. But I'd be
have to deal with this dysfunclying if I said that a slight
tional bastard.
chuckle doesn't escape my
But what does it matter
throat when it happens.
right? Just let them keep sendI imagine my amusement
ing in the clowns so we can
comes from the fact that on
point, laugh and say to ourevery episode of this insipid
selves, 'my life may suck, but at
show, there's a woman who's
least I'm not that guy.'
1000% sure she knows the idenMan our society is sick. And
tity of her child's father, while at
by the amount of poison we conthe same time, the father in
tinue to ingest, it doesn't look
question is equally certain that
like we'll be getting better anythe weapon in his pants wasn't
time soon.
used in the alleged offense.
Clarence Barr, II 43110For me, it really doesn't mat- . ·018, Bennettsville, F.C.I., P~ i
t~r which person gets exposed.
0. Box 52020, Ben- ·
As long as somebody is forced to
nettsville, SC 29512, or
eat humble pie, I'm completely email
cbarr2@oaalsnoy- .
satisfied.
els.com or visit clarenceThe thing is, I. know I'm
barr/myspacepage.com.

You Are Not The Father

State & Fed. W. C. Claims

* Certified by Mich~an State University
* All Job-Related In uries

* Change Treating
* Collect Back Pay

hysicians

* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C. I Race Discrimination

I haw so mething to admit. I
am not pro ud to say that on occasion. I\·!' bee n known to sit
down and actu ally wat ch th e
Maury Povich Show. And
what"s worse, sometimes I find
myself entertained.
As ignorant, belittling and
exploitive of a program as it can
be, for some reason I find it
hard to turn away once it starts.
It's a fixation I can only compare to the feeling you get when
you come across a really bad car
accident when you're driving.

The Law Office Of

ERIC T. TAYLOR, P.A.
Now Located At:

442 W. Kennedy Blvd.,
Suite 160
.
Tampa, FL 33606 ·
Phone: (813) 259-444~

505 East Jackson St. Suite #303
Barrister's Building
··
.Tampa, FL 33602 • (813) ~-77~

•BANKRUPTCY
stop Foreclosure & CreditOr's
•REAL ESTATE LAW
•FAMILY LAW
~

~~:..,..;.GIBBS
~

& PARNELL, PA

ATIORNEYS AT LAW

.

Arrested and Coocemed

AboutYour~alltighu?

CaD Tanya Dugree

(813) 418-5253

W.nHEW KOCHEVAR, ISQ THOMAS E. PARNELL, ESQ. ERIC M. MOORE. ESQ

PERSONAl iNJURY AND WRONGFUL DEAT~
A\ITO, TRUCK, MOTORCYCLE OR BOAT ACCIDENTS. SLIP AND FALL,
HOME NEGLECT OR MEDicAL

AUTO ACCID~NT
HELPLINI!:
Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

CALL RICKY

l

FIRM IS
DALE-HUBBELL, THE HIGHEST
Ill
RATING FOR LEGAL ABILITY AND ETHICAL STANDARD, WORLDWIDE.
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Or Email: callrickywiiJiamsOgmall.com
Available 24 Hra./Day • FREE ConaUtation
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Black Historv Comminee
OHers Two ScholarshiPS

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

The City of Tampa Black History Committee is offering two
scholarships to graduating
African America n se ni ors.
Both scholarships are non-renewable and valued at $1,ooo.
The two scholarships are the
Janet S. Martin Scholarship and the Presidential
Scholarship Award.
On October 1, 1993, Mrs.
Janett S. Martin became the
first African American to serve
as the City Clerk for the City of
Tampa. She died in office in
July 2002.
•
Her family recently established a scholarship in her
name to help her legacy live on
through others. This is the first
year the Janett S. Martin
Scholarship will be offered
through the City of Tampa
Black History Committee. The
second scholarship is the orgaPresidential
nization's
Scholarship Award. The
deadline to submit the appliqition, essay and attachments is
5 p.m., Friday, March 26th.
Mrs. Martin w~s a pioneer, becoming the "first" in
several areas. She was the first

MRS. JANETI S. MARTIN
... First African American
City of Tampa Clerk

Chairwoman of the City of
Tampa's Black History Committee, the first to serve as
President of the American Society of Public Administration,
the first and only African
American woman to be elected
to the Board of Directors of the
Tampa Bay Federal Credit
Union, the first African American President of the Tampa
Chapter of the American
League of Woman Voters.
Mrs. Martin was a member of the NAACP, Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc., Jack & Jill
of America, Inc., and a board
member of the Lighthouse of
the Blind.
·

The cholarship was created in her memory by her
husband , Marvin Martin ,
and so ns, Mar vin, II , Morris, an d Maurice.
Graduating senior who are
interested in being co nsidered
for the scholarships are invited
to submit an application fo r
the $1 ,000 non-renewable
grants.
The scholarships are earmarked for an African Ameri.can high school st'udent who
will atte'nd a college or univer!II
sity after graduation.
Among other requirements,
both also require that applicants submit an essay, at least
500 words in length.
The theme for the Janett
S. Martin Scholarship is
"African
American
Firsts. " The theme for the
Presidential
Schblarship
Award is "Five Qualities
That Makes A Gre!J.t
Leader and why?"
To make donations to the
scholarships or to learn more
about the scholarships, contact
Ms. Celeste Gibbons-Peoples, Scholarship Chairperson, at (813) 274-8834 or
Celeste. Gibbons- Peoples@tampagov.net.
1

Reorganization
~
Meeting Scheduled §

All re idents and bu ine own rs are invit d t utt nd a rcor- J'l
1\>
ga nization m eting for the new Eastern H ight s N ighb rho d ~
Watch ASsociation and rime Wa t h.
o
The meeting will be h ld 'Clt William Park 4
A enue at 6 p.m. on March 1 '"
The associa tion' boundari ar
Ave nue to the south, 40'" Str
the ea t.
For more information about this m ting, onta t Srunue l L.
Mobley, Sr. at (813) 628-4243. R freshm nt will b
rv d.

HART Introduces
'RouteShout'
Where's my bus? Hillsborough Area Regional Transit now has
a simple way to answer that question for bus riders.
RouteShout is HART's new way to give riders schedule information, bus stop locations and service updates, all , via cell
phone, Android or !phone. Passengers can simply text the stop
ID printed on the bus stop sign of their route. Within seconds,
they will receive information about the next bus scheduled to
come their way. If riders have a GPS enabled phone, RouteShout
will not only display arrival times, but nearby bus stops as well.
For cell phone users, with mobile browsers, simply log on to
m.routeshout.com, and search GoHART.
RouteShout is a free service offered to Hillsborough County
transit riders. It is just the latest technology HART is using to
better serve the community.
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HOPE OF3910SHILOH
COMMUNITY
CHURCH
East Conover
Tampa, Fl33610
L ;;.

C1uth ~ ( 13) ~~35 }, fax =( 13) llb-8723
Elder Raben f._ Bml. S: . ~
Co m ~

Worsbip With U

We Ctl~ b ra t e Our

ANNUAL FAMILY & FRIENDS
DAY CELEBRATION

Fire Rescue Captain
senlinu Into Position

Sunday, March 21,2010-11:00 A.M.
Theme : Hope For The Family Under Fi re"
Psalm 130:1-6 (Compare I Corinthians 10:13)

FAMILY & FRIENDS DAY
FELLO WSHIP DINNER
Hope of Shiloh Community C hurch
Tuesday, March 16, 2010 - 7:00 P.M.

Mother Wanda Gibson, Speaker
(Loving Hill Primitive Baplist Church)

Open Enrollment
VISIT US ONUNE
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First Black firefighter and
Captain for Hillsborough
County, Henry Dorsey attended a celebration honoring Reggie Smith.

Captain Reggie Smith with his mothe r , Ida, Aunt
wife, Traci.

BY GWENDOLYN
HAYES
Sentinel Editor

When Reggie Smith decided to become a firefighter,
he had someone's steps to follow - those of his older
brother, Eddie Smith, Jr.
But, it was not until he had
tried a career in education
that he decided he wanted to
do something else.
In September 2009, he became a Captain with the Hillsborough County Fire Rescue.
He becomes the 9th Captain
in the history of Hillsborough
County Fire Rescue. Henry
Dorsey, who recently retired, became the first Black
firefighter and the first Black
Captain.
As Captain, he's in charge of
Station #1 on 78th St., and in
charge of a crew (drivers and
firefighters). There's also a
Paramedic Unit at this station
that's under his charge.
A 1983 graduate of Hillsborough High School, · Smith
went to Florida College in
Temple Terrace. He furthered
his education at FAMU,
where he played basketball
and graduated cum laude.
After graduation, Smith
taught at FAMU for 1 year,

Theme: "Walking In

From left, John, Clovis, Allen, Reggie and his dad, Eddie.

then returned to Hillsborough County, where he taught
2 more years. He also graduated from Hillsborough Community College.
It was 1994 when he joined
his brother who was already a
firefighter for Hillsborough
County. Eddie has been a
firefighter for 24 years. Capt.
Smith moved up the ladder
from firefighter to the current
rank. He has 16 years on the
job.

When he's not at the fire station, Capt. Smith enjoys
spending time with his wife, .
Traci, their children and
grandbaby. His favorite pastime is playing golf at Rogers
Park Golf Course.
His advice to young people:
"you must have faith in God
and trust in yourself and you
can do anything you set your
mind to." ·
He's a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity.

We Eml:nce The Vision God Has O.Wined For His D.xi""""'!l
.
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Sunday
March 21st
7:45A.M.
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Thurs., March 18th
7:00 P.r.,.
Rev. Thomas Scott
Street Church

•••••••••
Minister
Antoine
Davis
Peace Baptist Church

Reverend Albert

Gallmon, Jr.
Pastor

Chairpersons:

Rev. Sam & Sis. Carolyn
King

n.,

11:00 A.M.
Dr. Julian McMillan
-

Church

':The Peace Baptist Femlly
Welcomes Youn
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For Countv Commission Seat

DWIGHT BOLDEN
Lifelong West Tampa resident and activist, Dwight
Bolden, has filed his application with the Supervisor Of

Elections Office to announce his
intent to seek the District Three
sea t on th e Boa rd of Co unty
Commissioners.
Bolden says he co nsiders
District Three to be one of the
largest and diverse in the
county.
MI think the people have lost
their voice in government, and I
want to be that voice. I think the
time has come for us all to be
trailblazers instead of followers."
Bolden is a 1971 graduate of
Howard W. Blake High School.
Also seeking the District
Three seat are Valerie Goddard, Leslie Miller, and incumbent Kevin White.

Children's Board Schedules
Workshop On Child Development
The Children's Board Of
Hillsborough County (CBHC)
will be conducting a community
workshop about early brain and
child development at DACCO,
4222 East Columbus Drive,
Tampa at 9 a.m. on Monday,
March 15. The workshop, is free
and open to the public.
Th e community workshop
will be led by pediatric expert
and Children's Board Director

of Innovation and Research
Peter Gorski. Repeat workshops will be held at 9 a.m. on
March 23 at the Girl Scouts
Conference Center and 4:15
p.m. on March 25 at the Children 's Board, 1002 E. Palm Avenue.
Future community workshops at DACCO will be at 9
a.m. on April 2, May 10 and
June 14.

IN USE

Mrs. Betty Bell stands outside the meeting room
named in her honor at the Quality Inn and Suites.
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
Every month, Mrs. Betty
Bell, Highland Pines Neigh borhood Association President, attends community and
East Tampa Community Revitalization Partnership meetings.
This past' Tuesday, Mrs.
Bell was in attendance when
ETCRP Chairperson Evange-

line Best, asked her to step
outside for a moment.
"I had no idea what was
going on. I mean I was completely clueless. "
To her surprise, Mrs. Bell
was told that the meeting
room at the Quality Inn and
Suites on soth Street will now
be known as the Betty Bell

Meeting Room.
"I was so shocked, I didn 't
know what to say," said Mrs.

w~· ~

Ben has bt·t·n
al'li\'e in her community and
specifically with tht• Qualit~·
Inn and Suitt•s project. Slw
was instrumental in securin~
assuranees from the management team of the hotel for the
hiring of res idents from tlw
Highland Pines eommunity
where the hotel is loeated. She
was also vigilant to make sure
the process was running
smoothly, and was a constant
figure at the hotel during its
renovation process.
'Tm very pleased with the
work that's bee n done, and I
feel honored.
"The room can hold up to
75 people and th e amenities
are great. The Weed and Seed
committee uses th e room
every month and it will be
available for the community
to use for meetings/events."
Ms. Best said Mrs. Bell
really deserves the honor.
"I can think of no on else
who ha work d s hard for
their community, and n v r
took a backward step in demanding the things he felt
would make Highland Pine a
better place to live.
"The hotel kept the promises they made to her and her
community."
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Come Get Your Praise On

Ci)

:r

The 3rd AnniverSary Celebration
li

Of

The United Gospel Singers
Of

, Florida

tl

New Rising Star -1509 E. Northbay Ave ..
Rev. Ernest Washington, Pastor

Come Have A Good Time In The Lord.
Everyone Is Invited: All Groups, Choirs and Soloists, Etc. ·
Please Contact Sisters: Linda Jones (813) 270-4293;
·
Velma Williams (813) 458-1170 Or Karen Williams (813) 732-4430
For
Add'l. Information.

···rhe Northsi'de Church of Christ,
6906 N. SOth Street, Tampa, FL 33617
The Northside Church of Christ, Congregation is searching for a
dedicated Christ-centered Minister who has a passion for the
spiritual development and growth of the Lord 's Church.
This individual will have the primary responsibility of developing programs which will provide firm biblical foundation, enhance individual faith formation, encourage relational growth
within the church, and ensure opportunities to develop the
daily devotional life of the congregation.

Minimum Qualification
2 years commitment with a 2 years renewal option
Teach at least one class each week.
Preach at least two sermons each week.

Marital Status
Preferably married

Education
BA degree in Biblical Studies or AS degree in Biblical Studies
with 5 yrs experience in a professional leadership role or
1Q-1 5 yrs of experience in a professional leadership role
Please enquire for other skill & related duties
Email resumes to.:
northsidechurcJ:?f~h!i.s~:t~~p_a_.~~9~~~~ :~~'!l- _____ _
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Tampa Fire Rescue
Called To Blake Again

CI:

u.

For the second time in as
many weeks, Tampa Fire Rescue personnel responded to a
fire at Howard W. Blake High
School.

Tampa
Fire
Rescue
spokesman, Captain Bill
Wade, said they received a
call just before 1 p.m.
When units arrived, they lo-

First Missionary Baptist Church Seffner
6720 County Road 579 North "'"' Seffuer 33584
Church- (813) 627-0114
Pastorffeacher: Reverend Nathaniel Love
ReSidence (813) 653-0528

Triple ·H' Men's Event

cated a fire in the cia room
building third floor bo.
bathroom. Students
evacuated afel) and
were oo injuries.
Captain
Wade
aid
Tampa Fire Marshal's Office
have determined the fire to be
an act of arson .
Damage to the bathroom is
estimated to be about $5,000
and is mostly due to smoke.
Last week, Tampa Fire Rescue units responded to a fire
at the school that was in the
bathroom inside the boy's
locker room. It was determined that the cause of that
fire was arson.
School officials said the fire
had no impact on FCAT testing.

New Heritage
Christian Worship Center, Inc
7402 N. 56th St. Bldg. 700
Suite 790 • Tampa, Fl33617
w,.,...,lhin -

S

12 P. M.

1iiiiToCiiftif
INNIVERSIR

ELDER OlANO COSTON

' Our Guests:
· Sunday7 MarQh 14, 2010 * 3 P.M. - God's Side
Progressive MB Church,-Rev. Danny Osborne, Pastor

B1:U2S.S29t ·
as!r@nl]cwc.91Jl
http://rfww.nhcwc.oiTI
7 Reasons You Should Attend
New !1erftage
.
1. Find out how to get the things.you
really want.
2. Find out Who God creatE!(! you tel be.

Friday;~h 19,2010 * 6:45P.M. (Doors0pen5:30.P.M.)
1
Area Choirs and Male Choruses ·
·

3.Astound othera with your knowledge

SUJ,lday, March21, 2010 * 3 P. M -Macedonia M. B.
Church, Rev. Joseph Sykes, ·Pastor

Hoex?
5. The reat movera'an<fshalers attend a
'·
.·
·
church;i
Lookir\g for that pretty devil? Jesus

Friday, March 26, 2010 • 6:45P.M

..

_ (DootS Open At 5:30 P. M)- ~ Nighf
·•

Sunday, March 28,2010 * 3 P. M - ·StJames AM. E.
Church, Rev: MicJlael Price, Pastor
Miliister Keith King & Sister Tanya King, Gbairpersoos

(astrology can't touch this)

of God's word.
4. Know the truth about 2012, Real or

s.

found most of His devils IN church.
7 Doctora sey people with a etong reli·
gious belief live longer,

Using the theme "Tripk II 1\len Recapturing the !lead Ill• art and Home,.. the men of
tlw College Hill Church Of
God In Christ will sponsor a
Community Men's breakfast.
The event will occur SaturdaY,
March 2oth, 9 a. m., at tl;e
College Hill ConferL'nce Center, located at 1002 East Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
The mission of the breakfast
is to enlighten and inspire in
order to transform the men in
fully understanding their role
and responsibility as being
head of the home.
Elder Freddie Flucker,
the Coordinator stated. "It is
not our intent to tell any man
how he should run his home,
but, to use this gathering as
another vehicle to assist with
stabilizing the community."
Elder Charles Davis,
Pastor of College Hill Church
Of God In Christ, stated, "that
there are many tangible benefits to all conference partici-

pants. It is our des in• to pn•sent an agenda of activities that
willmoti\·all' and mandatt• th<'
men in attendance o(thcir obligation as a father in carrying
out th eir parental roles as
head the house. In addition to
haYing Bishop Mutthew
Williums serve as the bn•akfast present er, we arc expecting some of our most
formidable community leaders, including Pastors On Patrol. Through our synergy of
collective efforts we will continue to make strides in posiimpacting
our
tively
community."
This event is an opportunity
for those who are yet to be
heads of households, those
who are currently in that role
as well as those who can offer
insight through life experiences. The committee is looking forward to maximum
participation from the males
of the community.
For info call 813 239-3161.

Local

Veteran Chamber Of
Commerce Emplovee Let Go

MS. GLORIA ANTHONY
... loses job after
19 years of service

omy.
He stated that th e Ia\ offs
were not based on performance , but on position s th at
could be absorbed. He also
said he had the unanimous approval of th e Executi\'e Committee. Ms. Renee Benton
Gilmore is th e only African
American on the Executive
Committee and she was absent when the decision was
made.
One of those positions was
that of Vice President Gloria
Anthony, a 19-year employee
of the chamber. There was also
another African American laid
off. The staff of 19 now includes one African American
who serves as the receptionist,
he said.
Ms. Anthony did not
wish to comment. However,
sources close to her said she
was caught totally by surprise.
According to our sources,

Ms. Anthony had been assigned th e task of den •lop ing
th e Strat egic Planning fo r the
Greater Tampa Chamber of
Commerce, which is not due
until October. When called
into the office, she was under
th e impression that she was
attending a budget meeting.
Rohrlack said, ··Ail of the
positions are vital, but we had
taken every other step we
could and the only thing left
was personnel. We lost half of
our senior management and it
was a very difficult process."
He further stated that the
chamber plans to fill the vacancies at the appropriate time
at some point in the future
when the economy improves.
Rohrlack also declined to
discuss the lack of African
Americans on staff. The two
remaining vice presidents are
a white male and a Hispanic
female.

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

The Greater Tampa Chamber of Commerce recently reduced their staff with the
layoff of five employees. Two
of the three African Americans
employed were included in the
layoff.
RobertJ. Rohrlack, Jr.,
President and CEO confirmed
during a telephone interview
that five employees, consisting
of two vice presidents, two
managers, and an administrative support employee were
laid off. He said the layoffs
were the result of the econ-

Embassy Suites Hotel
Jbe M'CnlJIY
~
3705 Spectrum Boulevard
Tampa, Florida 33612
l>tHII"'i

Opl'll \t I.:!:JII P.\1.
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Dramatization • Program • Talent Event • Plated Cuisine • Preseo.tation
For More Infonnation Call (813) 389-5196
Sponsored By The National Society For \kli

ln Unity For Education

St. Mark M. B. Church Family Celebrates

,r-

~i\~tor' s First
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7221 Sherrill Street@ Port Tampa, FL 33616
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Sunday, March 14, 2010

COMMUNITY
ANNOUNCEMENT
The city of Tampa Biack Hlstory"CommittH, Inc. Is
seeking the 88I'VIces of an Event Planner/Promoter to
assist with fundralsing and event planning of related
events. Alllntlel ested parties with professional experience
visit the website at

tiMIPIEIIIilt.,_

~nn• klnalllTin
fln1a.btDIItUfMeurll._

lmtH QriderM Jntu.FtmnlPra)lJ

· Saturday, March 20,2010 ** 9:30a.m.
St. Peter Claver O'Keefe Hall
1203 N. Nebraska Ave~ue **Tampa 33605
223-7098
~
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More Information Cal: 813-532~~
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Communitv Organization
Gets Special Recognition

In The Spotlight

.-----------------------------------------------------~---------------,

>1 ,000 .000

YETo of South Florida
one Mtlllon Dollars
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• NFL Cha rities

Tyrone Keys poses with the $1 million check donated by NFL Charities to the YET Centers of
South Florida. To his right is former NFL quarterback, Steve Young, and sitting is LaBron
Saffold.
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BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

~
In 1992, All Sports
~ Community Service introw duced itself to the general
~ public through its founder,·
> Tyrone Keys.
a: Since then, the organization
g;! has been recognized nationalW ly and Keys has received
C individual honors from his
~ college
alma
mater ,
en Mississippi State , and was
:::::i recently honored by receiving
~ induction into the Mississippi
0. Sports Hall of Fame.
Z
In a letter dated January 21,
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2010
from
NFL
Commissioner,
Roger
Goodell, Keys was congratulated on earning an NFL
Charities Player Foundation
Grant.
All Sports was also viewed
by the professional football
league as a model for NFL
player foundation development.
In a statement to Goodell,
Keys said he feels education
drives success.
"In fact, research clearly
states that college graduates
have more than doubled their
career earnings than those

with just a high school diplom a . But, success ca nnot be
measured in just dollars. "The
true measure of success incorporates skill and t al e nt in
order to pro-actively give back
to the communities we all live
in. That is the foundation of
my organization."
Since 1991, All Sports has
served over 1,000 young men
and women locally. Now, the
organization serves young
men and woman nationwide.
"Our mission from the
beginning is simply to awaken
the social champion in all of
us. "

---------------------------------------------------------------------

From Street Corner Vendor
To Radio Show Host

This week's Spotlight feature is Catiesha.
The 5'4" Sagittarian says her favorite star is
Nicki Minaj, and her hobbies are traveling
and shopping. In the future, Catiesha wants
to become a dental hygienist. Catiesha's phi,
losophy of life is: "To thine own self be true."
With so much ahead of her yet to accomplish, the 24-year-old beauty is more than
ready for any challenge that lies ahead. When
it comes to the man in her life, Catiesha said
he must be educated and respectful.
Congratulations to Catiesha as this weekls
Spotlight feature.
If you 're interested in being in the Beauty Unlimited
or Spotlight, please send your information and photo,
including a contact number to: jjohnson @flsentinel.com.

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
There is more to Hakim
Aquil than the man you see
vending on th e corner of
Columbus Dri ve and North
Boulevard.
For yea rs, h e's been ver-y
active in community affairs
and has wo rked extensively
with local Muslim organizations in -providing aid to
impo veris hed citizens of
Tampa and the surrounding
area.
After 25 years of service to
the community, Brother
Aquil is now the host of
"Honest Opinion, Keeping It
Real, Making It Happen. "
The n ew radio show will be
broadcast on WfMP 1150AM
on Saturday mornings from 9
a.ni. until1o a.m.
"The radio show is a continuation of my efforts to connect and empower the community, " said Brother
Aquil.
"The show will be strictly
community based, and will

CATIESHA

.
From left to right: Rasheed Ali, Ms. B., Taqwa lman, Jarvis ElAmin, and the host, Hakim Aquil (with headset).

serve as an avenue for everyone to express their viewpoints."
The show will be commercial free , giving the host
ample time to deai with the
issues, problems, ideas, solutions , and upcoming events
happing in the community.
The radio call-in show will
sh owcase s·p ecial guest
appearances from people who
don ' t normall y make the
news.
"Everyone ' s opinion is

accepted, " said Brother
Aquil.
"There are no right or wrong
responses. "
The call-in number for the
show is (813) 251-9867.
You can also contact
Hakim
Aquil
at
Hakim1948@yahoo.com with
show ideas and topics to b e
discu ssed . Please be sure to
briefly explain why your suggested topic is one of importance to you and our local
community.
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, WHYME?

By: Calvin E. Calli~, Sr.

2 99
$! .

This book was written for those individuals who
have asked God "Why Me?" questions when it '
comes to oppositions faced while livingjn the
will of God, fulfiJling His perfect plan and purpose for their lives.
Purchase your copy at www.heartinkpress.com or
stq> by Greater New Hope Anointed Ministri.es at
709 N. Parle Rd, Plant City, fL 33564 TODAY

5irthdaH Greetings

Mrs. Tonva lewis'
39th Binhdav Celebration

MRS. TONYALEWIS
March 13 At United Skates
Dress '70s

'Go Girl, It's Your Binhdav'

T.O. And TINA

TIARA

Bae chill! I'm almost there!
You want that rock , don ' t
you?
Loving you.

God is good. God is great.

TINA
Happy born day!
Your family.

IBPPV 26th Binhdav

·- TAMPA PORT AUTHORITY
INVITATION TO BID (ITB)

DANAE And DA'NAJA

· DOCUMENT NUMBER B-oo5-10
SPOIL ISLANDS 2D & 3D SHORELINE PROTECTION
TPA PROJECT N0.1D-01510
The Tampa Port Authority (TPA) is soliciting sealed bids from
qualified contractors to install approximately 17,100 tons of riprap on
Spoil Islands 2D and 3D to Improve shoreline protection and
the habitat of shore-nesting birds. The project will Include grading
and compacting adjacent areas. Due to the project location, the
contractor will barge equipment and materials from TPA landside
staging areas to the two islands.

Happy belated birthday to
Da'Naja and DaNae. She
will be celebrating her 6th
birthday Saturday.
Love, Buddah, Darren,
Myiosha and Jermaine.

A non-mandatory Pre-Bid Conference will be held Thursday,
March 18, 2010 at 9:00 a.m. in the first floor TPA Board Room,
1101 Channel side Drive, Tampa, FL 33602. Prospective bidders are
encourag~d to attend. Sealed bids are due by Wednesday,
April 7, 2010 at 1:00 p.m. at which time all bids received will be
publicly opened and read aloud.
The ITB is available through a link on the TPA's
website (www.tampaport.com) and the DemandStar System
(www.demandstar.com). Interested firms shall submit a completed
response to the Tampa Port Authority, 1101, Channelside Drive,
4th Floor, Tampa, FL 33602.

.

Firms failing to submit the required ITS Documents as outlined
on Form Bl-1 may be deemed non-responsive to the ITB. TPA
encourages the use of registered Small Business Enterprise (SBE)
firms to the greatest extent possible on TPA projects and has a goal
of nine percent (9%) SBE J)articipation. TPA will consider SBE
participation when evaluating the bids.
Questions concerning this ITB should be directed
Donna Casey, TPA Procurement Dept. (813) 905-5044, by email at
dcaseyOtam~aport.com, or by fax at {813) 905-5050.

~Sentinel Bulletin
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Support The
Florida Sentinel
Advertisers

MS. CARLETTA

MS.GUECOBA

3-10

3-11

From your best friends,
Guecoba, TeJuana, Janal,
baby daddy, Juan, family
and friends.

From your best friend,
Carletta, Cutieman and
fam'ily. Keep your head up,
it's almost over ...
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Iverson Going
Through
1ough Times'

Brian Clark Signs
With Detroit lions

BRIAN CLARK

Former Chamberlain High
Schoo l and North Carol in a

Stat e wide rece i\·e r, Brian
Clark, has signed a one-year
dea l \\ith the Detroit Lio ns.
Clark spent hi s fi rst two
seasons in th e NFL \'\i th the
Denver Broncos befo re join th e T a mp a
Bay
in g
Bucca nee rs. Aft er three easons in Tampa wh ere he was
use d s pa rin g ly, th e 6 ' 2 '
Clark hop es he will find a
home in Detroit .
The Lions will allow Clark
to compete a t wid e receiver
and co ntribut e o n special
tea ms.

Hovas Use DTo Beat
South Florida In Big East
~
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NEW YORK-- Georgetown
coach John Thompson III
has a remarkable knack for
making a difficult game
sound simple.
Take, for instance , his
approach to guarding
Dominique Jones . The
South Florida star ripped
apart the Hoyas the last time
the two teams met, and was
coming off an impressive
performance that helped his
team reach the second round
of the Big East tournament.
"I just yelled at the guys ,
' Guard him! '" Thompson
said, grinning.
They sure listened, and
didn't stop with the league's
second-leading scorer. The
No. 22 Hoyas frustrated
South Florida all over the
court in a 69-49 second-

round victory Wedn es day ,
propelling them into a marquee matchup with regularseason champion Syracuse.
Jason Clark and Greg
Monroe scored 16 points
each Georgetown (21-9),
which held the Bulls to a season-low 29.1 percent from
the field - pretty decent evep
by Thompson's stringent
standards. It was the second
straight game and fifth time
this season that an opponept
failed to break so against the
Hoyas' numbing defense.
"We really struggled to fin;~
a shot," South Florida coach
Stan Heath said. "It happened yesterday and today) t
really caught up to us,
being able to hit a perimet~r
jumpshot.".
;,<.

ALLEN IVERSON

PHILADELPHIA - Exiled
Philadelphia 76e r s g u ard
Allen Iverson says h e 's
experie nci ng "tough times" a
wee k after it was decided he
would not return to the team
and his wife filed for divorce.
Iverson posted four messages Monday ni ght on his
Twitter account telling fans
he expected to overcome the
most recent obstacles in his
life.
"To my fans : You all know
that my life isn't perfect. I am
going through some very
tough times right now, like I
am sure that we all do from
time to time," Iverson wrote.
"However, I Will stand tall like
always with 'rhino' thick
skin."

Marion Jones
Signs With WNBA's
Tulsa Shock

not

Ex-Spurs Plaver
Alvin Robenson
Returns To Jail
S.
A fO 110 - Former
BA
All -S t a r
A l vin
Robertson , fac in g s exu a l
assa ult o f a child and se x
traffi ckin g charges, is back in
jai l in San Ant o ni o aft e r a
judge increased his bond .
Pro secutors s ay th ey had
asked that Robertson 's bail
be doubl ed to $450 ,000 on
Wedn esday after allegations
surfaced that he was threate nin g two women. Th e 47year-old Robertson wa s
still in jail late Wednesday.
He h as been accused of
being part of a sex trafficking
rin g that kidnapped a 14yea r-old girl. Robertson,
through his lawye r , h as
denied the allegations.

ALVIN ROB ERTSON

Attorney Jimmy Parks
.Jr. told the San Antonio
Exp ress -News the bond
change was unusual beca u e
his client hasn't been charged
with a new crime.

Stuckev Cleared
For Exercise
AUBURN HILLS, Michigan
- The Detroit Pistons say
three doctors have cleared
Rodney Stuckey for exercise after a heart evaluation.
Stuckey collapsed on the
bench during Friday's game
at Cleveland and was taken
away on a stretcher . .He
missed Sunday's game
against Houston and will be
out again on Wednesday
. against Utah.
Stuckey missed two games
last season after experiencing
dizziness during a game.
The third-year pro from
Seattle is averaging 17 points,

RODNEY STUCKEY
five assists and four
rebounds for the rebuilding
Pistons.
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MARION JONES

TULSA, Okla. - Marion
Jones hasn't lost much of
her swagger.
The disgraced sprinter once
called the world's fastest
woman was introduced
Wednesday as the newest
member of the WNBA's Tulsa
Shock and she offered no
apologies for her steroids use
or her time in federal prison.
She was poised and ready for
questions about her troubled
past.
"The word redemption is
not in my vocabulary," Jones
said at a news conference,
flanked by team president
Steve Swetoha and coach
Nolan Richardson. "I'm a
competitor, I want to play
against the best in the world,
and I know that I will be
doing that."

WR Brvant 'Verv Close'
To Reaching Agreement
With Benaals
CINCINNATI -- Antonio
Bryant's agent said the
receiver and the Cincinnati
Benga)s were "very close" to
an agreement on Wednesday,
a move that would likely preclude the addition of Terrell
Owens.
For the second year in a
row, the Bengals are trying to
find a complement for Chad
Ochocinco, the only receiver with appreciable experience on the roster.
Ochocinco has lobbied to
get Owens, who was in town

ANTONIO BRYANT '
on Wednesday to meet team
officials.

Follow Us On Twitter.com
IFLSENTINEL
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Mason To Return To
Ravens; Agrees On
2-Year Deal

DERRICK MASON

BALTIMORE - After twice
reaching outside the organization to enhance their wide
receiving
corps,
the
Baltimore Ravens secured
one of their own Wednesday
night: two-time Pro Bowl

player Derrick Mason.
Mason , an un res tricted
free age nt, agreed to a twoyea r deal with th e tea m he
joined in 2005.
Mason's future with t he
Ra ve ns appeared uncl ear
afte r the Ravens obta in ed
free agent wideo ut Donte'
Stallworth and traded for
Anquan Boldin . Mason
hinted after the 2009 season
that h e mi ght ret ir e, a nd
there was also a chance he
would sign with another
team.
But now he's set to end his
career with Baltimore, and
his return assures third-year
quarterback Joe Fiacco a
familiar target to go with
Stallworth and Boldin.

Free Agent Terrell
Owens Will Meet
·With Bengals

TERRELL OWENS

CINCINNATI - Terrell
Owens
headed
to
Cincinnati on Tuesday to see
if the Bengals are interested
in -adding him to their
stalled-out passing game.
The 36-year-qld receiver
tweeted on Tuesday that he
was on his way to meet with
team officials. Receiver
Chad Ochocinco has been
lobbying for the Bengals to
sign Owens since the end of

last season , when the
Bengals' passing game
lacked a deep threat.
"En route (at) Natti land!!"
Owens tweeted. ''i'll let u
guys know how the mtg
went! Cn't go 2 bed considering the pursuit of tht
Lombardi shiny thing!!"
The Bengals went 10-6 and
won the AFC North last season by relying on their .
defense and their running
game. They lost to the New
York Jets in their first playoff game since 2005, struggling to move the ball.
Cincinnati needs at least'
one proven rece.iver after
releasing Laveranues
Coles, who lasted only one
season with the Bengals.
Receiver Matt Jones, who
was out of the NFL last season after Jacksonville
released him for off-field
problems, has signed a oneyear deal with the Bengals.

<Weddlna Speciaf ~999·99
9)ftotofJ"~! & C()ideo
Must book by April 1st, 2010

1 DVD wecklng &rec;eption * 1~album 150 4x6 prilts

Streets & Streets 9?ftotosrapfty & C{)ideo
(813) 2Q5-3531 or (813) 657-1434
www.streetsandstreets.com

Pat Williams
Didn't Know ore
Drug Was Banned

PAT WILLIAMS

MINNEAPOLIS - Min nesota
Vikin gs
lin e ma n
Pat
Williams echoed teamm ate
Kevin Williams in telling a
judge he didn't know an overth e-counter weight-loss supplement contained a substance
banned by the NFL.
Pat Williams, a 13-year veteran, testified Wednesday he
first took StarCaps when he
was with the Buffalo Bills,
where a trainer told him it was
a legal supplement. Williams
also said he checked out
StarCaps online and "everything looked legal."
The NFL is trying to suspend
the Williamses- for four
games each for testing positive
in 2008 for the banned substance bumetanide, a diuretic
that ca·n mask steroids .
Neither playe r is accused of
taking steroids.
·
Both the Williamses are
suing the NFL, alleging it violated state labor Jaws in applying its anti-doping ·policy:

Bolt Serena Win
laureus world
.Sports Awards·
..

USAIN BOLT And
SERENA WILLIAMS

ABU DHABI, United Arab
Emirates -Jamaican sprinter
Usain Bolt won his second
straight Laureus Sportsman of
the Year award Wednesday
and Serena Williams won
the women's prize for the second time.
Bolt won three gold medals
at last year's athletics world
championships and set world
records in the 100 and 200meter races. Williams won
the Australian Open and
Wimbledon and regained the
No. 1 ranking.
Speaki'n'g" fi.om Jamaica,
where Bolt is training, the
sprinter said he aims to "keep
winning, keep running and
breaking records."
"Anything is possible," Bolt
said. "I just need to keep working hard and keep breaking
records. That's the aim for
.me."

Vick 'Humbled' Bv Ed
Block Courage Award
BALTI 10RE - In ide th
banqu e t h al l, a humbl d
Michael Vick wa honored
Tuesday ni ght as one of 32
FL pia. er to r c ive th Ed
Block Courage Award.
The a\vard is pre nted to
playe rs wh o exemplify commitment to the principl of
port manship and courage.
Each NFL team selects th ir
own recipient, a nd mo t of
the winners were on hand for
the gala event Tuesday night.
Vick wa s pi cked as th e
Philadelphia Eagle ' represe ntative by a unanimou s
vote of his teammates. Once
a star quarterback with the
Atlanta Falcons, Vick was
convicted in 2007 for his role
in a dogfighting ring and
served 18 months in federal
prison.

''I' m ve ry humbl d to b
here," Vick ' aid befor th
award ce r e mony. " I ' m
bless ed to be voted by my
peers, to be here, and this is
an opportunity that I will
take advantage of and cherish forever."

------------------------------------------

Seanle Sends
QB Wallace To
Cleveland For Pick
RENTON, Wash. - Mike
Holmgren is already making deals with his former
team.
The Seattle Seahawks traded backup quarterback
Seneca Wallace to the
Cleveland
Browns
in
exchange for a 2011 undisclosed draft pick. The
Seahawks confirmed the deal
Monday night.
Wallace spent his entire
seven-year career with the
Seahawks, and was always a
favorite of Holmgren's
when he was Seattle's coach.
Now the Browns' team president, Holmgren has
brought Wallace
to
Cleveland.
"This will give -Seneca a
chance for a f~esh start,"
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SENECA WALLACE

Seattle general manager
John Schneider said in a
statement. "The Browns
front office's familiarity with
his abilities will give him an
opportunity to compete for
playing time. ·We wish him '
nothing but the best.'
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ALL MY CHILDREN- Adam refuses to believe that JR could die; JR realiz what hi
future holds; Annie wants Brooke out of the pictu re. Liza makes a surprising di co ei); Tad
has a visio n of Dixie; Greenlee is det ermi ned to help David. Liza makes a surprising discovery;
Tad has a vision of Dixie; Greenlee is determined to help David. David spies on Adam and
Annie; J R makes it th rough his crisis; Rya n and J esse lu re Greenlee into a false sense of security.
AS THE WORLD TURNS - Luke confronts Faith; Paul takes Eliza to see Meg. Chris
Hughes returns to Oakdale; Barbara and Henry go public. Barbara catches sight of Henry
and Vienna; Janet learns the truth about her baby.
THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL- Nick takes Bridget on a surprise getaway; Steffy
tries to trick Oliver; Brooke gives Ridge a reminder of why he stood up for her in the meeting;
Stephanie makes a bold declaration. Owen overcompensates for his guilt; Hope tells Brooke
about the new man in her life; Brooke learns more about Oliver and grows concerned; Steffy
is confi de nt she has am munition she needs against Brooke and the Logans; Oliver vows to
stop Steffy. Bridget makes a confess ion to Nick; J ackie and Owen attempt to put their problems behind them; Oliver lea rns the extent of Steffy's vi ndictive natu re when he tries to convi nce her not to proceed wi th the next step of her plan.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- Melanie and Stephanie have it out ; Nathan admits to Maggie
that he still has feelings for Melanie; Rafe focuses on the aftermath of Sydney's rescue; EJ
plays a fatherly role with Sami and the kids; Will gives Mia a token to signify their exclusiveness. Daniel realizes that Maggie is ill; Maggie tells Melanie that she has relapsed; Arianna
urges Rafe to forgive Sami; EJ and Sami bond over the baby; Arianna talks about her regrets
when she visits Melanie; Daniel tries to comfort Melanie. Brady proposes to Arianna; Sami
tells EJ that she fears she's damaged her relationship with Rafe; Daniel informs Victor that
he's Melanie's fath er; Vivian taunts Carly; Chloe updates Nicole about her hysterical pregnancy; EJ offers Arianna a job.
GENERAL HOSPITAL- Jason and Sam have their hands full with Michael; Ethan tries
to let Kristina down gently; Alexis and Diane clash with Claire. Michael tries to make his getaway; Sonny wishes he could share the truth with Dante; Spinelli blames himself for Maxie's
troubles. Jason questions Sonny's judgment; Kristina falls victim to a violent Kiefer; Maxie
faces some serious health problems.
ONE UFE TO UFE - Schuyler turns to Tea for help; Danielle rebuffs Todd; Kim starts
to have second thoughts about marrying Clint. Several parties vie for custody of Sierra Rose;
Todd has an unexpected offer for Kelly that would make Blair crazy; Dorian urges Viki to
take Charlie back. Someone pays a cryptic visit to Mitch; Layla admits to Brody that she sees
Jessica as a threat; Natalie inadvertently spills Marty's secret to John.
. THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Lily gets the results of the PET scan; Chance and
Chloe profess their love. Phyllis finds a note from Dr. Taylor; Tucker takes action against
Chancellor Industries. Ashley recalls an important memory; Adam escapes his accusers.
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HOROSCOPES

w
z TODAY'S BIRTHDAY-- Every skill you have learned comes into play this year as you
"i=
z integrate willpower, logic, creative inspiration and love of what you do. Even menial tasks
w become more interesting as you bring all of your capacities to bear on each question or prob-
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PISCES (FEBRUARY 19-MARCH 20)- TWhen you follow your intuition, you can
perform magic at work and in private situations. Use visual images and choose your words
carefuHy.
ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 19)- Any activity involving your partner or friend is successful now. Imagine what each person needs. Cook up special treats to suit each palate.
TAURUS (APRIL 20-MAY 20) - Don't you love it when a plan comes together? Today
is the day. You gain independence while attaining the respect of your peers.
GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE 21) -A female friend has her finger on the pulse of today's
activities. Love will be a key component. Call home to make plans for a weekend day trip.
CANCER (JUNE 22-JULY 22) - TCareful financial planning leaves you positioned to
obtain your heart's desire. Independence is just part of the package.
LEO (JULY 23-AUGUST 22)- Let everything roll along at its own pace. Applying pressure will only irritate folks and won't help get things done.
VIRGO (AUGUST 23-SEPTEMBER 22) - Guys are on one side and girls on the other.
Either you get to do the Virginia Reel, or you have a problem. Ask everyone to meet in the
middle.
UBRA (SEPTEMBER 23-0CTOBER 22) - Push creativity to the limits today. Use
inspiration from romantic tales, but don't forget simple logic.
SCORPIO (OCfOBER 23-NOVEMBER 21)- You've worked to bring everything into
balance. A female leader appreciates your private efforts to keep things on track.
SAGITIARIUS (NOVEMBER 22-DECEMBER 21) -As you develop travel plans,
maintain a balance between education and entertainment. Include time in the sun.
CAPRICORN (DECEMBER 22-JANUARY 19) - Whatever you have going, keep it
in motion with the least pressure possible. That way, you keep the enthusiasm alive.
AQUARIUS (JANUARY 20-FEBRUBARY 18)- Dip into your bag of magic business
tricks. .:You.need..more than-logic. to overcome.the competition. The-packaging matters.

By
Brandon
Ellis
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The Dramatics'
Ron Banks Passes

RON BANKS

So ul s in ge r Ron Banks ,
founder of R&B I Soul group
The Dramatics, died in his
home at th e age of s8 yea rs

old on March 4·
The falsetto croo ner, who
formed The Dramatics in
1962, is believed to have di ed
from a ~ massiv e heart
attack,~ according to Motown
Alumni Association president Billy Wilson .
Acco rdin g to reports, the
singer was reportedly healthy
whe n he passed out without
warning in hi s hom e with
family. Dramatic co-singer
L.J. Reynolds spoke with
Banks via phon e a n hour
befor e h e pa sse d a nd said
Banks was "just like himself-very upbeat. "

Rapper DMX Arrested
For Violating Probation

DMX

PHOENIX --Troubled rapper DMX was arrested in
Arizona on Tuesday for violating his probation by regu-

larly using illegal drugs during the last nine months ,
authorities said.
The rapper, whose real
name is Earl Simmons,
told a probation officer that
he used cocaine and was not
complying with the terms of
his treatment plan, Maricopa
County Sheriff Joe Arpaio
said.
He faces five counts of violating probation.
Simmons was booked into
a Phoenix jail late Tuesday
afternoon and was isolated
from other inmates, sheriffs
officials said.

·precious' Dominated
Spirit Awards With
Five Prizes

Ja Rule To Star
In New film

LOS A GELE -- Th e
Harlem dr a ma .. Pre ·io 11s"'
took the best pictu r priz as
it dominat d th e pirit
Awa rd s, winning four oth er
honors that incl uded tr ophi es for stars Gabourey
Sidibc and Mo'Nique.
Sidibe won best actr ss
for "Precious : Based on th e
Nov el 'Push ' by Sapphire,"
playin g a n illit e rat e t ee n
pulling h e rs e lf o ut of a n
abyss of neglect and abu .
Mo'Nique earned th e sup porting-actress honor as the
girl's loathsome mother.
"Gabby, yo u are trul y a
special gift to the universe,
baby," Mo'Nique said. "For
people to get to know you
and be in your prese nce,
they are all honored. "
Though she has dominated
her category at ea rli er film
honors, Mo'Nique said
backstage she had not prepared a speech for the
Oscars, "because I think the
universe would say, 'You
have a lot of nerve. "

JARULE

Ja Rule is preparing to take
a hiatus from the rap wo rld to
star in a new film.
As previously reported, J a
recently celebrated a birthday
and threw himself a bash that
brought out old Murder Inc.
affiliate Ashanti.
Before that Ja was convicted
for an old gun po ss ess ion
charge and could face 3 years
in jail.
Now movi11g away from the
negativity he's preparing for a
film role with a spiritually
based production company.
The new movie titled "I'm In
Love With A Church Girl" features Ja alongside former
Cheetah Girl I Industry
Insider Adrienne Bailon.
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MO'NIQUE AND
GABOUREY SIDIBE

"Precious" swept every category for which it wa nominated, in cluding dir ctin
honors for Lee Daniel as
well as best scr nplay by a
first-time
write r
for
Geoffrey Fletcher. He and
Daniels also are nominated
at the Oscars, where
"P reczous
•
n IS
•
among t h e
best-picture contenders.
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lil wavne Sentenced
To Jail

ULWAYNE

Afte r thre e delays, a new
Twitter account and stockpiling new songs and videos, the
time has come for Lil
Wayne.
Lit Wayne report ed to a
New York City courthouse to
begin his one ;year jail sentence.

W a y n e's entencing wa
post poned three tim es;
February 9th, March 2nd and
March 3rd, all leading up to
his date with fate.
Wayne reported to court at
around 2 p.m. to hear his sentenci ng. Reports claim t hat
there was a crowd of onlookers and paparazzi outside in a
fre nzy whe n he ma d e h is
appearance.
Followi ng that he was escorted away to begin his one year
behind bars at New York's
notorious Riker's Island.
If Lil Wayne maintains
good behavior he could be out
of the facility in as little as
eight months.
He will not be in the "general
population" at Riker's but will
serve his time in protected
custody.

Mos Del Sued Bv Turkish
Composer Over Sample
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Brooklyn lyricist/actor Mos

a.
Lu Def has always been known
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for being original, but now
MC is finding himself on
the other end of a lawsuit.
TurJdsh composer Selda
Bagcan is suing Mos for
sampling hertrack "Ince Ince
ar Yaar" on his track
"Supermagic" off of his
Grammy-nominated The
Ecstatic.
"Your style is very effective,"
she said in a statement
directed at Mos Def, "I
e~pect y;ou to respect the
labor of
Bagcan claims that she had
no id~ about her looped participation until .she watched
the recent Grammy Awards
ceremony on television and
heard the track.
According to the Hurriyet
Daily News, the Turkish
Ministry of Culture and
~ouris1111 agreed that no permission was granted to use
the sample and decided to
issue a cease-and-desist letter. Bagcan added the copy-
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right suit, saying that she
slaved over those recordings
and deserves to get paid if
they are used in any way
other than what she officially
condones.
"My life was spent in court,"
she explained. "My trials
were meant to intimidate
others. My close friend and
the legendary name of
Anatolian rock music, Cem
Karaca, spent his life in exile
just like Naz1m Hikmet.
Turkey did not own its values, leaving them to loneliness."
No word on whether Mos
Def has responded to either
letter, but hopefully the lawsuit doesn't hinder Mos from
making another banging
album.

D'Angelo Denies
Solicitation
Charges

D'ANGELO

When news.broke that R&B
singer D'Angelo•was arrested in New York for soliciting
a prostitute, fans of the "How
Does It Feel " singer we re
stunned.
As previously reported ,
D ' Angelo, real name
Michael Archer , was
arrested for asking an undercover police officer for. oral
sex.
When police stopped him in
his Range Rover after agreeing to pay $40 for the act,
they also found $12,ooo cash
in the car. Now however
D'Angelo is attempting to
clear his name.
Lindsay Guion, a representative for D'Angelo has
released a statement saying,
"We know there is a lot of
speculation in regard to the
arrest of D'Angelo in New
York City this past weekend.
We would like his fans and
the public at large to know
that D'Angelo has pled not
guilty - and is contesting the
allegations made against
him. Also know that, he is in
good health and extremely
excited about his forthcoming new album."

Kan Williams Facing $1M
lawsuit For Dog Anack
Ka tt W illi a m s ' tr ubl
with the law are ntinui t
add up.
As pr viou ly r ported Katt
was arrest d in Nov mb for
burg lary a nd t r pas ing
detain ed by po lice at Walmart in D c mb r and fa ed a
$230,000 lawsuit lat r that
month .
Now he's being sued again
for allegedly threatening to
kill a man if he pressed
charges against him for a dog
attack.
According to the Atlanta
Journal Constitution, recording studio owner Marion
Joseph Powers has filed a
lawsuit against Katt claiming
that the comedian instructed
his dog to bite him while he
recorded comedy in his stu-

KA'IT WILUAMS

dio.
Court documents claim that
Williams and his bodyguards came to Powers' studio in October. Williams
brought along his dog and
allegedly gave it an "attack
signal" instructing it to bite
the other man's animal, leaving it with injuries.

suue Knight Facing
S& Million Tax Lien
Suge Knight's troubles
with money are continuing to
add up, now that the government is confirming that the
former head of Death Row
Records owes over $6 million
in back taxes.
As previously reported a disgruntled owner of a storage
facility sold personal articles
of Suge's including a picture
of Suge and Tupac for $100
to pay down an unpaid bill.
Before that, one of the mothers of Suge's children took
him to court for back child
support while Death Row
memorabilia and even some
of his underwear was sold at
auction in 2009 to pay for the
record company's extravagant
bankruptcy bill.

SUGEKNIGHT

Now howeVer, tax collectors··
are the latest to come forward
to collect what's past due.
The government is aski~g for
$6,578,696.31 in back taxes.
No word on whether Suge
will be able to pay that bill,
considering that he allegedly
makes only a little over
$1,000 a month

------------------------------~~
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MRS. DOROTHY MAE
FIELDS JACKSON
" DOT"
Homegoing services for Mrs .
Dorothy Mae Fields Jackson ,
" Dot," of 4014 E. Paris Street,
who passed away, Thursday,
March 4, 2010, will be held Saturday, March 13, 2010 , at 11 a.
m. at Aikens Funeral Home
Chapel, Rev. Evan Burrows, officiating. Interment will follow.
Dorothy Mae Fields Jacks~n
was born September 26, 1939, m
Tampa, to the late Robert and
Mazie Fie lds.
She attended
Hillsborough County Public
School and graduated from Middle ton High School class of 1957.
She worked at numerous places
in Tampa (downtown) and long
tim e employment by the late Dr.
Freddie A. Smith as his nurse for
over 20 years.
Dorothy then over the last 20
years provided childcare to numerous children in the community whom called her "Nana."
When asked, her most memorable past time it was when she
was married to Moses Kelsey
and the traveling back and forth
to Georgia through the back
roads· during_ the segregated
times in how it was different for
Blacks of all ages.
Another past time was when
she was married to Theodore
Jackson and looking towards
annual vacation trips.
Also trips with her favorite
sisters and brothers -in~law and
looking forward to see what unusual thing each husband would
do and their humorous adventures .
A statement from her daughter, " If you were a family mem~
ber and friend of my mother, I
know for sure she touched your
life and it will never be forgotten. My mother is and was my
best friend she protected me
when I did not need it whether I
was wrong or right."
She was preceded in death by:
her parents, Robert and Mazie
Fields; and her sister, Earline
Chapman.
She leaves to cherish her
fondest memories: a' daughter,
Kimberly
Kelsey
Johnson;
grandchildren, Aarian LaMarchade Johnson and Laarian Brienna Reed; devoted sisters,
Helen (Johnny) Armstrong and
Carolyn (Pete) Bodden~Peter
son· brothers, Robert Carlton
(Gl~ria) Fields, Michael Fields
and Larry Chang; nieces, She~
vawn (Rufus) Spencer, Tonia
(Michael) Torres, Tangela Chapman and Tammy (David Lee)
Chapman Jones; nephews, Rodney (Gloria) Scott, Ronald
(Essie) Dismuke, Keith (Floriel~
lyn) Chapman and tnysses Chico
(Kienna) Chapman; a host of
grand nieces ~d nephews; V~ra
Oate Arnold) Fields and family;
and devoted friends, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie (Jessie) Hill, Shirley
Levins, Betty Brown, Lucille
Wells and Nadine Brown.
The viewing will be held at
Aikens Funeral Home from s-8
p. m., Friday evening. The family will receive friends from
5:30-6:30 p. m.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the chapel on
Saturday for the servi~.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
.www.aikeufuneAliJomo Pet

MR. JAMES BROWN
Mr.
James
Brown
of
Wimauma, FL, passed away Friday, March 5, 2010.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday, March 13,
2010 , at 2 p. m. at ~ount Moriah Missionary Baptist Church,
S910 Vel Street , Wimauma, J?r.
Levern Waiters, pastor, w1th
Reverend Deryl Jones, officiating.
THERE WILL BE NO
VIEWING AFTER THE EULOGY. Interment will follow in
Wimauma Community Cemetery.
Mr. Brown was a native of
Americus, Georgia, and a r esident of Wimauma for many
years. He was educated in th_e
public school system of Americus, Georgia. He was a member
of Mount Moriah Missionary
Baptist Church and was also a
proud lifetime member of
Prince Hall Free & Accepted
Masons. He was a contractor
for many years, and during his
journey he touch~d many liv~s
and came to the a1d of those m
need.
·
Mr. Brown was preceded in
death by: both parents, Geneva
Eva Bruce-Hall and Willie
Brown; a son, Gregory Brown; 5
sisters, Mamie Mason, Emma
Lee Johnson, Gennie Mae
Wells, Mary Bell Henry and
Eddie Jean Posteii-Sawyer; a
brother, J. W. "Jim" Streets;
and 4 grandchildren, Corey
Brown, Steven Carr, Carlos
Carr and Genesis Hayes.
He leaves to honor and cherish fond memories: a devoted
wife, Retha Mae Brown of 57
years; 3 sons, Larry Brown, Sr.
(a devoted caregiver) , Andre
(Carol) Brown, and Wesley
(Sonya) Brown; 9 daughte~s,
Bessie B. (Joe Don) Carne,
Janie
McCarthy,
Mozella
Dublin, Shirley (Tarrinson)
Brown-Walker, Jewel Hunt,
Dellarine (Wilton) Anderson,
Jacquelyn Brown, Carol Brown
and Angela Brown; 29 grandchildren, Larry Brown, Jr.,
Allen Brown, Marcus Stephens,
Devon Washington, Andre
Brown, Jr., Tenesha Brown,
Mark Carrie, Natasha Carrie,
Letha Marshall, Valerie Marshall, Nelson Dublin, Angela
(Terrance) Dublin-Duckworth,
Michael (Antoinette) Brown,
Eric Stephens, Aysia Anderson,
Tikila Brown, Yeulanda (Satish)
Degala, Jamaal Carr, Nigel
Carr Karen Mason, Shezell
"(Sandy) Nixon, Roderick (Crystal) Randolph, Cedrick Putman, Jonas Scott, Brandon
Brown, Carlton Brown, Carl
Scott Shereiff Garrett and
Shal~nda Gatewood; 5 sistersin-law, Christine (Paul) Young,
Joyce (Matthias) Mathurin, Lois
Young, Ann Young (a devoted
sister-in-law) and Mary young;
2 brothers-in-law, Charlie (Gloria) Young and Robert (Ullie)
Young, Jr.; 31 great grandchildren and 3 great, great grandchildren;
a
devoted
danghter-in-law, Josie Gatewood;3godchildren,Cornelius
Bobo, Sharin Golfin and
Natanya Miller; special cousins,

Laura Ko "·' ·S mit h and Emma
Fret: m a n :
spt•l"i a l
fr ie n d ,.. ,
ll oro t h \
Da , ·is .
Lafa ~ l' tl t•
:\l a tth e ;,.s . Ho b by Pool. T h o m as
Gibso n . Ge ort;ia :\l ae S h e ll y.
\\'illi e a n d H e r be rt ~in g: a n d a
n t• ph t• ws.
h os t of ni eces.
cOlL'i ins. fri e n ds a nd th e e nt in•
\\'im a um a Co m m un ity .
T h e re m a ins will ITpo s ~· a f\er
5 p . rn . today . Frid a y. l\lard1 1:!.
20 10. a t Ka y \\'illi a m s Furu•r a l
H o m e. 30 1 ~ . ll o wal't.l :\v~· nue.
a nd th e fa mil y will n ·ce in•
fri e nds fr·o m s -6 p . 111 .
_.\rr a ngements e ntru s ted t o
R A Y \\'ll .l.L-\M S
Fl'N E R.-\1.
11 0!\ I E. Rhod es & Northet·n .
Owners .
In li e u of flowers d o nations
ca n be made to the: American
Stro ke Ass ocia tion Me moria l
Donations in honor of James
Arthur Brown. by phone: (Soo)
242-872 , online: www.Antericanheart.org, by mail: P.O. Box
840692 , Dallas, TX
752840692.

DR. VERA
EARLENE BRYANT
Dr. Vera Earlene Bryant of
Valrico, known to all as Dr. Vee,
passed on to join her many
loved ones in Heaven on Sunday, March 7, 2010.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday, March 13,
2010 at 1 p. m. at Riverhills
Chur~h of God, 6310 East Sligh
Avenue Tampa, Pastor J. D.
Simmo~s, with Pastor Marvin
C. Roberson, officiating. Interment will immediately follow at
Hillsboro Memorial Gardens,
Brandon.
The 13'h child of the late Pastor Robert and Cora Regulus,
she arrived on July 10, 1925, in
Waycross, Georgia.
Dr. Vee's thirst for knowledge and enlightenme~t led ~er
to receive her Ph.D. m Gmdance Counseling and a career as
a Teacher and Psychologist. It
was, however, her infinite wisdom. and ability to learn from
life's lessons that really earned
her the title Dr. Dr. Bryant!!
Teacher, preacher, counselor,
renaissance woman of unshakeable faith and love. Her
words and her actions will continue to challenge our lives,
touch our hearts and wann our
souls.
Dr. Bryant has left a lasting
legacy for her children: Sheryl
Lovelace, Robert Ken McEady
and Angela Regulus. Her legacy
extends to: her loving grandchildren, R. Kenneth Bryant,
Dysse Lamar, Brienin PolakovSuransky, Zuri Morrison, Jessica
Blackmon,
Zachary
McEady and Santana Gomez;
great grandchildren; a sister,
Cora Lee Cato; a brother, E. J.
Regulus; and countless faithful
friends.
The remains will repose after
5 p.m. today, Friday, March 12,
2010, at Ray Williams Funeral
Home, 301 N. Howard Avenue.
Arrangements entntsted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners.
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MS. LOUISE THOMAS

MS. \ VANDA
ELLEN JAPPA
Ms . Vo'unda Ellen .lappu of
Tampu , pass e d awuy Saturduy .
Marcl1 6 , 2010.
Funerul services will be conducted Saturday, Murch 13,
2010, at 11 a. m. at Ray Williams
Memorial Chapel with Pas tor
Donald Lott , officiating. Interment will follow in Orange Hill
Cemetery.
Miss Jappa was a native of
Brooklyn , New York, and a res ident of Tampa for 15 years. She
attende d Manhattan Fashion
Institute. She was e mployed as
a Court Reporter for the State
of Florida.
She leaves to cherish her
memory: her father , William R.
Lane;
daughter,
Danielle
Jappa ,; 2 brothers, Paul and
Scot Lane; nephew, .Jules Lane;
nieces, Iesha and Kayla Lane;
an uunt , Susie (" Aunt Tiny")
Henry; 3 uncles, Henry, Bel_ton
and Billy Matthews; cousms,
Brenda
Daniels, Adrienne
Williams, Ted Henry, Perry
Daniels and Shavonne Daniels;
and a host of sorrowing rcla- .
tives and friends.
The remains will repose
from 9 a. m. to service time,
Saturday, March 13, 2010, at
Ray Williams Funeral Home,
301 N. Howard Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners.

Ms. Louise Thomus of
Tnmpu. pussed uwa y S unduy,
Febnmry 28. 2010.
Funerul s e rvices will be condu c ted Snturduy, Murc h 13.
2010, ut 2 p.m. ut Ruy Williams
Me moriul Chupcl, 301 North
Howard Avenue. with J>us tor
Donald Lott , officiating.
Ms. Thomas was a native und
resident ofTumpa for 64 years.
She atlended Middleton High
School.
She wus preeedt.-d in death by
her purents, Henry and Louclll
Thomas .
Ms. Thomas leaves to cherish
her memory: 2 aunts, Hattie
Mac (Frank) Stokes and Sus ie
Smith ; an uncle, Fre~die
(Mary)
Thomus;
cousms,
Floss ie Gaines, Eddie Simps on ,
John (Re bcccu) Simmons,
James Simmons, Louis (Della)
Simmons, LeRoy (Diana) Simmons und Clarence Simmons; 11
curing friend , Gloria Williums;
' and a host of sorrowing relatives and friends.
The remains will repose after
5 p.m. today, Friday, March 12,
2010, at Ray Williams Funeral
Home, 301 N. Howard Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners
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Family Owned & Operated

~

Everett-Derr & Anderson Fun~ral Home
5117 North 22nd Street • Tampa, Flonda 33610

813-237-5775
Personalized Funeral Services
Shipping & Cremation
RAYMOND ANDERSON
LF.D.

( )ur htmih ( ·dn \kL:t
Your I itlll-il~ ·-. . \ l'l· d--.

in funeral services for over 70 years.

Ray Williams Funeral Home
Rhodes I Northern, Owners
301 N. Howard Avenue • Tampa, FL 33806

Ph: 813 253-3419
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Mrs .
Bessie
Spe nce r
Willia m s of 8302 Dahlia Ave nue, Tampa, pass ed away
Thursday, March 4 , 2010.
Funeral services will be
conducted Saturday, March
13, 2010, at 11 a. m . at First
Baptis t Church of Progress Village, 8616 Progress Boulevard,
with Dr. Sam Maxwell , Sr. ,
pastor, officiating. Interment
will follow in Memorial Park
Cemetery.
Mrs . Bes sie Williams was a
native of Florida and a res ident of Progress Village
Tampa for about 50 yea r s . She
attended Florida's public
s chools and was a faithful
member of First Baptist
Church of Progress Village. In
. her early years, she was employed as a housekeeper.
To cherish memories of her
life, she leaves: a sister,
Josephine Worlds ofTampa; 2
nephews, Charles (Carolyn)
Spencer of Bradenton, and
Eddie Lee (Dorothy) Thomas
of Bradenton; 2 nieces, Maxine (Richard) Humphrey of
Sarasota, and Deloris Spencer
of Bradenton; and a host of
other
nieces,
nephews,
cousins, loving relatives and
devoted friends.
The · remains will repose
after 5 p. m. today, Friday,
March 12, 2010, at Ray
Williams Funeral Home, 301
N. How8rd.Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners.
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CHARNESE
JA-LYNNETIE
CATO
Homegoing services for our
precious little angel , Charnes e
Ja-lynette Cato will be held Saturday, March 13, 2010 , at 2 p.
m. at Wilson Funeral Home
Chapel.
She's gone home to be with
her grandmother, Barbra Ann
Cato and uncle, Cedric Brown.
She leaves behind: her loving
parents, Tony and Shanna Cato;
brothers, Terrion Cato and
Tony Cato, Jr. ; great grandmothers , Maggie and Charles
.Jones, Brenda Stillings and
Jes sie Mae Davis ; grandparents, Tonya Davis, Darrell and
Eartha Robinson , Eugene Cato
and Bernice Merrit; aunts,
LaTonya and Cedric Christopher, Brianna Brown and Aria
Robinson; uncles , Eugene Cato,
Jr. and Ida Mount, James D.
Davis, III, Jermaine Davis and
Elga Davis; cousins, Ciera
Christopher, Eugene Dorian
Cato, Tomareo Cato, Geneisha
Cato, Zaria Robinson and
Schedrik Smith, Jr. ; god grandmother, Toni Jones ; loving
friend , Sabrina Williams; and a
host of other loving relatives.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilson-funeralhome.com

IN
MEMORIAM

MR. ISAAC
LEGRAND, JR.

MR. GEORGE E.
ROCKWELL, SR.

Homegoing celebration for
Mr. Isaac LeGrand , Jr. of Port
Tampa, who passed away Sunday, March 7, 2010 , at Melech
Hospice House of Temple Terrace, will be h eld Saturday,
March 13, 2010 , at 11 a. m. at St.
Mark
Miss ionary
Baptist
Church, 7221 Sherrill Street, of
which the Reverend Darryl M.
Matthew is Pastor, with the Reverend Dr. Leeomia Kelly, Pastor
of Mt. Zion A. M. E. Church, officiating. Interment will follow
in Rest Haven Memorial Park
Cemetery.
Loving memories will remain
with: his son, Bernard LeGrand
and wife, Refina; his daughter,
Barbara Hubert and husband,
Louis; and son, Isaac LeGrand,
III and wife, Paula; sister, Katie
Hill; aunt, Josie Giddens;
grandchildren, Carlos LeGrand,
Louis Hubert, Marques Hartley, Corey LeGrand, Shannon
LeGrand and Tiffany Hubert;
great grandchildren, Candice
LeGrand and Jailen LeGrand;
and a dedicated caregiver, Carolyn Harris; and a host of other
loving family and friends.
A native of Lee County, Alabama, Mr. LeGrand had resided
in the Tampa Bay area for 67
years. He was a member of Mt.
Zion A. M. E. Church. Prior to
retirement, Mr. LeGrand was a
warehouse manager.
The remains will repose from
5-9 p. m., Friday, March 12,
2010, at Wilson Funeral Home,
3000 N. 29th Street.
Friends are asked to assemble at the church at approximately 10:45 a. m., Saturday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wiJson-funeralhome.com

Funeral service for Mr.
George E. Rockwell , Sr. of
Tampa , who pass e d away Tues day, March 9 , 2010 , while in a
local hospital, will be held Saturday, March 13, 2010, at uu. m . at
Wilson Funeral Home Chapel,
3000 N. 29th Street , with the
Rev. Dr. W . James Favorite, Pastor of Beulah Baptist Institutional
Church ,
officiating.
Interment will follow in Rest
Haven Memorial Park Cemetery.
He was preceded in death by:
his mother and father, Lizu and
James Rockwell ; and his s on,
George E. Rockwe ll, Jr.
Mr. Rockwell leaves to cherish memories of him with: his
wife of 58 years, Emma H. Rockwell; loving daughter, Vonzell
(Walker, Jr.) Peoples; grandchildren whom he adored, Jessica
and Jordan Peoples; niece,
Yvette Thompson;
cousins,
Annie B. McCray and family, the
Bynnom and Sallye families, and
the Morange family; brother-inlaw, Willie " Baldy" Thompson ;
special daughters , Inez Washington and Jeannie Moreland;
special extended family who
called him " Papa," Henry and
Cindy Standberry and their children, Yolanda (Berehaun) Clark,
JaNis e and Shani Standberry;
caring friends, Edmund Neves,
Brenda and Lawrence Marine,
Pearl Sutton, Leroy "Jay"
Thomas, Deacon and Mrs. Glinton Darien.
A native of Tampa, Mr. Rockwell was a graduate of Don
Thompson High School, Class of
1949· He later furthered his education at North Carolina A & T
State University in Greensboro,
North Carolina. At an early age
Mr. Rockwell was baptized at
Morning Star Missionary Baptist
Church. He was a former employee of Temple Terrace Golf &
Country Club.
Mr. Rockwell was honorably
discharged from the Army and
was a World War II veteran.
The remains will repose at
Wilson Funeral Home on Friday,
March 12, 2010 from 5-9 p. m.
Friends are asked to assemble
at the funeral home on Saturday
at approximately 10:45 a. m.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www·wilson-funeralhome.oom

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM
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JOHN HOPE
MCALLISTER, SR.
a.k.a., MR. TEETER
Born: March 13, 1940
Died: March 14, 2008
From your wife of 4 7
years, Ms. Jessie McAllister, and all your kids and
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grandki~.

You were a man of many
ideals and many names,
Mr. Teeter, Pops, Daddy
and Granddaddy. We miss
you, Pop.

SHEILA JOHNSON
SUTTON
It's been one year since
the Lord called you home.
Our hearts still ache in sadness and secret tears still
flow. We miss you and you
will be in our hearts for-_
ever!
Love always: children,
Norman and Kimberly;
parents, Vernis and Deloris; sisters, Vernice, Valerie and Lesley; brother,
Vernis, Jr. ; and a host of
other.family and friends.

MR. DAVID LEVY
SMITH, SR.
Homegoing services for Mr.
Du" id Levy Smith ofTamJ>Il, who
passed awuy Friday, Murch 5 ,
2010, will be held Suturduy,
March 1:J. 2010, at 1 p.m. at Wilson Funeral Home Chapel, :lOOO
N. 29th Street , with a locnlllastor, officiating.
David Smith is survived by:
his wife, Lillie Smith; five children , daughter, Karen Williams
(Curtis, spouse) , son, Duvid
Smith, Jr. , son , Anthony Smith
(Melody, spouse), daughte r ,
.Jacquelyn Smith and son, Darryl
Smith; ten grandchildre n , Kimberly, Latrellis, Nakeisha, Fellcia, Jerrica, Whitley, Debrlelle,
Candace, Brittany, Zeyannie;
five
great
grandchildren ,
Keyshaun ,
Zarriu,
Latrell ,
Khashyne and Kingston; three
sisters, Ruth Morris , Mary Z~ell
and Cynthia Mango; brother,
Wayne Killings; and a host of
nieces, nephews , and dear
friends.
Mr. Smith was born in Sanford , FL, on June 1, 1936, the foster son of Sara Doyle Way and
Tom Way. He was a Korean War
veteran.
The remains will repose on
Friday, March 12,2010, qoQm s9 p. m . at the funeral home.
Friends are asked to assemble
at the funeral home chapel at approximately 12:45 p. m ., Sa"turday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilsop-fuperalbome.com

IN LOVING
MEMORY

FATlY 12 Years Old
March14
The time has come to celebrate, but you're not here
Fatty to participate.
We miss you dearly in
every way and we would
never forget it's your birthday.
Everyone is welcome to
celebrate Fatty's pink and
white party Sunday at
Woodland Terrace at 3 p.

m.
Love always: Auntie
Nicole, Rika and Bridgette;
and family.

LEE OTIS
COWARD, JR.
Sunrise: 8-21-86
Sunset: 3-10-09
It has been a year since
· you left, but you are never
forgotten.
Love always: mom, brothers, sister, ni.e ces and
nephews; and all your loving relatives anp friends.
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MRS. LETRICIA
ANN TIM
A memorial sen·iee for Mrs.
l.etrieia Ann Tim of Tampa. who
passed away Friday, February
27, 2010, will he held Saturday,
March t;J, 2010, at :J p.m. at \Viison Funeral Home Chapel, 3000
N. 29th Street, with the Reverend W. D. Sims, officiating.
Fond memories will remain
with: her husband, Samuel Tim,
Jr.; sons, Samuel Tim, III and
Byron
Sharp;
daughter,
LaShonda Sharp; mother, Ann
Freeman; and a host of other
sorrowing relatives and friends.
A native of Tampa, Mrs. Tim
was educated in the public
schools of Hillsborough County
and was a graduate of Gaither
High School. Mrs. Tim was employed at Best Western Hotel in
the Housekeeping Department.
Friends are asked to assemble
at the funeral home at approximately 2:45p.m., Saturday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wiJson-funeralhome.com
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MRS. ROBERTA
KELLEY
Homegoing celebration for
Mrs. Roberta Kelley will be hdd
Saturday, March 13, 2010, at 2 p.
m. at Faith Temple Missionary
Baptist Church, 2916 Orient
Road, Tampa, Rev. Eric E. Campbell, pastor, officiating.
Mrs. Roberta Kelley was born
on June 12, 1934, in Valdosta,
GA, to Frances Flannagan and
Mr. Malachi Mitchell.
She was married to Mr. Will
Kelley on May 5, 1967, he preceded her in death.
Mrs. Kelley spent most of her
adult life in the Tampa area and
was affectionately known to her
family and close friends as "Sal."
She leaves to cherish her memories: 2 daughters, Mrs. Loretha
(Donald) Grace and Sharon
(Vernord) Beasley, both of
Miami; 2 sons, Derrick Cody of
Tampa, and James Cody of
Cocoa, FL; 2 sons, Lewis and
Larry Cody, preceded her in
death; 5 sisters, Jewell (Victor)
Jenkins, Lilly Register and Ellen
Jenkins, all of Tampa, Laura
Register and Dorothy (Bobby)
Denegall, both ofValdosta, GA; 2
sisters, Marie and Glory and 2
brothers, Edward and Lester,
who all preceded her in death; 9
grandchildren and 7 great
grandchildren; and a host of
nieces, nephews and sorrowing
friends.
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WILLIAM 'LUCK\"
NORTON .,,
B-13-53
How wonderful it would
be if you were here to
share it with your family.

FREDRICKA LOWE JACKSON
March 9, 1985

·IN
MEMORIAM

Hi Mother:
It's been 25 years since God caJled you home. Not a day
goes by that we don't think ofyou and miss you. We love you
~o much, so keep doing God's work in your heavenly home
until it's time for us to see you again.
With love: your son, Jessie Lee Jackson, Jr.; grandchildren, Alexia, De Andre, Fredricka, Syncere and Quincy;
grandparents, Freddie and Cleo Lowe; sisters and brothers·
in-law, Kathy and Ronald Derr, Gail and Archie Harrison,
Lavonne and the late David Anderson, and Ka.,n and
Leonard Hart; imd the rest of the family.
·
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MARLO L. GIBSON
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My Baby, six months have
gone by since God called
you home. Seems like 6
years.
Your family and friends
miss you so much, but we
know you're in God's care.
So, rest my love, I'll see
you again someday.
Love, mom and family.
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JEROME ANTHONY
GATLING, a.k.a., JAY

c
~

A memorial service.for Jerome
Anthony Gatling, who passed
away March 4, 2010, will be held
Saturday, March 13,2010, at 11 a.
m. at Pilgrim Rest Missionary
Baptist Church, 4202 W. Nassau
Street.
Jay Gatling was born November 1, 1953, in Plainfield, New
Jersey, where he received his education. Relocated to Tampa in
1979·
He leaves to cherish his memory: one daughter, 2 grandchildren, a brother, a sister, and a
host of family and friends.

TERRENCE T. NICHOLS, SR.
3/6/68- 3/12/01
He left us quietly, his thoughts unknown, but left us a
memory we are proud to own.
So treasure him Lord, in Your garden of rest, for when on
earth, he was one of the best.
With all our love: Terrence, Jr., Terrencia, Antwan and the
rest of the family.

'W~
FUNERAL HOME

DD N. 29lh St • Tampa, fl. De

(axJ) tm-m •(813) 248-6125
WNN.wison-funeralho.com
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~ Memoriams/Cards of Thanks

.....

JUST THINKING
ABOUT YOU

IN LOVING MEMORY
BIRTHDAY MEMORY

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

~

c

a:
LL

Mar h 11 1913 December 9 2000

CRAIG 0. MONTANA
March 11, 1960 - March 11, 2006
Although it's been 4 years since you've relocated, your
memories are still with us. Of course we miss you, but we
were blessed to have you. Like you always said, "let's live
everyday like it's a holiday."
·
Happy birthday, love always, Barbara, April, Henry, III,
family and friends.

DEMARCUS B. PI'ITMAN, SR.
Sunrise: 3/9/89
Sunset: 9/24/09
We miss you so much ..Words can't even explain. You will
always and forever be in our hearts and memories.
The memories of you are always cherished and our love
for you deeply felt.
Happy birthday, Bae. Love, Joquila and Demarcus, Jr.

It has b e n 1.0 y nrs sin
God call d you horn . Miss
you daily you will n •v ~r b ·
forgotten.
.Qaughter, Mattie Telfair
and Ida Ray Boykin and
family.

THANKS

BIRTHDAY MEMORIAM
BIRTHDAY MEMORIAM

MERCEDES MCNAIR
Sunrise: March 11, 1916
Sunset: March 13; 2008
My son, the good die young and despite what they heard
or say, you, my son, were one in a million.
Your smile, heart and personality were very qnique. You
made us, "your family," complete. We all love arid miss
you deeply.
Happy birthday, son,
_
Love youforeve.r and always, your ride or die girl, **Big
~··.

~

~ -

,

Mama, if's been two years since you've been gone, but it
seems like it was juSt yesterday when the Lord called you
home..
.
In our hearts' you occupy a speci~ place. We cherish your
memory and-will never allow it to fade, your patience, 1
kindness, love and comp~sion for us.
· :J m
Love:' !our son, George; ~n-iiJ.-la~; Leon; ~d _grait';lc~.s;u
c:!ren, Timothy and Dolphus. Love, all your family, clinrc~·· .
1 tr ·
members and friends.

We, the family of the late
Calvin Bexley, would like to
express our sincere appreci. atlon for your prayers,
thoughtfulness, and deeds of
'kindness used to console our
hearts in the loss of our
lovedone.
·
A.special thanks to: Allen
Temple A. M. E. Church and
Ray
Wllliam8
.F uneral
Home.
The Bexley and Griffin
family.

THANK YOU

MR.MATIHEW

. IGLES,JR.
The family of the late Mr.
Matthew Igles, J.r., Wishes to
extend sincere gratitude to
everyone for their prayers,
cards, food, visits and other
gestures of kindness during
our hours of sorrow and be...reavement.
.Specia] thanks to: Good
Samaritan Hospital in West .
P $ Beach, Coleman Funeral Home and Hannon
Funeral Home ofTampa. '

--~--~~--~--------------------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Don t Forget To Change ~
Your Clocks! Time
;
Springs Forward 1 Hour! ~

Cards of Thanks

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Perhap~ you ent a lo , ely
card. Perhaps you ..ent beau·
tiful Oower~. Perhap~ ~o u
sen t or -;poke kind word'i.
P er h ap~ yo u were no ther e
at a ll.
\\'hat e \er yo u did to conso le lhe h ea rt. w e thank yo u
so much .
T h e Fa mily.

CARD OF
THANKS

()

:r

~ark Your
C}ea &

a( ndar
tth

and
MELVIN
HARDRICK

MR. GEORGE
PERKINS, JR.

WE APPRECIATE
YOUR KINDNESS

MINNIE
MYRLEHORN

t

The family of Min nie
Myrle Horn deeply appreciates your kind expressions
of sympathy in our great
loss. Life brings tears,
smiles and memories: the

Every Saturday @ The Good Luck .
1910 7th Avenue from 2-4 p.m.

tears dry, the s miles fade,
but the memories live on
forever. Our dearly departed
loved one left a legacy to our
family that will live o n forever.
With grateful hearts we
will always remember your
kindness and tribute to the
woman w h o will always be
the light of our lives . We
would like to thank you for
the prayers, words of comfort and s upport you provided to us.
Please know that om· family finds h ealing in God's
tender love and embrace,
and in knowing others loved
h er and cared . Love all you
hold d ear, precious is the
time you s h are. Do not wait
for ton1orrow, for ton1orrow
may not be
May God keep you and
bless you a~un d antl y!

The family of the late Mr.
George Perkins, Jr. , would
like to thank everyone for
your prayers, cards, flowers,
and comforting during our
hours of bereavement.
A s p ecial thanks to : the
New Birth Church family,
the Oak Hill Church family,
and the Everett-Derr & Anderson Funeral Home.
God bless you always.

,./allnvfted Guests Are:
Mar. 1311' ... State Representative Betty Reed
...r. 201'
tllr. 21'1'
Aft~. 2-11
f!.pf, 91'

... Commilliontr Kevin Whitt
... Mr. F111rtk Reddick
- Valarie Goodard
- Stanley Gloster

17111 -Lynette Judge
24th ...
Collins

For More Information, Call (813) 394-6363
Motivational CD "What's In Your Guo• Camino Soon!
~
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CARD OF THANKS

SSGI'.JOHN
WALTER

WYNN, JR.

The family of Ssgt. John
Walter Wynn, Jr. would like
to thank family, friends ,
neighbors, Whispering Oaks
Nursing Home, Allen Temple AME Church, Mt. Zion
Missionary Baptist Church,
Blake High School Class of
'71 Alumni, St. Mark AME,
Bonifay, FL; and many others for your support and
love ·during the loss of our
loved one.
Words cannot say all that
· we feel for the outreach of
love shown. Thank you for
everything.
Ernestine Wynn and
Family.

JJ

-<
FREDDIE WILSON
Bail Agent.

THANKS To ALL MY
CLIENTS ,& FRIENDS FOR YOUR
CONTINU;E D LOYALTY & TRUST
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SERVING: TAMPA. · MIAMI • NEW YORK • GEORGIA
· los ANGELES -AND MANY CITIES IN FLORIDA
1o1m3 :.1 6-F<X God so loved the wa1d, tbat:J~ ~ehis only begotten Son,
that~ believeth in him srould nat~ buth!M: evtdasting life.

"The Voice
· of
O ur Community
Speaking for Itself'
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810 E. Skagway Ave. Tampa, FL 33604
(Fonnerty Club Tropix)
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Hostage Situation
Ends Of Violence
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WALTER SCOTT
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According to arrest records,
th e r e lation s hip b e tw ee n
Walter Scott, 44 , and his
former girlfriend, Tameka
Washington, 27, has been
volatile.
On Wednesday, Scott was
arrested by Tampa Police
after a four hour hostage situation.
According to police reports,
Washington
r ece ntl y
moved out of the apartment
they shared on Lake Avenue,
and returned Tuesday to pick
up some of her belongings.
Police said when Scott
opened the door he grabbed
Washington and pulled her
inside. Her sister was with
her and called police at 2:18
p.m.
Police arrived and began
speaking with Scott through
th e partially opened front
door that he barricaded with
a couch.
When Scott refused to
release
Washington,
hostage negotiators and the
Tactical Response Team were
called to the scene. The
hostage negotiators developed a good rapport with

i=
z

Scott by talking through the
partially opened door on the
phone.
Police said it appeared
Scott was going to surrender
when he cut off communication.
Officers were concerned for
Washington's welfare so at
6:27 p.m., TRT rammed the
door. At that point, police
sa id
Scott
stabbed
Washington in the back.
She r a n out of a bedroom
toward the officers.
.
Tampa Fire Rescue treated
Washington at the scene
and transported her to a local
hospital where she is reported to be in stable condition.
Scott was charged with
armed false imprisonment,
aggravated battery wi t h a
deadly weapon, and child
abuse. He is being held without bond:
Arrest records indicate the
couple has been having
domestic problems since
1998 when Scott was arrested for battery domestic violence. He was also arrested in
2000 on the same charge, in
2003 for violation of a
domestic injunction and
aggravated stalking, in 2008
for battery domestic violence,
and in 2009 for domestic
battery by strangulation.
Arrest records also show
that Washington was
arrested in 2008 on a charge
of aggravated battery with a
deadly weapon. The report
indicates Washington used
a brick to knock out one of
Scott's teeth during an altercation. She was also arrested
in 2009 for battery domestic
violence.

Sexual Predator
Arrested

DAVID LOVETfE

Tampa Poli ce arrested a
sexual predator Tuesday who
tried to flee.
Police said at 9 p.m., an officer was researching sexual
predators who recent ly
·moved into his patrol zone.
He
discovered David
Lovette, so, and responded
to his home to conduct a sexual predator check.
While conducting the check,
the officer discovered
Lovette had failed to change
his address on his lice nse,
which is a crime and a violation of his probation.
As the officer was attempting to arrest Lovette, he fled.
Later, a second officer used
a taser to subdue Lovette
and he was arrested.
Lovette was charged with
failure to register as a sex
offender and resisting arrest
without violence. He was also
on probation for sexual battery.

Plant Citv Man
Found Murdered
In His·Home
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Man Charged In
Anack On uncle

HARMON COLBERT
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On Tuesday evening,
Tampa Police report that
Harmon Colbert, 28, got
into an argument with his
uncle , Ricky Warren, 41 ,
that turned violent when
Colbert produced a gun and

pointed it at Warren.
Police said Colbert
allegedly made verbal threats
to harm his .uncle and fired a
gun in the air and near his
uncle's leg.
Warren was slightly
wounded by what police said
may have been a bullet fragment. He was treated on the
scene.
Colbert was charged with
aggravated assault with a
deadly weapon, discharging a
firearm in public, and being a
felon in possession of a
firearm.
After his arrested, Colbert
was found to be in possession
of 13.5 grams of crack
cocaine and also charged
with possession of cocaine
with intent to deliver.

CUFI'ON MILLER, JR.

On Wednesday night, Plant
City Police received a call
requesting they go by 1107
East Warren Street to check
on the welfare of the resident.
When officers arrived, they
found a 6o-year-old Black
male inside dead. Officers
later determined he had been
murdered.
The murder victim has not
been positively identified by
police, but a source did identify the person living at that
address as Clifton Miller,
Jr.
The exact cause of death is
still being investigated.

Suspect Arrested Oil
Outstanding Warrants
warrant .
According to r port
Tarenzo Ladarius Smith
20 , was a rr ested Monda
eve ning on outstanding warrants for violation of probation on a charg of burglary to
a dwelling, violation of probation for po se sion of ocain
with intent to distribute, and
failure to appear on a battery
charge.
Detectives said additional
charges may be added from
Pasco County.
Detectives report that the
Pasco County Sheriffs Office
was in the process of arrested
Smith when he fled . He was

TARENZO MITH

la t
n in th a r a f th
Riv e rsid Apartm n
in
Tarpon Spring .
Deputie aid Smith had
been knocking on apartm nt
doors before he wa arr ted.
Smith had been listed a an
absconded fugitive in April
25,2008.

Cult Leader Found Gulltv
01 Starving Babv To Death
·For Not savinu·amen'

QUEEN ANTOINETTE And RIA RAMKISSOON
And Son, JAVON THOMPSON

A leader of a cult in
Baltimore was convicted of
murder Tuesday after police
say she convinced a woman to
starve her 16 month old son to
death because he would not
say "amen" before dinner.
"Queen Antoinette", her
daughter Trevia Williams
and Marcus Cobbs were
found guilty Wednesday of
second degree murder and
child abuse resulting in death
for the murder of Javon
Thompson.
Although an exact date is
unknown, prosecutors believe
the child died somewhere
between December 2006 and
January' 2007.
The mother of Javon, Ria

Ramkissoon who pleaded
guilty to a child abuse charge
last year, says Queen
Antoinette told her the child
had a "spirit of rebellion"
inside him because he refused
to say "amen" before meals.
She instructed the mother to
starve him to cure him of the
"evil spirit" ultimately causing
the baby to die.
After the baby's death,
Queen instructed the woman
to "resurrect him" by dancing
for him, singing to him and
giving him water and when
that didn't work the child's
body was stuffed in a suitcase
and toted around with the
group until they moved to
Philadelphia.

Negro League Baseball Plavers
Honored During Black Historv Month
On Friday, February 12th, Hillsborough Cou nty held its 18 th An nual Black He ritage Celebra tio n. The honored gues t were Africa n Ame rica ns ' ho pl nyr d on th
eg ro League Baseball teams.
The eve nt was held a t the J oe Ch illura Co urth ou e Squa re in dmvntown Ta mpa. Four form er members of eg ro League Baseball teams wr r ~ rccogni z d.
The fou r ind ividu als recog nized during th e ce remony were Clifford Brown, Walter Gibbons, Raydell Maddix, and Billy Reed. All of th honoree were
memb rs of th e semi -profess ional Peps i-Cola Gia nts, the Ta mpa Rockets, a nd other se mi- profess ional team s.
Additionally, Larry Johnson was the recipient of the Legacy Awa rd , whi ch is prese nted to a n employ who left a legacy of outstanding se rvic . Johnson is th
fo rme r Ma nager of Agi ng a nd Services Department , Retired Se nio r Volunteer Prog ram .
Sportscaste r Dave Reynolds served as the Maste r of Ceremony. The program was hosted by the Hillsborough County Board of ommissionr rs a nd th e Bla k
Heritage Celebration Co mmittee.

T h e Negro League players recognized during the Black
His tory Program s hown were Billie Ree d ; Clifford Brown;
Wal t e r G ibbons; Ms. Joyce Russell , Hillsborough County
. African American Affairs Liaison; Sportscaster Dave
Reynolds, who served as Master of Ceremony for the program
and RaydeJI Maddix.

County Commissioner
Kevi n Beckner recognizes
Raydell Maddix, who played
on the Negro Leagues
teams. Maddix made hi s
Negro Leagues debut in
1948 with the Indianapolis
Clowns.

County Commission
Chairman Ken Hagan recognizes Billie Reed for his successful career as a baseball
player and for his unwavering commitment to youth
baseball in this community.
Coach Reed retired from
Hillsborough High School.

Commissioner Kevin
\\"hite is shown with :'\egru
League player Clifford
B row 11 • .-\ T a m p a 11 at i Y e .
Brown made his :'\egro
League debut in 1950 with
the Ph illy Stars.

\fs. Pat Bean. Hillshorough County .-\dmil1istrator. is shown making the
Legacy .\ward presentation
to retiree Larry Johnson.

Shown in this photograph from left to right arc: Dr. Jennifer Mcninghall, Univers ity of South
Florida, Vice Pres ident of Student Affairs; Commissioner Kevin Wltite; Commissioner Kevin
Beckner; Commission Chairman Ken Hagan; Walter Gibbons; Raydill Maddix; Walter Gibbons;
and Billie Reed.

County Commission
Chairman Ken Hagan officially proclaims Feb. 12,
2010 , as Black Heritage
Celebration
Day
in
Hillsborough County.

Ms. Joyce Russell,
Hillsborough
County
African American Affairs
Liaison, is shown with Ms.
Andrea Vvhite, of Bright
House Networks, one of the
event sponsors. Peps i and
the Oriental Fish Company
were also sponsors.

Ernie Mayes, an employee
of the Hills borough County
Solid Waste Department,
sang the National Anthem.

Rampell o Downtown Partnership School Choru s p e rforms special musical p e rform a nce.
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Adoption
•Immigration
Civil/ Personal Injury • Bankruptcy
Guardianship
• Probate
Social Security
• Wills
Call Us . We Can Help.

F. Kemi Oguntebi
Attorney At Law
109 N. Armenia Avenue Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 254-8717

The t.nng ol a l<r:.yer IS an lfllJO".anl deosa1 !hat should
be baSed solely upq1 adverusemeniS Be/O<e you cleode.
ask us to send you FREE 'M1Itefl nforma00<1 about ou
quajofK:aticlls and expenencal

l'racJicing l.a w In:

• Criminal Defense • Fami l) La\\'
• Personal Injury
Aflomev & Counse lor At Law
Cypress Point Office Park
100 1-t ;\. Dale \labry. Suite 101
Tampa. Florida 31618
(813)269-9706 • Fax:(813)960-0641
The tunua o{ ;e la "'ycr 1s :. n trn ponanl dccl!lOll that should not be
ha-.cd rol d y upoo ;w:fvr rta! l )('flt$ Bef ore you dccl dc, :W:: 1t1: 10 sc ud
you ftc c wnnc:n m(onnaUOil abow our quoLI!fic;~~u ons anrl O JXllCilC'C

WORKERS' COMPENSATION

~

CIVIL SERVICE I UNION GRIEVANCE
BANKRUPTCY

-Ch11pter 7 ($500 Plus Costs)
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The Law Office Of

Angela B. Wright, P.A.
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Tampa Heights Group Needs
Help With New Proiect
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff\Vritcr
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Th e Tampa II eights comnm nitY dol'~n 't haw a
CRA. and mu:;t work with comm unit~ · and pri \·ate organi zation s on projects for th l'ir ne ighborhood.
For th e pas t \·ear, thl' Ta mpa ll eights ,Junior
Ci\·ic Associati on h as bee n working on a proj ect
to renm·ate a church o n Palm AYenue and Lamar.
"VVe want to use the church as a yo uth cente r,
but we ca n't in its current condition ," said Lena
Young-Green, who is coordinating the project.
'' Because we don't ha ve a capital base, we need
contractors to donate their services a nd s uppli es.
Right now, we need a n electri cia n a nd e.l ect rical
suppli es, and plumbing supplies."
The church, form e rly Faith Temple, has bee n
vacant for almost two years, and the Florida Department of Transportation, who acquired th e
building, has no immediate pl a ns for the building.
Also, because the church is in a historic district,
it makes the process more difficult.
"We have to bring the roof, electrical, plumbing,
mechanical and pest control problems up to occupa ncy code," said Young-Green .
"We're trying to get everything donated and
scheduled meetings with several co ntractors a nd
sub-contractors to tell th e m what we need and
get bids for the various proj ects . Some peopl e
have already donated some services, like drafting
and blue printing. A few sub-contractors have
also made donations. "
Young-Green said Sam Castellano, and
Eugene Johnson of Johnson Hauling and Construction have committed themselves, and
Michael Mills will provide the labor they need.
"We will also have a repre$entative from the

LENA YOUNG-GREEN
Arts Council involved.
"We have no funds, so we need labor and materials donated. We appreciate all of the s mall
businesses that have stepped up , and reside nts
have sa id th ey will voluntee r their non -s kill ed
labor talents to the project."
Young-Green sa id their goal is to begin the
re novati ons by th e first of July.
"We've formed a pa rtne rship with 100 Black
Men of Tampa Bay and they may lease space in
th e building. We're also trying to get a lot of
young peopl e involved so th ey can get valuable
experience and learn labor management."
Young-Green said they've also m et with
John Tennison, who re novated a church
around the corner, that was formerly Tyer Temple.

Practice Federcil And 5taf.e Couts
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WARREN
DAWSON
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BIG COTNEY

FATHERAndSON

DADDYSGIRL

We would like to wish a special man in our lives a happy birthday. We love and miss you Daddy!
You 've bee n gone too long and we ca n't wait to see you soon!!!
Love, Cot.Cot and Terriyanna.
P. S. Keep your head up , daddy.

Happy t s• birthday, Keira and Ethan Long.
Love, mommy, Marquise, and Auntie.

God has blessed our family
with another "celebration of
life."
Happy birthday wishes from
those who love you the most,
the Brown, Wade, Douglas, Harris, Thomas and
Gay family.

LITILE
MZ. COURTNEY

MZ.SHAVALA

MZ. INDEPENDENT
Happy 19th Birthday

WILLIE 'FATBOY
BROWN

Mz. Shavala, a.k.a., Mz. Courtney, yes, our little ladybug is all grown-up now.
Much love coming from: your proud parents, Mrs. Veleria Sampson and Mr. Bertran
Sampson, Jr.; brothers, Bertran, III and Troy Sampson; sister, Jasmine Sampson (passed
away); grandmother, Lula Warren; niece, Ashanti Sampson; a unties, Yolanda, Elizabeth,
Tawyla and Felicia Sampson; and a host of cousins and friends.

World's
S1r0nuest
Woman

· Sending out birthday wishes
to TreVon, celebrating his
big day, March 12th.
We love you: Mom, stepdad,
. Otis, Tarik, Grandma and
Lorenzo.

TREVON DEXTER

congratulations
Congratulations to my beautiful wife, Tammie for receiving her Bachelor's Degree
and our daughter, Jonecia
for being an Honor Roll student.
Love you ladies, "Mickey."

'QUEEN'
I ·am truly blessed to see an. other year. This last year, I've
been through a lot. People tried
to break me, but I didn't folk, I
held my own. But, no matter
what, I'm still standing. And· I
owe that all to "God." As long as
.I Pelieve and have faith in Him,
J know I'm going to make it.
So happy birthday to me, Mz.
Queen B.

TAMMIE

And JONECIA !

2135 University Mall
Tampa, FL 33612

Cell:813-368-3308
813-979-CUTS (2887)

~ All About You
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·precious Pisces'

legend'

Ten Years And Counting ...
What God HasJoined Together
Is Bound To Last Forever...

BOSS LADY

M R. And MRS. J AMES (ANG E LA) RI CHARDSON
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MS . FAYE An d MS . MEKA
I L1 ppy birihda\· to Ill\. 13F, ta lk to th e .. media ...
Ms. Be ard th ey tri ed to scanda lize your nam e (but can't).

~
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Officiallil Ms. Mosley!! It's True!!
Happy 1st r--------------------.
Birthday

r-------------~~~~
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Ma•·ch 10th

It's so sad how they' re passing out d eath certifica tes.
Does n't make a ny se nse. T hi s
chick here is bad .. .

'H.B.I.C.'
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As we travel the journey of li fe, I am so thank ful we a re tra vel ing it toget her. Through th e joy, through th e pa in , throu gh
happy times and sad tim es an d all th e tim es a nd th e expe ri ence
since I've know n yo u, we have always been fri end s. We have always bee n abl e to lau gh , to play, to fin d joy a ft er one o f th e
storm s of li fe. Most of all we have always been in love, the las tin g
kjnd of love, the love th at is unconditional, and it goes both ways.
Wh at God has jo ined together is bound to last forever ... My
frie nd , my love r, my husba nd .. . my wife, God 's will be do ne,
Amen. Happy anni versary.

ABirthdav Celebration

MS. MARQUIA MONAE MOSLEY
(a.k.a. CHYNA)

Popular photographer David Burges s , celebrated his birthd ay recently with a host of family and fri ends. (Photos by Julia .Jackson)
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We would like to wish our beautifullil girl a happy 1st birthday
today, 3/12/ 10. And may God bless you to see many more. We
will be celebrating tomorrow with a birthday bash, come one,
come all , everyone's invited (10 1).
With much love fro m: mom , Ms. Kiara ; d ad , Marquis ,
a .k. a., Tubby, Dominic, sister, Marquicia, brother, Jaquavious and the rest of the Mosley boys.
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Barba ra , aka Ms . ' B', sa ng to
the birthday honoree.
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David 's b1·oth e r , Sylveste r
Burgess a ls o atte nd e d th e
party.

MS. BEARD
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They say with age co mes
wisdom. Well , thi s is bi gger
than my birthday, it 's a celeb rati on. Y'all tried to put dirt
on my name (but ca n't). It's the
God in me .. .

David Burgess celebrated the birthday with his s ister, Matilda
Warren.

m

JOE And
JOLIYAR LEE
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Happy 4th birthd ay to Ms .
Joliy ah , 3 -14.
Fr9rn, mom and dad.

Fellow photogra phe r s a t th e birthday party: seate d , Kerrick
WiUiam s, Julia E. Jackson , birthday honoree, David Burgess ; and
Terry Lewis. Standing, Jim W right, Wmgate Norton (St. Pete City
Councilman). Lee Lancast e r and Svlvester Harris .
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GRACE MARY MISSIONARY
8APT1ST CHURCH
390 N. 37\ St · (813j 248-3 779

s:::
NEW FRIENDSHIP
M.B. CHURCH

NEW MT. ZION M. B.

3 107 E. Lake Ave. · 248-41 2

2511 E Cclumrus Dr
(813) 248-8101 ex (813) 247-3899

CHURCH, INC.
I

aDER T1tOMAS J_ REED

HERITAGE CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY BAPnST
CHURCH

New Testament M. B..
Church Of TboncJtagssa, Inc.
1 1530 Wa lke r Rood
Thonotosassa , fl 33 92
(813) 986-397 1
(813) 610 1252

14801 N. 15th Street
Lutz , FL 33549
P.O. Box 273757
Tampa , FL 33688
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Pas tor

Pastor

Week ly Activities

Early Morning Worship - 8 AM
Sunday School - 9 30 A M
Morntng Worsh1p - 10 50 AM
81ble Stud y, Wed . - 7 P. M.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITE D

Sunday Church Sct'a)4
Morn1ng Worstup

9 0AM
10 45 A M

Blble Class
Even1ng W()(Stnp
Wednesday Prayer Meelmg
Bible Study

4 30 P M
5 PM
7PM

7 30 P

BROWN MEMORIAL
CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST

REV. JOHN D. AIIIIDERSON, JR.
Pastor

REY. WALTER J. WUIAMS
Pastor

Earty M:mmg Wcrsh1p- 7:55A.M.
Sunday M<.rning WO'Shtp -9:30 AM
Mcrning Worship · 10:55 A M.
Woo . Family Nt~l- 7 PM.
For Transportation Call

(813)486-7890
Dea. Clarence Fort,

Deacons Ministry

Weekly Services·

9.30 A.M.
Sun Mom1ng Worship • 11 A M
Wed Night· Youth Prayer Service
And Bible Study
Thurs . Nig ht. Pra yer Service
Sunday School •

REV. DELORES JAMES CAIN,
Pastor

Sunday Morning Worship Services
7:45A. M. &11 A.M.
Sunday School-10 A.M.
Mid-Week Worship Tuesday-7:00P.M.

And B1ble S tudy

·saving Tho Sinnors And
Educatmg The Bell8vers ·
•t Can Do All Things Through Chnst
Who Strengthens Me· · Phil. 4: 13

2313 E. 27t.h AVE. • (813) 248-5690 * (813) 241 -6902
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WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE
Sunday School
.....9:30A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship
....11 A.M.
Sunday Evening Worship
.... 7:30P.M.
Morning Prayer
(Tuesday- Friday) ... .9 A.M.
Wednesday Night Worship
... ..7:30P.M .

FIRST BAPnST CHURCH Of
PROGRESS VILlAGE

ST. MATTHEW M. B. CHURCH
3708

8616 Progress Blvd.. Jampa. FL 33619
·Church Office : (813) 677-1948
·Pastor's Office: (813) 672·0389
·Academy Office : (8 13) 677-5988
· Fax: (8 13) 672-05 14
• E-Mail: lbcopv@tampabay.rr.com

. Lake Ave . . Tampa.

DR. SAM MAXWELL, SR.,

BISHOP MATTHEW

w•~H~~s

MOUNT PLEASANT M.B. CHURCH
2002 N. Rome Avenue * (Corner of Rome Ave. and Spruce St.)

P.O. Box 4724 *Tampa
Dr C.T. Kiltdand, Pastor
Tel: (813) 253-5714 *Fax (813) 254-1441

Senior Teaching Pastor

Aduii/Childrcn Worship limos
7:30AM. t5. 10:55 A.M.

l :!!:l!Jlil!lllft
Sunday ·9 :45A.M. -Adult &
Youth/ C h~dron
Tuesday · 11 AM. • Adlit
Wednesday · 7 P.M. - Youth/ Children
7:30P.M. Adult

11 a.m.

I

m

c

Study of the Bible Wed . • 7 :30 - 8 :30 p .m .

r
r

Praise & W orship Service
Wed. • 8 :30 - 9 p .m .
Children & Youth Bible Study
Wednesday • 7 - 8 :30 p .m .

z

1ST SUNDAYS

College Hill Church Of God In Christ
6414 North 30tll Str8et
813-239-3161

or 1-aith CommrNed /o Spmlual Growth And Shanng God's Love

SUNUAY

Sunday School
9 .30 1\.M .

M.B.CHURCH
St.

Mornmg Worsh1p

11 ·oo AM

YPWW 6 :00P.M .
Evoning Worship
7 :00P.M .
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TUI:SDAY & rRJDAY
evening Service
7 :00P.M

Sunday School - 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Evening Worship - 5 p.m.

------------------

Jesus Is Love!
Jesus Is Liberty!

Order On Une At Web Site Or Call Church
WEB SITE: MtPieasantMBChurch.org

REV W D Sl.u·• • • · ...,, Pastor

I

m

GREATER FRIENDSHIP

Visitors Are Welcome !

TAPE MINISTRY

en

Worship Opportunities

Prayer Meeting

DR. C.T. KIRKLAND, Pastor

r

Teen Night

People

Tuesday - 7:30 p.m.

nJESDAYS

m

Friday before the 2nd Sunday 7 - 11 p.m .

Devotion By Mt. Pleasant Praise Team

5 PM- Family Series Hour (B.T.U.)
6 PM-Lord's Supper (Communion)

"'0

c

Youth Bible Institute • 12 - 4 p .m .

E-mail : MtPieasantMB@aol.com

EARLY MORNING WORSHIP AT 7:45A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL* 9:30A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP- 11 A. M.

~

Saturday Prayer Service & Bible Study
10 a. m .

A SateUito Cilmpus For F&h Biblo lnslitLle
"Grow11g The Cluch for Global Change'
(Acts 1:8. nom 1:8. 1 Thas. 1·8)

3325 E.

......

m
r

Sunday School 9 :30 a .m .

Morning Worship

en
m
z

z

Break Of Day Worsh1p 745 A. M.

Prayer Service Wed nesday • 7 p.m .

"A Church Where The Love Of God Flows
And The Holy Ghost Is In Full Control."

6 PM - Prayer Service
7 PM - General Bible Study
7 PM - Youth Bible Study

L 33610

(813) 628- 0752 · W e bsite: www .s tm a nh wchurch .org
Email : rsims @ tampabay .rr .com
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I am tfic rcsurrcc hon
and the life: he that
believeth in me, though
he were dead, yet s hall
he live. /\nd whoever
liveth and believeth in
m e s hall never die.
john- 11:25

ca••

liiUlU lmEl iiSSIOIIIIY
IIPTIST
121li.JII.-It.T--.R.33&11

(mJ!29-1S90
Slnlal Scbttl
t.15 ••.
lll'linl Wlrship, _ _ ,_ _ _ 111.11.
PrQer knin, TuesiDJ,______ IJII.m.
JllanaiiMI bllf. TUallaJ
8:31 IJD.
111111 Slu-.. TIISdiJ _ _..:.____ 7 11.m.
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life. Yuu dtl Ihlt ]u, ,. 1\l he
abtlllt the ble~sing~.
tlw gran•. and till' lllt'rt'Y
~lllllt'llllt' is rt•cei,·ing.
.Junah decided to kan•
tlw city and go far t•nuugh tu
keep an l'Yt' on it tu st•t• what
l;od would do to it (\'S. 5).
The interesting thing hert• is
not what .Jonah is guing to
Sl'e happen to tlw city. he is
going to St.'l' what God is
going to do with him. Whill•
it might be curious to see
how God deals with those
who were once evil, you must
ensure that you are not the
one dealt with.
The good part about him
leaving is that he was able to
remove himself from a situation that was not healthy for
him. He had witnessed people being blessed that he didn't think deserved it. If in
your walk you see others
being blessed and you don't
think they deserve it, just
walk away. If you can't handle what you see God doing
for His people, don't watch
them; focus on you and your
relationship with God.
Then God gave Jonah a
lesson. While Jonah was sitting outside the city, he made
for himself a shelter to be

l'XCl'l'dingly. and Ill' u•as
t'l'ry ungry- (\s. 4:1).

God Does What He wants,
For Who He wants!
How does it make you fee l
when a pe rso n yo u don't
think dese rves a seco nd
chance gets one? Have yo u
ever found yourself a ngry
with God because He did
so mething you did not agree
with? This is th e portion of
J onah's life as recorded in
Jonah 3:10-4:5 we will examin e a nd lea rn from this
week.
As you recall God told
J onah to go down to Nineveh
and proclaim against it. But
Jonah decided to not go
when th e first call ca me.
~ However, he did go the secC ond time he was called. He
a: we nt a nd did exactly what
LL.
c God said to do a nd said what
z God said to say.
<
As a result of th e
~ preached word the people

c

turned from th eir evil ways
a nd God repented from the
evi l that He said He wo uld
do to th em (vs. 3:10).
Hea ring the preached word
will or should cause a person
to cha nge from their evil
ways. God will see the work
of th ose who are making an
effort to cha nge their ways.
VVhen you change your
ways God will cha nge His
mind. It is in your best interest to respond positively to
the word of God. You ca n be
headed in the path that leads
to destru ction ; but if you listen to th e word , th at path
ca n change.
God was forg iving, alth ough He was th e one to
whom the wrong was done.
But the preacher got mad.

"But it displeased Jonah

angr~

I~n·t it ~trangt' that ht• \\\luld
gt't angry wht'n ht' ~t·t·~ tilt'
fruit of hi~ work"~ That i~
wh~ he wa~ ~t'nt. to preach a
word that would kad them
to rqwntance.
:\s the church and the
people are called to minister
to all sorts, you must neYer
forget the purpose and reason of your calling. You
must strongly consider your
reasons for avoiding your
call and your response to
what God decides to do.
God responds to Jonah
with a question, "Do you

have a right to be
angry?" (vs. 4:5) Is it in
your best interest to be angry
with God? Will you benefit
or be blessed by having an
attitude with the way God
chooses to be? God can handle you being angry at Him,
but can you handle God
being angry at you?
The sooner people accept
that God is God and He does
what He wants to do, the
sooner they can live in peace.
. Too often people lose focus
because they are too busy
paying attention to what is
going on in someone else's
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First John Missionary Baptist Church
(.~3605)
Invites
Church Family And Frie nds In Christ To Celebrate And Partici

3·ll2 F. 7th :he. • · Tampa

Installation Service For

w

Pastor Gregory T. Hill

CJ)

Sunday, March 14, 2010 ** 4 P.M.
Pastor Alfonzo Broughton
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Of Ge~si s Worship Center Will Be Rendering Service

z

Everyone Is Invited .

THE HOLY GHOST CHURCH OF GOD
PURCHASED WITH HIS BLOOD, INC.
36I3 N. 23rd St.** Tampa FL 33605

(8 13) 247-3055 - Church • (8 13) 5 13-4600 - Cellular
Email: bishopandrcws@livc.com
SE RVICE TI MES

Sunday School - I 0 A. M.
Morning Service - II :30 A. M.
Evening Service - 7:30 1'. M.
Bible Study -Tuesday Evening
Bible Band- 7:30P. M.
Thursday Evening -YPWW - 7:30 P.M .
I stAnd 3rd Friday Evening
Women 's Outreach Ministry - 7:30 P. M.
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ST.
JOHN
CATHEDRAL
3401 E. 25th Avemue,Tampa, FL

(Comer Of341h St & 25th

St. ]olin Progressive M. B. Church
cor!iia[[y invites you to attend the record reCease of

prtlll'l'tcd frPm the sun (vs.
5). l;tld St't'illg an uppurtttnit~· tu kach a lt•sson I It>

madt• a ,.i1w tu !!,I'll\\' to gu
un·r .Jonah's !wad tu prm·ide
shadt• to case his discomfort
(\'S,

6).

Rc nwm hc r th at .lt)nah is
ha,·ing iss ut•s with l~od . I k
is a n g r~· about what Cod is
doing fo r ti ll' Nincvi tes. hut
yet he is still bt•ing bksst•d by
God. Whil e mad at God . God
is still able to loo k beyo nd
yo ur fa ult s a nd still provide
what you need.
The lesson continued for
J onah during the ni ght because by dawn the Lord provided a worm th at which ate
the vine (vs. 7). God is taking this away for the purpose
of teaching J onah a Jesso n.
He is not trying to punish
him, but only trying to get
him to recogni ze His power
and omnipotence.
As a result of the vine
dying, the wind blowing, and
th e bl azing sun J onah grew
fa in t (vs . 8). I wonde r what
happened to th e shelte r he
made for himself. Nonetheless J ona h aga in got a ngry.
This time he is a ngry beca use
a vine has with ered away.
This too was a part of the
master's pla n. Sometimes
God will let stuff be ta ke n
away from you to show you
how you would respond in
the midst of a cri sis or uncomfortable situation . But
God shows J onah that he
was more compassionate
about a vine than he was
people.
As the church we must
make sure that we show
more ca re for people more
than we do things. The
church must always want to
see humanity strive and
work to have a healthy relationship with God.

Phone: (813} 248-3737 Or (813) 24.8-3651 Fax: 242.0076

Careine: 248-HELP
llslllpEddllll lfntlr. Pastor

WEEILY WORSHIP SCHEDULE
8:00 A. M. Spiritual Enmment
9:45AM. Smday Sctml 1Oriertation
10:45 Worstip servee
(Youth Ctuch 200 AM 3rd Smdays)

12:00 NQallntercessory
Prayer w8tE StOOy
,. . . . . . . 5:~ P. M. Free Tutorial
6:45 P. M. MJit &Y<Uh Mid Week Service
EmaiUsAt

Sa.tu.nfa.y~

Mardi. 13~ 2010
4:00 p:m..
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Mission Sta9rnent
·A aum dlle inner ci.Y

. -

St ]citn. ProgreSsive MB. Cliurch /
2504 East dii~ A, nut, TamJXl, ~
Reverend Dr. Barthdorittw Banks, Sr. Pastor

St. ]rAn Pr~vt (813) 247-2345
Ststtr~&

Ptta ]ad.sml (813) 382-blKl
Sister M.Ju/gt (813) 625-2161
- ~~ Sistir Patricia Ba« (813) 247-2345
. ~. Sista IAlisy ]ottt.5 (813) 34&-4735
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Appreciation Program Recognizes
Service Of Jovce Dawkins
.\11 .\ppn·ci;tti<Jil

Rl'lin· IJ lt' IJl
('..!, ·hr<tti•Hl '-'" . . h··ld
.Lti ll!;tr\ :-;t. ~<!l<J <tt p,.<tl' t· \l i.' ,; i<Jll <t l'_\ Bapti st Chu rc h t<J
ho nor tht· :)4 \ears of '> t'f\ iu· <ts
pi;mist <t nd \lini , ter uf \lu :-. ic
fur Gloria ,Joyce Dawkins .
Slw \\ ;t.s t·scrJt'tt·d b\ lll'r hu sb;tnd .
Minister
Billy
Dawkins. .Minister Barbara Harris was thl' \listn·ss
of Ce re monies.
Progra m participants inclu ded: Rev. Maurice Allen,
Dea. Kenneth Forward,
Eric
Harris, Shirlean
Cohh, Reunion Church
Choir of Peace, Chad Gordon, Dana Mackey, Unity
Choir of St. Luke, Plant City,
Rev. Albert Gallmon, Jr.,
Pastor;
Terrence
Hollinger, Denise Goins,
Levi and Ruth Fleming,
Kiersten Mobley, Helen
Johnson, Darnell Peeler,
Peace In Motion Liturgical
Dance Team ; Goins Chorus,
Becky Hoeft; St. Mark MB
Church Choir; Min. Sylvia
Leonard, Victory In Christ
Male
Chorus;
United
Romero Watson, Billy
Wheeler, Evelyn Manley,
Peace MB Youth Dept., Goins
Chorus.
The program closed with
remarks from the honoree,
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Joyce Dawkins. Program
C h<tiqwr~fJil. Patricia Cooper arHi Rev. Gallmon. Rt•frt·shmt·nh foill!wed . (Photos
hy Julia Jackson)
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i\lini s l c t· SYi da Lt•o n a t·d.
fo r m e r Fit-s t' l .a dY of Pea ce
a n d :\linis tcr of i\ iusk. s ang
a so lo .

Rev. Albe rt Gallmon . Jr ..
pas to r. p r ese nte d a pl a qu e
t o th e h o n o r ee from th e
c hurch.

Fol'lne r pas tor, Rev. W . F. Le onard , le ft , a nd cut·t·ent pas tm·,
Rev. Albe t1. Gallmon, .Jr. e njoying the pt·ogrnm.
One of th e pt·og ram p a rticipants w as De nise Goins ,
d a u g hte t· of form e r pastot·,
Rev. J . C. Go ins .
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Als o in attenda nce were
Antinori Waters and M a ry
E. May.
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Want to .have -~

and learn all :·QJ
Volunteer
-·
. for Orlan
AARP's Notio~al Eveot ~

SepternbeE
Receive free regis
meal voucher for eac
Visit www.AARP.orgNolunT:c.c.:n

1-866-595-76 78.
For event information, visit AARP.o
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Dr. Shirlev Harvev Closes
36-Year Career In Education

Robles Elementarv
Water Drive

Dr. Shirley Harvey closed the door on a 36-yea r ca reer in educati on whe n she retired recently as Principal of Gal)· Adult Educat ion Ce nt er. (Photos by Sylves ter Harris)

Robles Eleme nt a ry Sc h oo l' ~ PTA te·Hned with B& D Grocery
to cond uct a water driw fo r Haiti . Volunt eers collected \vater
out side th e groce ry store on E. Hillsboro ugh Ave. and wa te r
ca n be dropped off at Robles Element a ry School. 4405 E. Sligh
Ave. or Sonny's Bar-B-Que, 240 1 E. Busch Blvd. (Photos by
James McAllister)

School Board member ,
Doretha Edgecomb presented a clock plaque to Dr.
Harvey.

Head Custodian, Willie Coleman, Principal Bonnie
McDaniel, Natasha Artis, Assistant Principal and Donald Link
with cases of water collected at the school.
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w Quincenia Bell, Supervisor
;::) of Teacher Recruitment for
~ Hillsborough County, gave a
a: bouquet of flowers to her
W best friend, Dr. Harvey.
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Dr. Harvey passed the
baton at Gary to Dr. Simon
Earle.

Ruther Henry is Dr.
Harvey's secretary at Gary.

Fannie Peeler, Anthony Burnett, Kim Burnett and Zaikira
Chapman collecting water for the Haitian drive.
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Young people and adults with signs outside the store: James
Artis, Gabriel Artis, Prince Chapman, Lance Wright and Luke ·
Wright. In the rear, Antoinette Cesala, Natasha Artis, Nicole
Chapman and Bonita Right.
·

3602 7th Avenue *Tampa, Fl
241-2301 or 247-3719

·••I

Keys Made.
•

latex Flat White Painl ............$5.99 gal'.
Oil Outside White Painl .........$14.90 gal
Flc>ller Pan ~el .................. ~ ..... ~.~9 ea.
3" Brushes.. ~······························99¢ ea.
LIMIT 2WITH THI~ AD ONLY!!
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Communitv Meeting
In Carrollwood
Res id e nts in a Carrollwood co mmunity gath e red rece n tly a t
th e hom e o f Robert a nd Lynn Marks to di sc uss th e tragic
ea rth quake in Ha iti . Th e disc ussio n included wha t th ey wo uld
d o to ass is t th e re li ef effort . (Photos by Julia Jackson)

Belmont Heights Estates Keeps Busv
Belm o nt H eig ht~ Es t a t es
Social Se n ·ices De par tm e nt
was ,·c ry b usy o \·e r th e holi d ays providin g famili es with
h o lid a y dinn e rs, t oys, pampering and holiday co mmunity e\·e nt s.
··vouth at Belmo nt Heights
Es ta tes ( BHE) participa ted in
a co lori n g co nt es t a nd 10vea r-old Anteria James was
th e e xci t e d winn e r ,"' s a ys
Alicia Banks , Soc ial
Se rvi ces Coordinator. ··we
we re extrem ely proud \vhe n
Anteria proclaimed th at she

was gi ,·in g he r pri Zl', a food
b as ke t . t o a n t•e th · fami ly ...
says 1\ls. Banks .

1\ls . Janette Haney,
Anteria 's m o th e r . sa id s h e
t ried to teach her children th e
imp o rtanc e of g i\'in g bac k
and th a t th ere are fa milie s
th a t arc less fortunat e than
th eirs.
Ms. Banks s a~·s th e Socia l
Se rvi ces Dep t. coo rdinated
se ,·e ral en· nt s for th e res id e nts. O n e eve nt. "Sac ks Of
J ov" wa s a co ll abo r a ti o n
BHE
and
b e t wee n

Taylor Runez attended the
meeting.

l\ll' tro polit nn Ministri es . Tlw ::I:
Social Scn·ic·es Dept. nlso wl - ~
I\)
labornll'd with the Tampa
I\)
Po li rc Dept. nntl S hckin 1h o
H a r\'est
Br l'a kthr n u g h o
C' hu rr h in n n " Adopt - AFamil~· .. al'li\'it:.•. Thl' Ri\'(•r of
T a mpa Ba~· C' hurrh a lso
adop ted co mmunit:.· ~· ou th s
and
pro v id e d a "To:.•
Giveaway."
To learn mo re abo ut act iviti es a t 13 e lm o nt Height s
Es tatcs, co nta ct Ms. Bunks
at (81:3) 24R -s8oo .
~

Kneeling in front , Officer Vivian and resident Jazaria and
Asharia. Standing, Officer Orlando Gudes, Sgt. Mike Kitts ,
Officer Perez, residents Wayne and Latecia and Officer
Hartnett.

•

Linda Russell co-chaired
the meeting to gather supplies for earthquake victims.

RIEl~
2111 w. Main Street
813-253-2602

"boost mobile
PORK
CHOPS
END CUT

PIG FEET

Phone Bill Payments Accepted Herel

FRESH
NECK BONES
BUYSLBS
GETS LBS

FREE

$
James Thompson attended
.

~e meeti!lg·

Talsa Stewart attended the
meeting.

FRESH
TURKEY

BREAD

WINGS

3608 N. 15111 lCeraer lllelleJ
For All Your Seafood Delights, Call In
Your Order To Avoid The Wait!

~
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Robert and Lynn Marks hosted the meeting in their
Carrollwood home.

Anteria James, winner of
the coloring contest, with
Alicia Banks, Belmont
Heights Estates Social
Services Coordinator .
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LOAF

BUY5LBS.
GET 5 LBS. FREE

BUV5LBS.
GET 5 LBS. FREE

$7.99

S5.99
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No ~t. Patrick'z 't)ay (March 17th) iz compl!lt!l without an lrizh toazt or bl~zing.

~ h!lr!l'~ on!l ju~t for you: May your

day b!l touch!ld by a bit of lrizh luck. bright!ln!ld by a zong in your h!lart. and 'Narm!ld by th!l ~mil~ of th!l P!lOPI!l you loV{l.

Corn{Zd ~{Z{Zf with ~d Current-M.u$terd ~eue{Z
Corned Beef Ingredients:
1 boneless corned beef brisket with seasoning
packet (2-1/2 to 3 pounds)
3 ribs celery, cut into 3-inch pieces
2 medium onions, cut into quarters
2-1/ 2 cups water, divided
1 bottle (12 ounces) beer
1lb. green cabbage, cut into thin wedges
1lb.red -skinned potatoes, cut into 2-inch pieces
6 to 8 baby carrots, trimmed, or 4 medium carrots, cut crosswise into thirds
2 tablespoons butter, melted
Red Currant-Mustard Sauce:
1 jar (12 ounces) red currant jelly
3 tablespoons country Dijon-style mustard
~
C

fE
C

~
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DIRECTIONS: Place celery and onions in 4-1j2- to 5-1/2-quart slow cooker; top with corned beef brisket. Sprinkle contents of seasoning
packet over brisket. Add 2 cups water and one bottle of beer. Cover; cook on HIGH 6 to 7 hours, or on LOW 9 to 10 hours, or until brisket is forktender. (No stirring is necessary during cooking.)
Meanwhile, place cabbage, potatoes and carrots in 2-1/2-quart microwave-safe dish; add remaining 1/2 cup water. Cover; microwave on HIGH
15 to 18 minutes or until vegetables are tender, stirring or rearranging once. Drain; remove and discard cores from cabbage wedges. Add butter;
season with salt and pepper, as desired. Toss to coat; keep warm.
Prepare Red Currant-Mustard Sauce. Place jelly in medium microwave-safe bowl. Cover; microwave on HIGH 1-1/2 to 2 minutes or until
melted, stirring once. Whisk in mustard. Cover; microwave on HIGH 30 seconds. Stir; keep warm.
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STORE HOURS: 8A.M. - 8P.M.
Sunday Through Saturday
Everyday 7 Days
We Accept Food Stamps, WIC
Checks &Debit Cards,
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FRESH

CHICKEN LEG
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GROUND BEEF

~S4.99
. CRISP

FRESH .LETIOC£-

FRESH

FRESH

PORK NECKBONES

PORK NECKBONES

.B~:s~·FREE

~~6.99
CRISP

. FRESH
APPLES

g.R 3/gge

GET 5 LBS.

FRESH

GREEN
CABBAGE

L1[gge

• CT 1'1(8.

SCOTT BATH
TISSUE

FRE~ $4.99

40 oz. BTL

HEINZ
KETCHUP

$1.99

80Z PKG.

FLAVORITE
MARGARINE
PArnES

FAMILY BUNDLE #4

FRESH

· ENDCUT

HAM

1~49LL

PORK CHOPS

1.99Ul

~~4.99

FRESH

BEEFF£ET
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Chocolet~

Mint

Browni~
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Brownie Base
1 box Supreme brownie mix (with chocolate syrup pouch)
Water, vegetable oil and eggs called for on brownie mix box
Filling:
3 1/2 cups powdered sugar & 1/4 cup butter or margarine, softened
1/4 cup whipping cream & 1 package cream cheese, softened
1/4 teaspoon mint extract & 4 drops green food color
Topping:
1/2 cup whipping cream & 1 bag semisweet chocolate chips (2 cups)
1/2 cup butter (do not use margarine)

~

DIRECTIONS: Heat oven to 350°F. Grease only bottom of 13 x 9-inch pan with shortening or
cooking spray. Make and bake brownie mix as directed on box. Cool completely, about 1 hour.
In bowl, beat filling ingredients with electric mixer on medium speed until smooth. Spread over
cooled brownies. Refrigerate 1 horr until set.
Meanwhile, in 2-quart nonstick saucepan, heat topping ingredients over medium-low heat, stirring constantly, until melted and smooth. Cool about 10 minutes or until lukewarm.
Pour topping over filling; spread to cover. Refrigerate uncovered about 2 hours or until set. Before cutting into bars, let stand 10 minutes at room temperature. For bars, cut into 8 rows by 4
rows. For easier cutting, cut brownies with a wet knife. Store covered in refrigerator.

3 1/2 oz. Baileys Irish cream
3/4 oz. Bushmills Original Irish Whiskey
Shot of strong, cold coffee
Chocolate sprinkles
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DIRECTIONS: Drop some ice cubes
into a shaker and pour over Baileys. Add
Bushmills Original Irish Whiskey, then a
shot of strong cold coffee.
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Mosey's or Crown
Corned Beef..........................................

~
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199 ~~~ Bread ................................................. 4J2 ~

Red Creamer
Potatoes ......................................................... -

Flat-Cut, USDA Choice

High in Vitamin C and a Good Source of Potassium, 3-lb bag

SAVE UP TO 1.20 L8

SAVE UP TO 1.50

Regular or With Caraway Seeds, Old Time Favorite Dough
Made With Buttermilk, Raisins, and Diced Fruit Added,
From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

SURPRISINGLY IDW PRICE

(2\3

8-Pack Selected
Publix Deli
00
Sweet Coleslaw ......~ - Coca-Cola ~F
For Fast Service, Grab & Go!,
Products .......... ~
Located in the Publix Deli. lfHlz cont
SAVE UP TO 1.58 ON 2

fee

12-oz bot

SAVE UP TO 4.29 ON 3

Ap

~~~~ra~~ba~ee ~~%~~~~~:~.. ... . .1299
Lay's

12-oz can or bot.

(Excluding Baked!, light & Natural.)

SAVE UP TO 2.30

Quantity rights reserved
SAVE UP TO 3.99

(12-Pack Bass Ale, 12-oz bot ... 12.49)
(6-Pack Killian's Irish Red Lager, 12-oz bot ... 5.49)

~

C)

m
Prices effective Thursday, March 11 through Wednesday, March 17, 2010. Only in Lake, Sumter, Polk and Osceola Counties.
Including Publix at Stoneybrook Hills Village in Mount Dora. Prices

not effective at Publix -sabor. Quantity rights reserved .
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Confidence Begins \\'ith A Beautiful Smile!
hnp ru• .. \ uu r 'mil•· J,.tJ;o\ \\ itb "r:lil!hlt>r 1...-th l ru m
-I h•· lluu w CIf ll..autiful 'mil•""'-

Fneodh P o oal (art·
.\lo'it lrnunw ct' Plan' .-\rct:ptL'tl
Z.Cro Down Pa\ mcnt Plam .-\\ aillib lc
Flexible aot.l Affort.lahle .\lootbly Payme nt'
Fami l ~ D~l'ounh

BR.\( t.'> FOR .\Dl ' I.T',A.'iD ( IIILI >RI:::'-.

Health

Reasons To Men And Digestive Issues
Get Your Eves
Checked

~ William F. \tarsh, DDS, P.-\

-t-r
r cru lictl In

invisalign

OnHOOOHllCS

braces without wires

l' • rl•rnd Ortbodoorht For O v...-

3() \ " ' "

813-238-3384

4119 N. Ta liaferro Ave. • Tampa
Jus t Rlgbt Of The 1-275 :\ortbbound Entrance
lUmp Of M. L K. Hlvd.
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•Heel Pain
•\Vound Care
•Bunions

•Sports Medicine
•NEW Medi-Pcdicurc
Available

PAULL.
SHEEHY, JR., D.P.M., P.A.
Board Certified Academy Of Ambu/ato1y Foot A nkle Surge1y
&
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Accepting New Patients, lnduding Children

·J:

• Exams, Cleaning & Fillings
• eosn.tic (Bonding, Veneers)

(/)
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• Crowns (Caps) & Bridges
• Partials & Dentwes
• Extlaction
• lmpiMt Restotations
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ANGEU.A TOMLINSON, DDS, PA

GAL C. MCOONAL.O, DDS, MPH

wak-lns & Emerge! Ides Weloome
Most Insurance Acoepled
Senior Citizen Disro.rt1s

know that ~nnw di art> mon'
pre\'alent in 111en than in
wo111cn ? Here are four digc~ 
tin' pr o bll'111~ that are com111 0 n in men and s uggestions
for relief.
Acid R eflux. The resul t of
stomach acid fl owing up int o
th e eso phagus, can cause
burning pain under the breastbone, a sour taste in the mouth
and somet im es regurgitation.
Th e discomfort is worse after
heavy meals, ingesting caffeinated drinks a nd alcohol,
a nd if you lie down too soon
after eating.
To help prevent the pain of
acid reflux , stee r clear of
greasy and spicy foods, chocolate, caffeine and alcohol. Also,
be sure to eat dinner two
h ours or more before bedtime.
Ulcers a re painful, open
sores that form on the stomach or duodenum (the uppe r
part of the small intestine).
For unknown reasons , ulce rs
occur more frequently in men.
In the past, ulcers were incorrectly thought to be from
stress. But we now know that
ulcers are caused by a certain
type of bacteria, as well as
overuse of pain relievers like
aspirin and ibuprofen.
Did

The good news is that most
people never develop eye di sease as they get olde r; it's
likely that you'll need little
more than reading glasses and
better lighting.
But it's wise to see a n ophthalmologist if you expe rience
a ny of th e following symptoms
or problems:
• bulging of the eyes;
• change in iris color;
• crossed eyes;
• dark spot in the ce nter of
your field of vision;
• difficulty focusing on near or
distant objects;
• dry eyes with itching or burning;
• episodes of cloudy vision;
• eye pain;
• floaters or flashes;
• growing bump on the eyelid;
• halos (colored circles around
lights) or glare;
• hazy or blurred vision;
• inability to close eyelid;
• loss of peripheral vision;
• redness of or around the eye;
• spots in your field of vision;
• sudden loss of vision;
• trouble adjusting to dark
rooms;
• unusual sensitivity to light or
glare;
• veil obstructing vision; or
• wavy or crooked appearance
to straight lines.

Co nstipation . TilL' main

\'lHI

)!.L'~ti ,· e

di~ o rdero;

~ign

of l'on~t ipat ion i~ the abof hlnvt'l nlll\'t'nwnts for
chy~. wh ik fl'l'lin)!. unwmf >rl nbl~· full. Con~tipatinn can lw
ca ust'd by diet. lack of ncti , · it~ · .
mediration ~ide L'ffects md
so metime~ stress.
Yo u can t ~· a lax at ivc or
stool softe ner to case t'onstipntion. but be ('.llrt'fu lnot to usl'
laxa ti ves regul a rly. You can
add fibe r to your diet. E..xercising a nd drinking ple n ty of
water can also h elp constipation. If your stomach looks
swoll en or you have severe
pain, see a doctor. You cou ld
have a more serious digestive
issue requiring treatment.
·Food Poisoning is caused
by bacteria in food , usually salmonella, campylobacte r or E.
coli . Most adult men recove r
in a day or two without a ny
treatment as the toxins are
flushed from the body. It's best
to let your body expel the toxins on its own. If you can keep
anything down, sip clear liquids, especially sports drinks,
to prevent dehydration. If
you're still camping out in the
bathroom after 48 hours or if
you develop a fever, call your
doctor: You could have a more
serious bacterial infection.
~l' nl'l'

SCHOOL PHYSICALS

STEPHEN A. WILLIAMS, M.D., P.A.
Board Certified Pediatrician
714 W. MLK Jr. Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33603

Tel: 81l-223-6222
Fax:81l-223-6020

Tampa • (813) 209-0338
3911 N. Boulevard (1 Blk South Of W. Dr. MLK Blvd.}
www.tomlinsondentalcare.com
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. Praying Overtime.

Healthy Smile

Healthy Body

Healthier You!
• Dental Implants
• Sedation/Anxiety Management
• Cosmetic Gum Surgery
• Treatment Of Gum Diseases

T.MERRELL
WILLIAMS
DMD,MS

Board Certified

l ntucst f-ree rinancin9 . \~·ailuhlc

plant Dentistry

" •.• brick by brick, block by block,
callous hand by callous hand•••
together ordinary people can do
extraordinary things••• "

iodontics

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA

T. MERRELL

m
I

•

WILLIAMS,

INDIVIDUALIZED •

DMD, MS

SELF-GC>NFIDENT

N
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What's up everybody? My name Is Tyrone, I've been around
Tampa area for some years.now. I was young and dumb, started
to hang out with the wrong crowds. I was lntrdduced to heroin
and enjoyed it. I was out there stealing from famHy and friends.
Man, even from my own mother 'that's how deep I was Into
heroin. What can I say? When you out there you don't care aboUt
non one but that next fix. I had a wake up call one day, got
locked up looking at some time behind bars. While I was In
prison I found out that this guy used to share with died of AIDS.
I was so scared because 1.used to share needles with this guy,
you knowl That's when I started to get in touc!l with my spiritually. I thank a higher pow.e r fdr all the prayers my mom put over
my hea<t Once. I got out of prison I got checked. It came out
NEGATIVE. That's when I knew, I had a second chance to get
right with myself. Since that experience I have not picked up
using and till this·day I have not looked at a needle again.

4505 North Annenia Ave. • Swte 101 • Tampa. FL 33603
Visit Our Website At: www.tampaperio.com

(813) 354-8707
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Other s~· mpt o m s ma~· in - o
elude :
• Diarrhea o r co nstipation;
• Abdomi nal bloating;
• Heavy or irrl'gulnr bleeding;
and
• Fatigue.

suit.
The most common symptom of endometri osis is pelvic
pain.
Pain may be felt.·
• Before, during and after
menstruation ;
• During ovulation;
• ln the bowel during menstruation;

Here are seven benefits you as vocabulary and long-term
can look forward to as the memory, continually sharpen
number of candles on your if you stay mentally active.
birthday cake grows.
Memory can be trained just
1. FEWER COLDS AND
like muscles. If you make the
OTHER VIRUSES- You're most of your memory and use
less likely to get sick with colds it regularly, that portion of
and other minor viral infec- your brain can actually get bettions after midlife.
ter as you get older.
The reason: Each time your
In fact, research shows that
body is exposed to a virus, it memory skills can be honed
develops antibodies that make well into old age.
you immune to that virus in
6.
A
YOUTHFUL
the future.
HEART - Surprisingly, the
This means that more you heart hardly ages at all and acage;' the niore likely it is that tually can strengthen-as long
you'll be immune to many- as you keep your cholesterol
but not all-cold viruses.
and blood pressure in check.
2. MILDER ALLERGIES
Although there is some nar- Pl.agued by allergies? They'll rowing of arteries with aging,
be less bothersome as you get the pumping ability of the
older.
heart stays strong throughout
After age so, the body reacts life in healthy people.
with less intensity to hay fever
Genes do play a part in the
and other seasonal allergies, way your heart ages, but the
perhaps because blder bodies healthier your lifestyle, the
produce less of the allergic an- more likely your heart will stay
tibody.
strong well into your 8o's and
3· DECREASED TOOTH 90's.
SENSITIVTfY - If you've alExercise, diet and not
ways had painfully sensitive smoking are more important
teeth, they'll become less so as than genetics in maintaining
.you age.
the health of the heart after
That's because the surface age 6o.
between the enamel and
7· BOTH MALES AND
nerves lays down more dentin FEMAILES EXPERIENCE
(the tooth's inner hard tissue) HEIGHTENED SEXUAL
as teeth age, resulting in extra AWARENESS - A shift in
insulation and a diminished the hormonal balance beginpain response.
ning in the early -sos can inThis may make dE;ntal pro- crease a woman's libido and
cedures less painful, too.
her ability to have orgasms.
4·
MINIMAL
SKIN Many women also report an
MAINTENANCE- Say good- increase in the frequency and
bye to problems with oily skin. intensity of orgasms as they
After age so, the skin's oil . grow older.
secretions slow down in both
In fact, some research sugmen and women. The shiny gests that the frequency of orlook that many people hate gasms increases for women in
will start to improve.
each decade, up until the octoAnd you can shave less genarian years (age 80-89).
often and may stop using deBut men have reason-to celodorant. Due to hormonal ebrate, too. After age 6o, the
changes in the later years, the ligaments that attach the penis
growth of facial and body hair to the body begin to relax.
slows, and sweat glands disapAssuming a man stays slim,
pear.
this makes the flaccid penis
5· A FITTER BRAIN - look longer with each 6o-plus
Some memory functions, such decade.

Treatment
For many women, this ca n
be a combination of more
than one treatment over
longer periods of time, including :
• Pain killers
• Hormonal Therapy
• Surgery
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PROTECT YOUR FAMILY.
GET TESTED FOR HIV.
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For a testing site riear you,
text your zip code to 477493.
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Diantond Dust
BY NY' ASIA TAYLOR
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Mt. Pleasant's annual
Black
History Month pro0
a: gram was held on Thursday,
LL February 18. The audience
was entertained \\;th songs,
skits, and stories of Black
History. The Diamonds
really shined with their historical essays about Rosa
Parks, Mary McLeod
Bethune, and Shirley
Chisholm.
One of the highlights was
Christopher Johnson
telling the life story of
Frederick Douglass in
Spani s h . We appreciate
eve ryone's efforts to support
our eve nt.

~

The 6th graders went to
Classroom this
week. Students learned
about the em;ronmcnt and
the different types of animals that share the Tampa
Bay area with us. The 6th
graders go to Nature's
Classroom as part of
Science. Ms. Ravenel,
Science teacher, stated the
students enjoyed learning
about survival skills and
watching our creeping,
crawling, and four-legged
neighbors.
Th e Par e nt T eac h e r
Conference for the third
nine-weeks was h e ld on
~ature's

Pleasant S. B. :\Iiddle
Sehoul. Parents. if you did
not attend the parentteacher conference. pleast'
call the school to schedull' a
conference with your child's
teachers.
Parents and students of
Mt. Pleasant S. B. r-.liddle
School, the intramurals
application has to be completed before participation
in any sport. Students, make
sure you have your physical
if you want to play! Tryouts
for Girls Volleyball and Boys
Flag Football will be happening soon.
Mt. PleasantS. B. Middle
School is curre ntly accepting enrollment applications
for 6th, 7th, and 8th grades.
Please call the school at
253-0053 for more information or visit our web site,
www.mpmiddleschool.net.
to download an application
form. We are a traditional
public school. Tuition is
free!
Go Diamonds!

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to Chapter 97-351 Laws of Florida (1997), as amended;
Chapter 163 Part II Florida
Statutes; that the Hillsborough
County City-County Planning
Commission intends to consider
text and map amendments to the
Future of Hillsborough County
Comprehensive
Plan
for
Unincorporated
Hillsborough
County for the purpose of making
a recommendation to the Board
of County Commissioners at a
public hearing. The text and map
amendments will affect land
located in the generalized map to
the left and as described herein.
The Planning Commission may
consider alternative proposals
which may affect all or parts of
the land identified.

Date:
Place:

Monday, March 22,2010 Time: 5:30p.m.
Fredrick B. Kart County Center, 18th Floor
601 E. Kennedy Boulevard, Downtown Tampa

·. All merrbers of the public and interested parties may appear at the Public Hearing and be heard

as to any and all matters pertinent to the adoption of the amendments to the Future of
Hillsborough Comprehensive Plan for Unincorporated Hillsborough County. Comments may be
made orally at the hearing or in writing if submitted on or before the hearing date. If any person
decides to appeal any decision made by the Planning Commission with respect to any matter
considered at the forthcoming public hearing, they are hereby advised that they will need a
verbatim record of the proceedings. The record includes the testimony and evidence upon which
such an appeal is to be based.
CPA 10-15 Future Land Use Map change. lnterstate-4 Green Tech Corrid9r

(Related to CPA 10-14)- Proposed map amendment to esta:llish an
"Economic
ment 01
in a
· area
the 1-4 corridor.
CPA 10-14 Future land Use Text change. lnterstate-4 Green Tech Corridor (Related to CPA 1015) - Prq>osed text amendment to esti>lish a land use overlay entited "Eoonomic Deveqlment Oierlay"
that wit encille
nt of selected areas in the 1-4 corridor for
industries.
The proposed amendments to the Cofr4>rehensive Pfan may be inspected by the public
one week in advance in the office of the Hillsborough County City-County Planning
Commission, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., 18th Floor, Tampa, Florida, 33602, between the
hours of 8:00a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday- Thursday, except holidays or online at
www.theplanningcommission.org. For information, call Robert B. Hunter, FAICP,
Executive Director, (813) 272-5940. All meeting facilities are accessible in accordance
with the Americans with Disabilities Act. Any additional necessary accommodations will be
provided with notice given at least two working days prior fD the meeting. Please contact
Tony LaColla, Public Participation Coordinator,

at (813) 272-594() for more information.
lletch ~ 2D10 andlletch 14 2D10

NAACP Election Of
Branch OHicers Planned
Excc uti\' e

o mmitt ce will

!"Ike pltce . For addi ti o na l

infor m a ti o n co nt ac t th e
Hill s boro u g h
Co unt~'
Branch of th e NAA C P n t
(H t3) :.!:J ..H~h83.

Dr. Cnrolyn Collins is
th e curre nt pres ide nt a nd
Ms. Pnt Spence~· is thl'
Secreta ry.
~ . \ . \('P

l'om

llm.t'

munit~

Fm·um

On Zt•J·o Tolt•J•am•t•.

Ch il Citation
DR. CAROLYN COLLINS

Members of the Hillsborough County Branch
NAACP will elect their officers for the upcoming year
in November. Anyone who
plans to seek office must be
a member in good standing
by April I, 2010.
Members in good standing
are described as being a
bona fide member.
Three general meetings
will be held for the purpose
of electing officers and atlarge members of the executive committee. The first
meeting will be held on
Thursday, September 16th,
at 7p.m.
The second general meeting will be held on
Thursday, October 21st, at 7
p.m.
The final meeting will be
held in November and the
election of Branch Officers
and at-large members of the

On Saturday, March 13th,
at 9 a.m., the Hillsborough
County Branch NAACP will
host a community forum on
Zero Tolerance and Civil
Citation. The meeting will
b e held in the Oak Park
EJementary
School
Cafeteria , 2716 N. 46th
Street.
Oak
Park
Elementary School is located in the Highland Pines
community.
The forum is designed to
provide information to parents, students, and the community on these two issues.
A second meeting pertaining to the same subject will
tak e place on Saturday ,
March 2oth, at 10 a.m., at
Greater new Hope Anointed
Ministries, '709 N. Park
Road, in Plant City.
For additional information
contact Ms. Sonja Jordan
at the NAACP Office, at
(813) 234-8683.

ATTENTION EAST TAMPA PARENTS
Applications Are Now Available
FOR ONE-YEAR FREE RECREATION CARDS
For Children and their Parents
To Attend
Cyrus Greene Center
Fair Oaks Center
Jackson Heights YET Center.

FREE RECREATION CARDS WILL BE ISSUED
To The
First 100 Parents Who Apply.
You Must Apply at. One of the Recreation Centers
On or Before March 19, 2010
Between the Hours of 2:00 P.M. and 6:30 P.M.
Sponsored By
East Tampa Business and Civic Association, Inc.
To Support Our "Anti-Bullying, Anti-Gang Project"
Telephone (813) 248-3977.
This project is made possible by the
Hillsborough County Department of Children's Services.
•
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Church 01 God Bv Faith
Hosts National Conterence
Baby Shower Held
On Saturday, February 20,
2010, th e Temple Crest
Clubhouse served as th e hostsi te fo r a baby s h ower for
Khalilia Johnson. The
room was beautifully deco rated in shades of baby blue and
brown. The shower was coordinated by her sis ter, Alicia
' Lisa' McKinney.
Khalilia's mother, Chola
Little, and so me of her close
fri ends served as hostesses for
th e afternoon of fun and food.
Th e wi nn e r of eac h game
receiv e d a beautiful door
prize. On th e menu was an
array of ta sty di s hes and a
table filled with delicious,
calorie-loaded sweet treats!
Some of the friends and
family who a tt e nd ed were:
Adrina Allen, Karen
Brown, Meiko CrewsShaw, Nina SimmonsDuncan, Patricia Smith,
Yvette Jordan, Tonette
Christianson ,
Lillie
Williams, Ronida Durant,
Ashley
Smith,
Pat
Bunkley, Khalilia's mother-in-law, Roz Johnson and
friends of Khaliliah:
Deidra, Lamesha, Cicely,
Veronica and Tenae.
Khalilia received numerous
beahtiful baby gifts.
Polk Curator Serves
. As Guest Critic
On Friday, March 19th, the
Polk Museum of Art will host
an informal art critique for
emerging artists known as
View and Review. This event
will·be led by Adam Justice,
Polk Museum of Art's Curator
of Art. Justice. will offer participating artists feedback
about their work. The event
begins at 6 p.m. Artists who
wish to have their work critiqued by Justice must preregister.
The event is open to all
lovers of art. View and Review
is one of Polk Mus ~trm of
Art's occasion~ progt;aipS, t}le
I goal of which is to bring local
artists and art lovers together
to discuss art. For ·further
information and/ or, to pre' register your art , call (863)
688-5423 on or before March
16,2010.

Happy Birthday!
Shaw-Nuf Talk ex tends
' Happy Birthd ay' wishes to
yo ung Lakeland ge ntlema n,
Brandon Payne who will
ce le brate hi s na t a l day o n
Marc h 16th a nd t o yo un g
Tampa ge ntl eman, Derek
Landers who will celebrate
hi s natal day on March 18th.
Belated birthday " ris hes are
exte nd ed t o Polk Co unt y
Larry
D.
a tt orney,
Hardaway, who celebrated
hi s natal day on Ma rch 7th ;
Belinda McDonald , First
Lady of New Life Church of
God by Fait h in Ft. Myers ,
Florida who celeb rated anoth er na tal year on March 8 th
a nd to Patricia Smith of
Tampa, who ce lebra t e d
another natal yea r on March
4th. May th e Lord bless you
with many, many more birthdays !
Condolences Extended
Shaw-Nuf Talk extends
condolences to Daniel
Evans, Adell Edwards ,
Gary Wilson and the family
members and friends of the
late Mrs. Jackie Evans.
Mrs. Evans passed away on
Sunday, February 28, 2010.
Arrangements were entrusted
to Ch a rles Lewis Funeral
Home in Wint e r H ave n ,
Florida . Th e Home go ing
Celebrat ion was held at St.
Paul Holines s Church on
Saturday, March 6th. Look to
the hills from whence cometh
your help .... your help cometh
from the Lord. The prayer of
Shaw-Nuf is that each of
. you will seek the Lord for
your comfort and strength ,
during this your time of
bereavement.
Shaw-NufShout-Out
This week's Shaw-Nuf
Shout-out goes out to the
students and staff of Berkley
Accelerated Middle School
a.k.a. BAMS in Auburndale,
Florida. Recently, BAMS was
featured on FOX-13's Cool
Schools. c ()ngratula-tions,
everyone!

The Church of God by Faith National Conference was held at the Hyatt Regency-Pcacht re in
Atl anta, Georgia. Members of churches from Polk County and all over the Unit ed Stat es attended
four days of training workshops, planning meeti ngs and fellowship services.
The Church's Historical Ministry held its first meeting during the conferen e. This ministry has
been tasked with recording the history of the church from beginning until present day. (Photos
by Shaw-Nuf) ·
·

Courtney Phillips, Lakeland COGBF member ,
shared her fashion creativity at the COGBF National
Conference.

Superintendent Herbert
Green facilitated the
COGBF's first National
Historical Ministry meeting.

Minister and Mrs. Leo
Parker enjoyed the conference fellowship.

This little beauty,
Christian Elise Willingham,
attended her firs't COGBF
Conference.

Prayer Request
Let us remember to pray for
mankind all over the world.
Especially for families who
experienced loss as a result of
the recent earthquakes in
Haiti and/or Chile.

50th Class Reunion
Being Planned
Members of the Union
Academy High School Class of
1960 will hold its next monthly meeting at the Carver
Recreation Center in Bartow,
Florida on Saturday, March
13, 2010. The meeting will
begin at 4:00 p.m. All class
members are expected to
attend. The class reunion is
scheduled to be held July 9 li, 2010 . If you have any
questions, ple·ase contact
Shirley Robinson at (863)
285-8343 or Herbert

Talk to Shaw-Nuf
Shaw-Nuf Talk wants to
hear from you. Share your
exciting news and/or photos
of your celebrations, special
events, birthdays, anniversaries, weddings , family
reunions, church or community events, etc., with the
readership of the Florida
Sentinel Bulletin and ShawNuj Talk by sending an email to: shawnuftalk@yahoo.com or calling (863)
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Woman Sentenced To
lite In Prison For
~ sening Stripper On Fire
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A 28 -yea r- o ld Ca lifornia
wo man wi ll spend th e res t of
her life in jail for attemptin g
to kill Roberta Busby by
setting her on fire.
Rianne TheriaultOdom, a moth er of four,
was se ntenced Friday for the
2009 attack on Busby, a
stripper at that time.

Prosecutors belieYe Odom ,
who was rejected as a dancer
for th e club, became enraged
at Busby a nd dou se d her
with gaso lin e from a soda
bottle before sett ing her on
fire at ·' Babes And Beer."
Busby subm itt ed a lett er
to be read to her attacker in
court saying,
"Now yo u're go ing to feel
th e sa me hea rt ac he th a t I
felt when I couldn "t hu g, kiss
or play with my kid s or eve n
talk to my kid s. I guess !"II
neve r kn ow what was go ing
thr o ug h yo ur mind that
ni g ht , but o n e da y yo u'll
have to answer to God , and
th at's more justice th an any
prison ca n do to you."
Busby has burns on 40%
of her body and had to have
mor e than two dozen s kin
grafts.
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JOHN BENSON And
SHEAKIA STUBBS
... And Son

Philadelphia police have
two
parents in custody after
a:
they
say the couple robbed a
0
...J ·
store in the pre.sence
LL
of their son before accidentally leaving him behind.
47-yecrr-old John Benson
arid 31-year-old Sheakia
Stubbs were arrested
Monday for robbing the

Platinum Ice and Jewelry
Store.
The couple and their 4year-old son entered the
store and asked to look at
women's rings.
The boy's mother then created a distraction while the
father reached behind the
counter and grabbed a tray
of rings worth over $so,ooo.
When employees noticed
what the man was doing, the
woman ran off leaving the
child and his father behind.
The man argued with the
owner of the store before
slashing his face and neck
with a blade. He then ran off
as well, leaving the 4-yearold with the store employees.
The couple was arrested
later at a local _m_otel.
The child has been put in
custody of the Department
of Humane Service.

CRIME
IS
DOWN!!
· ExcePt For HoOle Invasions
Protect Your Fam

m
CD
,..
I

"We WiU Design
A System To
Fit Your Budger--

Challenged Credit OK!

& Loved Ones

• Burglar Alann
• Camera Systems
• Burglar Bars
• Fire I Carbon Dioxide
• Free Security Analysis

-listen To WWAB 1330 AM Lakeland, Plant City, Brandon
Every Saturday 12:30 P.M -1 :00 P.M

Ills 11131 187-&652 • Pllk 11&31 651-6712

White Man Poses
As Black Doctor,
Visits Patients

PATRICK LYNCH

A white man was arres ted
in New J e rsey after polic e
say he imperso nated a local
Bla ck doctor , v1s 1t1ng
patients at th eir homes and
writing prescriptions.
Police beli eve 54-year-old
Patrick Lynch has pretended to be Dr. Andrew
Nelson since July when the
doctor left Visiting Doctors
of New Jersey, the company
Lynch owns.
Lynch, who is not a doctor
at all, made house calls to
patients and prescribed
medicine for the company
that provides care primarily
for the elderly.
Investigators say they met
a number of patients who
were bamboozled for
months into believing they
were being treated by Dr.
Nelson.

AIGSenles
Lawsuit for
$1.1 Million
Two subsidiaries of
American International
Group Inc. have agreed to
pay $7.1 million to settle
discrimination allegations
of charging higher fees to
African American borrowers.
According to the statement
released by the Justice
Department on Thursday
(March 3), 2,500 African
American borrowers of subprime loans will receive a
total of $6.1 million after
being charged higher broker
fees.
Those unfamiliar with a
subprime loan, it is the loan
that is extended to borrowers who's credit rating is
considered to be below
standards or "poor."
Thomas E. Perez, the
assistant attorney general in
charge of the Justice
Department's civil rights
division, said, the action "is
a warning shot" to lenders ·
who fail to monitor brokers'
conduct.

Former Inmate On Death
Row Awarded $525,000
For Wrongful Conviction
A former inmate on death
r ow who s pe nt 19 years
behind bars for a crime he
did n o t commit has been
awa rd ed an additional
$5::!5,000 for his troubles.
Leroy Orange was behind
bars for th e murd er of four
peopl e includin g his girlfri end and her son. a crim e
he says he fals ely admitted
to doing after being shocked,
beaten and tortured by forPolic e
mer
Chi cago
Command er John Burge
for a confession .
He was released in 2003
afte r Governor George
Ryan de e m ed th e c it y's
death penalty "broken··, setting the wrongfully co nvi cted man free.
He will rece ive th e additional $525,000 on top of
the $s.smillion that will be
awarded to him in five
installments until 2014.
As previously reported, two
other Chicago m e n wer e

LEROY ORANGE

freed in .July after being tortured into false co nfessions
by John Burge.
Ronald Kitchen and
Marvin Reeves were se t
free after Kitchen was sentenced to death and Reeves,
five. life terms for the deaths
of five people.
Burge is set to sta nd trial
for torturing at least 200
suspects from 1972 to 1991.

Former Birmingham
Mavor Gets 15 Years
For Briberv
TUSCALOOSA, A_la. Former Birmingham Mayor
Larry Langford was sentenced Friday to 15 years in
federal prison for taking
clothes, Rolex watches, loan
payments and cash worth
more than $240,000 as
bribes in return for lucrative
bond work.
U.S. District Judge Scott
Coogler imposed the sentence on Langford, 63, who
told the court, "I am sorry all
this has occurred."
The sentence was about
nine years shorter than tbe
minimum term sought by
prosecutors. Asked outside
court whether he was
pleased, Langford sneered
at a reporter.
"Are you?" said Langford,
who claims he did nothing
wrong.
Langford and his wife
have blamed his conviction
on vindictive prosecutors,
inattentive jurors and
racism. Langford is black;
most of the jurors were
white.

MAYOR LARRY LANGFORD

Defense lawyers already are
working on an appeal.
Langford, a dapper politi-'
cal figure, was convicted in
October of taking cash, loans
and gifts - including expensive clothes and jewelry while he was president of the
Jefferson
County
Commission. In exchange,
prosecutors said, he steered
county bond work to an
investment banker who paid
the bribes.
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How Much Cash Will I Need To Purchase A Home
Answer :
The amount of cash that is necessary depends on a number of items . Generally speaking . though . you will
need to supply :
• Earnest Money : The deposit that is supplied when you make an offer on the house
Down Payment : A percentage of the cost of the home that is due at settlement
· Closing Costs : Costs associated with processing paperwork to purchase or refinance a house
ALL Mortgage QUESTIONS MAY BE MAILED TO:
Yolanda Y. Anthony • Licensed Mortgage Broker
P.O. Box 21472 Tampa , FL 33622

column known for its fe-a rless
approach to reality-based
subjects!

Dear Deanna!
My mother has always been
true to her marriage . Now that
the pastor of our church is si ngle
due to divorce, he's payi ng extra
attention to my mother and she
loves it. I think they 're having an
affai r because she's parking her
car in strange places when he
picks her up and there's too
many sneaky looks when they're
around each other. Peopl e in
the church are start ing to talk
and I'm embarrassed and don 't
know how to address this . What
should I do?
Embarrassed Daughter
(Whittier, CA)

Computer Jobs Among Fastest Growing
The economy might be slow
but recent surveys have shown
that computer related jobs are
still increasing . If you are a network technician or system analyst your prospect of finding a
high paying job is very good.
Many large firms, private hospitals and software companies
are looking for talented qualified
people in these areas of information technology. You can
earn as much as $60,000 a year
designing and maintaining the
network for mid size and large
companies .
there is also a big demand for
entry level computer programmers who test various software
and programs.
The health care industry offers

more jobs in information technology and over a longer period of
time . Hospitals are constantly
upgrading their computer systems because they have to meet
certain strict network guidelines
instituted by their administration.
If you are not interested in
maintaining a company network,
database programmers are also
in great demand earning as
much $65,000 a year. You may
have to return to school and become familiar with new technology and Microsoft programs but
studies have shown it is worth it
in the long run. It is not just the
health care industry that is hiring . Many mid size IT companies are benefiting from the
federal stimulus packages and

are looking to grow by at least
one full time employee in larger
citi es such as Orlando , Miami
and Tampa.
Since many people might not
be interested in Database Management, Computer Forensics is
also a good option for someone
with basic computer knowledge .
Computer Forensics offer long
term stability with various law
enforcement agencies and can
be very rewarding as well as exciting .
Colleges are constantly adding
Computer Forensics and security courses to their schedule of
courses for young aspiring IT
students. These courses can be
taken short term and offer immediate employment.

Dear Embarrassed Daughter :
Although a man of th cloth . ~
your pastor is still human nd c=;
may sow his wi ld o ts now th t
he 's newly singl . How v r, you
should let your mom know th t
her actions look suspicious and
if she's having an affair she
needs to stop it or fix or end her
marriage . If that doesn't help,
have the same talk with the pastor. As a last resort . tell both parti es you have no choice but to
tell your lather and th at'll get
th ings jumping or bring every thing to a complete halt.
Ask Deanna Is written by
Deanna M. Write Ask Deanna!
Email: askdeanna1 @-yahoo.com or write: Deanna M, 264
S. La Cienega, Suite 1283,
Beverly Hills, CA 90211. Website: www.ask-deanna.com
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Positioned To Win 'Financially'
(Part 1)

"In life you attract what you

respect... even money."
Paula White
As we prepare to win in 201 0
"financially", we must begin to
understand the premise that if
we don't respect money, it won 't
respect us. The value that you
place on money or your finances
will be shown or made evitable
by how you respect or deal with
it.
Note, you are not to love
money; for the love of money is
the root of all evil. But you
should respect and value
money. You should know how to
adequately govern and manage
money.
In the Positioned To Win "Personally" article, I challenged you
to develop yourself. Developing
yourself in a specific area empowers you to succeed in that
area .. . If, you apply the knowledge you have gained.
From the responses I have received, many of you would like
to develop yourselves financially. To do so, you must be-

come financially savvy. In order
to become financially savvy, you
must begin to identify your perspective of money, how you deal
with money, what you think
about money and its usefulness
to you . If you are not attracting
money to you or winning financially, then it's time for a mental
shift and a renewing of your
mind as it pertains to your fi-

Tanya Starks
Pastor Kenneth MuldroPastor Andre Aris
Ruth Sndth

Dr. S h - Speights

'TI

nances.
Next column we will begin to
focus on the mental aspect of
becoming financially positioned
to win .
If you have questions, comments, suggestions for future articles, or would like to contact
me please send an email to:
thequeenofsuccess@yahoo.c
om.

(8... 3) 244-722 ...
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

INVITATION TO BID
SEMA Constr uc t1on. Inc . 1nv1 tes al l Hil lsbo rough County
Certif1 ed M/W BE Su bcontractors and Suppli ers to b1d on th e
foll ow 1ng proJeCt
Boyette Road Phase Ill Road Widening
From McMullen to Bell Shoals Rd
ITB-C-0058-0-201 0/DP
Work consist of aluminum railings , asphalt paving .
attenuators. bearing pads. bridge painting. clearing &
grubbing , concrete barrier, flatwork . concrete redi-mix . deck
grooving , desilting . dewatering . drainage, electrical . erosion
control. fencing. grassing , guardrail , lights/signs/signals,
lime-rock, milling, mot devices. MSE wall , pavement markings,
pipe inspection/video, prime & sand, QC testing , RCP. rebar,
riprap, S.I.P., skimmers, surveying, trucking , soil anchors, H-pile,
drilled shafts, environmental planting, landscaping, utilities
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Plans and specifications are available for review at our office,
or you can download the plans at https://sema.box.net/boyette
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Please submit your proposal in written form by Wednesday.
March 23. 2010, to

0

SEMA Construction, Inc.
6200 Hazeltine National Drive,
Suite 100,
Orlando, Florida 32822
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All interested parties should contact Estimating at phone:
407-563-7900 and fax all QUOTES to 407-563-7999, or E-mail to
estimating.II@ semaconstruction.com
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To Seek Public Input on
Barriers To Fair Housing
Choices
llillshowugh l'ount\ 1\lli.ndabk !lous ing I kpartment
has scheJukJ t\\o public
n1eetings to recei,·e public
input on han·iers that res idents encotmt..:r in obtaining
Jecent atl(xdabk housing and
cho ices o r ho using .
These meetings arc required
lw the lJ .S . lkpa11mcnt or
!lousing and Urban Development b\' local agencies that
receive lllJI) runJing. to
ens ure that the Fair Housing
Act is being rullillcd in the
COlllmtmity.
T he results of this survey
and analysis will he used
de velop strategies and actions
to reduce and/or eliminate the
identified barriers. Please attend: we we lcome your input.

~ Homing
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Department Of Energy Services
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

C§
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JJc, I'): Yia phone at : (X I·' )
27- 1-(>(>05 : ,·ia t'a:..; at : (X 13 )
<> .' 5-X 1.'·1: or ,·ia e-mail at :
co II in sk 'cl'h i llshoroughc ountY .org.
Date :
Time:

Place:

Monda\', March I 5
7- R p.m .
7Sth Street Lihrar\',
7(>2 5 Palm River
Rd , 'hnnpa
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D1stn ct. Broo bv1ll tt .

Apri115, 2010 at

2:30p.m. for .

RFP 009-10 COORDINATION OF
THE LARGO,
CLEARWATER, PINELLAS AND
PASCO RECLAIMED WATER
INTERCONNECT AND
STORAGE FEASIBILITY
PROJECT
The Request for Proposals may
be obtained through the District's
Internet

at

website

1111 p ·l/www WntorMntt o r " nr o/pr ocuromunl

D11te:
Time:

Place:

Tuesdav. March I ( J
7 - X p .m .
University Area
Comm. Service
Ctr., I .1(>05 N.
22nd St. , Tampa

All meeting fa cilities arc
ADA compliant. For additional assistance, please
call us.
For more in!C:mnation,
contact Karen Collins at the
phone number or email address listed above.
Para infhrnwcion en
espwlol, /lamar a/ (8/3) 2463171 . CITY: 301-717.1)

under "View our solicitations on
OemandStar" or "Alternate View of
our Current Solicitations."
Southwest

Florida

Management

Water
District,

Procurement. 2379 Broad Street,
Brooksville, Florida 34604 -6899;
Procurement@WaterMatters .org;
352-796-7211, ext. 4132; or in
Florida:

1-800-423-1476,

TOO

ONLY 1-800-231-6103.

Ellen F. Cuarta
Contracts Administrator

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
B~ote~e~

To

Design, Build And Provide Maintain Services
For
A Solar PV Power Generating System At The J. L.
Young

0

...J
LL

Looking For
Sharp Individuals
To Work From Home

SOLICITATION NUMBER : FY2009-RFP-18
The Tampa Housing Authority (THA) is soliciting a performance
based, design and build turnkey services to develop, implement,
and install onsite renewable energy technology that generates
electricity from solar ener~y. wind energy, fuel cells, and biomass
at its J.L Young development.

Get Paid To Do
Part-Time Sales Person

Jobs 4 USA/Felons

Wanted To Locate
Vending Machines
Car A Must
Flexible Hours

Looking 4 Work
& Can't Find Any?
1,000's Of Money Making
Jobs & Opportunities
Available

PROPOSAL PACKAGE:
A complete proposal package may be obtained from the '
Contracting Department of the Tampa Housing Authority, located
at 1529 W. Main Street, Tampa, Fl. 33607, 813-253-0551 , ext 390,
beginning March 9, 201 0.
SUBMISSION DEADLINE:
Time: 2:00 P.M. EST (Prevailing Tampa, Florida Time),
VVednesda~April7,2010

m
co
,..

For Details
{813) 985-8361
Ask For Andy
Church Musician/Praise
And Worship Leader
Needed For A Growing
Ministry In

Brandon~

THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF TAMPA
IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Must Be Versatile In Music

By order of Jerome D. Ryans,
President/Chief Executive Officer

For More Information
Call {813) 653-31 00

w

e,
111

16-65
Start Today
No Experience
Felons Welcome
For More Information
And Location
Call {813) 965-7991

What You're Already Doing!
Serious Inquiries Only!
{813) 417-6654
Stylist And Braiders
Needed
For Busy, Growing
Establishment!
Supreme Styles
Barber Shop
8643 N. Nebraska Ave.
{813) 443-5741

Selection And Flexible

I

~

Ctl rn pt'lrlr Vtl
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Florrd a . a nd pu llli cly ope nm1 o n

Public comments also can he
provided in writing to: !!illsborough County A!Tordablc
Housing Depart.Inent: !\ ttn:
Karen Collins, 1208 Tech
Blvd .. Suite 100, Tampa, FL
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...J
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Public
Meeting

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN THE VOICE OF OUR COMMUNITY FOR OVER 65 YEARS Jll

GET NOTICED ... Place Your Ad In
The Business Directory Contact
LaVora For More Information
@ (813) 248-1921
Or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com

, I

LEGAL NOTIC

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
MARCH 17, 2010 CONTINUED

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
As a result of bemg unable to effectuate cert1f1ed ma1l not1ce to v1olators of the C1ty Code. not1ce
1s hereby g1ven that a Tampa Mun1c1pal Code Enforcement Hearmg Master has scheduled a publ1c
hea rrng on MARCH 17, 2010 at 9:00a.m. to hear the below l1sted cases wh1ch are in violation of the
City of Tampa Code. Information listed below descrrbes the case number. property owner(s). violat ion
address. code sect1on violated , and legal description of subject property in that order. The
hearing will be held in C1ty Council Chambers , 3rd Floor. City Hall . 315 E. Kennedy Blvd .. Tampa .
Florrda. Affected property owners will be given the opportunity to discuss the alleged violations .
Should anyone have any questions regarding these cases. please call the Office of the City Clerk
at (813) 274-7286
Please note that if any person decides to appeal any decision made by the Code Enforcement
Hearing Master with respect to any matter considered at the meeting or hearing, they will need to ensure
a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which record includes the testimony and evidence upon
which the appeal is to be based.
CASE # 09-01556
YOUNG, CHRISTOPHER
10413 N. HAMNER AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-26
TUXEDO TERRACE
LOT 5 BLOCK D
95646.0000
CASE # 09-02981
ALVAREZ, MARIA E.
2411 N. RIVERSIDE DR.,
A-C, TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-26
AND 19-27
RIDGEWOOD PARK
LOTS 13 AND 14 BLOCK L
183514.0000
CASE # 09-12692
ITALIANO, ANTHONY S.
2407 S. CHURCH AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 19-50
SAN ORLUDO
E Y2 OF LOT 40 AND LOTS
53 AND 54
119947.0000
· CASE # 09-15267
O'BRIEN, KENNETH G.
4109W. BAY COURT AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-26
NORMA PARK SUBDIVISION
LOT 10 BLOCK 3
129406.0000
CASE # 09-15280
CASALE, ANDREW J. JR.
AND CASALE, GINA M.
3807 W. BARCELONA ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-47,
19-49, AND 19-50
VIRGINIA PARK
LOTS 17 AND 18 BLOCK 10
123239.0000
CASE# 09-15320
CAUM, MICHAEL J. AND
KATHY MORTIMER
3810W. SAN RAFAEL ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-47,
19-49, 19-50, 19-233, 19-234
AND 19-238
SOUTHLAND ADDITION
LOT 5 LESS E 11FT AND
LOT 6 LESS W 1 FT
BLOCK 9
119355.0000
CASE# 09-19091
BEVIS, LAWRENCE R. Ill &
BEVIS, LAWRENCE R. II
305 S. WESTLAND AVE., C,
TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-49
305 SOUTH WESTLAND A
CONDOMINIUM UNIT 3
25% UNDIVIDED SHARE IN
THE COMMON ELEMENTS
184345:5006- .
CASE# 09-19812
PIERSON, KIMBERLY K.
4708 W. PAUL AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-50
BAYBRIDGE REVISED
LOT 4 BLOCK 26
132021 .0000

CASE # 09-20681
KATTELL, RANDI D.
4107 W. FIG ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 AND 19-50
ROSEDALE NORTH
LOTS 16 AND 17 AND E 10FT
OF LOT 18 BLOCK 2
115068.0000
CASE# 09-21081
STEVENSON, MATTHEW D.
2304 E. 10TH AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 27-184
AND 27-192
TURMAN 'S EAST YBOR
LOT 9 BLOCK 3
189117.0100
CASE # 09-21157
STEWART, ADAM
COTON, LUIS
2219 E. ANNIE ST., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-27
RAMONA PARK
LOT 6 BLOCK 1
147314.0000
CASE # 09-21424
BOWDEN, GRACE
1920 W. GRACE ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49, AND
19-50
BENJAMIN'S 2ND ADDITION
TO WEST TAMPA
LOTS 11 AND 12 BLOCK 20
178246.0000
CASE # 09-21707
TRIBUNE, CAROLYN
1911 W. GRACE., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-26
BENJAMIN'S 2ND ADDITION
TO WEST TAMPA
LOT 19 BLOCK 17
178201 .0000
CASE # 09-21764
POTTINGER, ROBERTO
2509 W. GRACE ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-49
BAYAMO
LOT? BLOCK 8
180926.0000
CASE # 09-22568
BRENNER, RICHARD A.
3109 W. BARCELONA ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 27-77TABLE 4-1
PALMA CEIA PARK
E% OF LOT 15 LESS N 21.3
FT AND LOT 16 BLOCK 41
125983.0000
CASE # 09-22648
WHITELEY, SUSAN P. STAMM
AND WILLIAM, WHITELEY
1910 W. CARMEN ST., & 1h,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49
AND 19-50
BENJAMIN'S 5TH ADDITION
LOT 5 AND E % OF LOT 6
BLOCK 10
181325.0000

CASE # 09-22674
CROSSMAN, SCOTT
RICHARD
1911 W. GRAY ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49,
19-231, AND 19-232
BENJAMIN'S 5TH ADDITION
LOTS 19 AND 20 BLOCK 10
181334.0000
CASE # 09-23078
GILBERT, JOHN A. AND
GILBERT, BRITTANY M.
4204 S. ANITA BLVD.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-26
ANITA SUBDIVISION
LOT 13 BLOCK 1
130322.0000
CASE # 09-23154
YARDLEY, LINDA C.
3124 W. PAUL AVE., /
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-50,
AND 19-56
TROPICAL TERRACE UNIT
N0.2
LOTS 14 AND 15 BLOCK 1
AND N Y2 OF CLOSED
ALLEY ABUTTING THEREOF
134946.0000
CASE # 09-23376
CHAVEZ, HELEN P.
3112 W. AGAWAN ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49 19-50
ST. ANDREWS PARK
REVISED MAP
LOTS 11 AND 12 BLOCK 2
AND S % CLOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREON
118253.0000
CASE # 09-23423
KNIGHT, JACQUELINE D.
2803 W. SHELTON AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46, 19-49,
19-233 AND 19-234
BAYHAVEN
W 75 FT OF S 30 FT OF LOT
26 AND W 75 FT OF LOT 27
. 136719.0000
CASE # 09-23435
O'BRIEN, KENNETH G.
3106 W. VAN BUREN DR.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-49, 19-50 AND
19-56
TROPICAL PINES
W% OF LOT 199 AND LOT
200
136686.0000
CASE # 09-23839
SHAUGHNESS~MARA

TRUSTEE
4704 W. OKLAHOMA AVE.,
LNDTRT
SECTION: 19-234
GANDY GARDENS 1
W 3 FT OF LOT 2 AND E 64
FT OF LOT 3 BLOCK 4
131327.0000

.....

1\)

CASE # 09-24065
MADONIA, BATISTA Ill AND
MADONIA, TAMELA M.
711 W. SWANN AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS : 19-49 . 19-50
AND 19-233
JOHNSON'S J N
SUBDIVISION NO. 2
LOTS 8 AND 9
194399.0000

CASE II 09-26502
MARTINEZ, ANGEL L.
3010 E. 26TH AVE .,
TAMPA, Fl
SECTIONS : 1-40 1.3, 5-108.4 .
AND 5-105.1
JACKSON HEIGHTS
LOTS 9 AND 10 BLOCK 12
173839.0000

CASE # 09-24066
SULLIVAN, ANTHONY J.
54 ADALIA AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-47, AND
TABLE 27-77 TABLE 4-1
DAVIS ISLANDS PB10, PG 52
TO 57 AND PB 17, PG 5 TO 9
LOT 30 BLOCK 6
194855.0000

CASE #t 1Q-00505
GEORGE, ALEX KIRAN
AND GEORGE, SAMUEL
2943 W. BAYSHORE CT.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 5-104 .3, 5-108.4,
AND 5-105.1
BAYSHORE COURT
LOT 22 LESS E 9.80 FT
128894.0100

CASE # 09-24190
TENGMAN, DAVID T.
3406 S. OMAR AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46,
AND 19-50
BEL MAR SHORES REVISED
REPLAT OF LOT A BLOCK 3
LOT13
123148.0000
CASE# 09-24191
PERAL, MICHELE
ANTONIAQ
3408 S. OMAR AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 19-46
AND 19-50
BEL MAR SHORES REVISED
REPLAT OF LOT A BLOCK 3
LOT14
123149.0000
CASE # 09-24840
WORTH HAROLD E. AND
WORTH, HAROLD W.
3001 W. BALLAST POINT
BLVD., TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-56
ASBURY PARK A RE
SUBDIVISION OF BLOCKS
12 AND 13 LOT 18 BLOCK 13
& S % CLOSED ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREON
134427.0000
CASE # 09-24856
AURORA LOAN
SERVICES LLC
5310 S. QUINCEY ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTION: 19-50
BALLAST POINT HEIGHTS
LOT 3 BLOCK 2
134457.1038
CASE # 09-26501
WARTICOVSKI, JUDITH
8120 N. SEMMES ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 5-104.3 AND
5-105.1 .
HENDRY AND KNIGHTS
ADDITION TO SULPHUR
SPRINGS
LOT 174 & E Y2 CLOSED
ALLEY ABUTTING THEREON
149695.0000

CASE # 10-00507
LUCERO, EDGAR
2915 W. MAIN ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 5-104.3, 5-108.4,
ANDS-105 .1
MAC FARLANE'S AND
HERMANN'S ADDITION
TO WEST TAMPA
LOTS 7 AND 8 BLOCK 1
AND S Y2 OF ALLEY
ABUTTING THEREON
180636.0000
CASE # 10-00508
HOUSTON, SAMUEL AND
HOUSTON, LAWRENCE
3416 E. PARIS ST.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 5-104.3, 5-108.4,
AND 5-105.1
VARIETY GROVE ESTATES
LOT 1
151128.0000
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CASE # 1D-0051 0
CAUSEY, JACQUELINE
4627 W. BAY VILLA AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 5-104.3, 5-108.4,
AND 5-105.1
MARGARET ANNE
SUBDIVISION REVISED
LOT 11 BLOCK 2
130114.0000
CASE # 1D-00526
ZELINSKY, ROBERT J.
2517 W. MARYLAND AVE.,
TAMPA, FL
SECTIONS: 5-104.3, 5-108.4,
AND 5-105.1
GLENWOOD
LOT 12 LESS N 7FT
THEREOF AND WLY Y2 OF
ALLEY ABUTTING THEREONE BLOCK 1
117697.0000

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES
ACT AND SECTION 286.26, FLORIDA STATUES, PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES NEEDING SPECIAL ACCOMODATION TO PARTICIPATE
IN THIS MEETING SHOULD CONTACT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE AT
LEAST FORTY-EIGHT (48) HOURS PRIOPR TO THE DATE OF THE
MEETING.
INTERESTED PARTIES MAY APPEAR AND BE HEARD AT SAID
HEARING
SHIRLEY FOXX-KNOWLES
CITY CLERK
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Cutting It Low

~

Experienced . Licensed

a:

Barbers Wanted

c

1708 East ldell Street

4/2

Want A Career In

Home . WDH . CHA

2 - 5 Bedrooms

$525.00/Monthly

4/2

Starting At

1 - 5 Bedrooms

S1 .050 .00/Monthly

$595 .00/Monthly

Available!

Call (813) 532-0313

Investors Choice Realty

Call 813-221-4457

LL.

$850.00/Monthly

In Less Than 40 Hrs

4814 South 88th Street

Mortgage Paid

New Paint, New Carpet

Available Immediately

For 6 Months

New Appliances

Section 8 Accepted

All Credit Considered

Section 8 Welcome

Call 813-326-6141

Call (813) 404-8622

ACCOUNTING CLERK Ill
(LIMITED DURATION)
$29,577

PORT SECURITY OFFICER

m
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$46,238

$30,659

Z

Section 8 Accepted
(813) 661-4292

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

2921 East 24th Avenue
2 Bedroom/1 Bath

$500.00/Deposit

AAIEEO Employer

$700.00/Monthly

Area
1 Bedroom House
With Den

Call (813) 230-8968
Section 8 Only
2712 N. Stallone Drive

0

..J

u.

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Homes For Sale

Block Home

$89K - Ready To Move In!

WDH, Alarm System

We Pay Closing Cost

Fenced Backyard

Call (813) 221-4457

Carport, Patio, Garage
No Pets

East Tampa Business·
And Civic Association

$1 ,230.00/Monthly
$600.00/Security Negotiable
LaShawn (813) 841-2921

1145 69th Street
1219 East Cayuga
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
With Single Car Garage
Up To $60,000.00
Available In
Down Payment Assistance
(813) 248-3977

$500.00 Deposit
Section 8 Welcomed!

Covered Back Porch

WDH, No Smoking/Pets

$650.00/Monthly

2614 20th Avenue East

Phone (813) 679-8417

m
I
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(813) 259-4663
www.myflnancialconnectlons.com

Beautiful 3 Or 4 Bedroom
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up

Tampa Heights
West Tampa

CHA, Fenced Yard

3/2- Newer Block Home

Section 8

WID, Refrigerator, Range

Call Kenny
(813) 416-6183
(813) 630-0839

CHA, Fenced Yard
Section 8 Welcome
$1 ,050.00/Monthly
$750.00/Deposit

Town-N-Country

Pool Home

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Block Home
With Garage, CHA
$1, 100.00/Monthly
$700.00/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 453-5690

(813) 361-2436

West Tampa

2109 East 23rd Avenue

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Fenced, WDH, CHA

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

Alarm, Ceramic Tile

CHA, Washer Hook-up

Carpet, No Pets

Carport, Fenced Yard

Section 8 OK

$850.00/Monthly

Call (813) 949-3482
Excellent Location
3 Bedroom/1 Full Bath
A/C, Stove, Refrigerator

For Rent

Must Show Proof

Block Construction With
Tile Floors Throughout
Section 8 Voucher

Or (727) 320-7310

Must See

3414 East 9th Avenue

(813) 610-8256

4 Bedroom/2 Bath
Family Room
$1 ,200.00/Monthly
$1 ,200.00/Deposit
Negotiable

3419 East 11th Avenue

Section 8 Welcome

1/1- House

Available Mid April

Large 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
Tile Floors, CHA
Large Yard

$650 - $1 ,050 Per Month

$525.00/Monthly
$600.00/Deposit

(813) 770-2003

Most Pets OK

Both Homes Remodeled

0 Deposit With

Newer Kitchen Appliances

Section 8 Vouchers OK

$775.00/Monthly

(813) 239-0600

Rev. Tyson

Baths, Central Air

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Contact Jonda

Drive By

2 Bedroom, 3 Bedroom
Or 4 Bedroom

$850.00/Deposit Negotiable

$995.00/Monthly

Large Tree Shaded Lot

West Tampa Houses

Washer/Dryer Hookups

0
N

$695.00/Monthly

CallY &V Now

(813) 681-7324

Of Income

Most Have
THIS COULD BE YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
CONTACT LAVORA
@ (813) 248-1921
FOR DETAILS ON
PLACING YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT

As Low As A
Den, A/C,

$695.00/Monthly
2208 East 22nd Avenue

3 Bedroom Homes

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

~

~ II u.g' fi i·l;il'! II

Northeast Tampa

Fenced Yard

Central Heat/Air
Large Fenced Yard

Ybor City

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

Tile Floors, Carpet
Call (813) 482-6232

Or (813) 965-3637

Central A/C And Heat

$850.00/Monthly

Middleton High School

w
(/)

Call (813) 786-8670

3016 East Powhattan

See our web site at
http://www.hccsb.org
or
visit
our
office
at:
601 E. Kennedy Boulevard,
17th Floor, Tampa, FL.
Preference in initial apt. will
be given to eligible vets &
eligible spouses of vets.

z

3 Bedroom/1 Bath House

$1,200.00/Monthly

Section 8 Welcome

..J

w

House

CHA, WDH

w
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Large 4 Bedroom/2 Bath
Back And Front Yard

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CIVIL. SERVICE
New Employment
Opportunities

HUMAN SERVICES
SUPERVISOR

(/)

204 East Selma Avenue

3 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths

>
a:
w
>
w
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Why Rent When

0 Down Payment

::J

t-

*'

727-580-9184

Become A CNA/HHA

<t

~
c(/)
w

Call (813) 727-6782

House For Rent

Call 813 374 2376

c
z

Section 8 Welcome

1'''· 1 :~ 1 ¥·';' ;1 a:i •I

For Less Than 250 Dollars

a:

Starting @

You Can Own

Healthcare?

~
c

WE RENT HOMES

Fenced Yard , Large Lot

60/Parsons
Call (813) 217-2462

Huge 3 Bedroom; 2 Bath

Several Homes
Available For Rent

1704 East Cayuga

LL.

Brandon Area

Sulphur Springs Area

Darrel (813) 735-5295

$625.00 Including Water
Call (813) 230-8968

3/2 - 2 Car Garage
$1,1 00.00/Monthly
$1 ,000.00/Deposit
Negotiable

Available - So See Today!

Section 8 Preferred

Call Patrick

(813) 728-3163

813-254-5338

(813) 732-5332

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN ACCEPTS VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND
DEBIT CARD PAYMENT VIA PHONE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------,~
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North Tampa And Temple

Section 8 Tenants
0 Security Deposit

Large 2 Bedroom/ 1 Bath

:I:

Available Immediately"

Section 8 Special
Sulphur Springs

Terrace Area Angie's

Apartment

1 Bedroom Apartment

Apartments

Washer/Dryer Hook-Up

Utilities Included

3 Bedroom/ 1 Bath
Central Heat/Air

3 Bedroom/2 Bath , WDH

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

0 Deposit

Near Everything

No Application Fee

CHA . Large Yard

$579 .00 Per Month

$625.00/Monthly

Age 62+ EHO

Includes Water

Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 230-8968

Call (813) 546-7782
813-915-9787
Affordable Senior
Busch Gardens Area
2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Voucher

(TTY) 1-800-955-8771

Washer/Dryer Hook-Up

$125.00 Moves You In

Apartments

Call (813) 230-8968
1013 E. Bougainvillea

Ybor City

1214 E. 139th

Immediate Occupancy

BAD CREDIT?

Small Secure Building

No Problem!!

2102 W. Beach St. #A

Rent Based On Income

FREE APPLICATION!!

Central AIH

Studio Apartment

Central Station Alarm

Completely Remodeled

$575.00/Monthly

$450.00/Monthly

Fenced Yard

Plus Deposit

Section 8 - 0 Deposit

Bus Stop In Front

Newly Renovated

813.977.1663

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Call (813) 238-6353

New Tile Floors

12t

New Ceiling Fans
Ybor Apartments

$525.00/Monthly

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

Water & Trash Included!!!!

Renovated

Very Low Deposit!

$525.00/Monthly

813-244-4551

Includes Water
Deposit Required

Section 8 Renters

Granite Countertops

Ask About Rent With

Studios Available
(201) 819-5265
University Area

TAMPA PARK
APARTMENTS
"A Great Place
To Call Home"

Call (813) 318-1523

Gated Community

And More

DUPLE

3/1, CHA, WID Hook-up

Apartments

$750.00/Month

Starting At $450.00

$300.00/Deposit

Section 8 Special Sulphur
Springs
Large 2 Bedroom With Your

Section 8 Accepted
Ron (813) 920-1085
(813) 690-6664

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

m

Temple Terrace Area

Spacious Duplex
Newly Renovated

Central Heat And Air
All Utilities Paid

Call (813) 318-1523

Come In And Place An

$125.00 Move In

$215.00/Weekly

Excellent Rental

Call (813) 69Q-2833

Open Saturday

History Required

1-2-3 Bedroom

10:00 a.m.-2:00p.m.

First Month Free

Move-In Special

Apartments

TAKING APPLICATIONS ONLY!

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Tampa Heights

Burglar Bars

Section 8 Welcome

Re-Locate Your Business,
Give Us A Call - We May

Call813-9n-8492

Have

813-915-9787

The

Space

You

Need.

New Port Richey

Tampa Park

Southgate Senior

Apartment, Inc.

Apartments, 62 +

1417 Tampa Park Plaza
Tampa, Florida 33605

1 Bedroorn/$455.00
Minimum Income Required

Telephone

$1,600.00

(813) 229-1845

Adjacent To Southgate
Shopping Center

Telecommunications
Relay Inc.
TTY 1-800-955-8771

(727) 847-1110
EHO

New 4-Piex

Call (813) 4n-7734
6214 North 48th Street
Apartment #8
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Duplex
CHA, WDH
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$800.00/Monthly

3023 N. 48th Street #A

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

$250.00/Deposit

$580.00/Monthly

Central Heat & Air

Required

813-238-6353

Extremely Nice
Section 8 Accepted

Convenient Ybor City

OJ

Call (813) 4n-n34

(813) 626-0331
1001 0 Hyacinth Street
Apt #A (Off Linebaugh)

1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment

Near Busch Gardens

With Living Room

Newly Remodeled

CHA, WDH

Just Remodeled

2 Bedroorn/1 Bath Central

$700.00/Monthly

New Floors, Fresh Paint

AIC, WDH

$350.00/Security

$700.00/Rent

$695.00 -$725.00/Monthly

Available Now

Includes All Utilities

Includes W/S/G

Section 8 Welcomed

$500.00/Deposit

Section 8 Accepted

813-245-1998

(813) 857-7656

2 Bedroom Duplex

Call (813) 31 o-8598
(813) 986-3205

Voice 1-800-955-8770
Spanish 1-877-955-8773

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS

.,

(813) 230-8968

Apartments

Or
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Section 8

Section 8 Available

Locate
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Move-In Special

To

OJ
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Tampa Heights

$450.00/Monthly

Looking

r;-

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Utilities Included

No Application Fee
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Utilities Included

Furnished Duplex

0 Deposit

z
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Move-In Special

3 Bedroom

Also

m

Tile Floors, CHA

Section 8 OK

WID Hook-up
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Studio Apartment

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

PMA Apartments

0
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1 Bedroom Voucher

(TTY) 1-80Q-955-8771

Application Today!
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"Available Immediately"

Call (813) 87Q-1830 Ext. 22

Swimming Pool

(813) 264-9660

1 & 2 Bedroom

Age 62+ EHO

2 Bedroom And

Quiet Property
Beautiful Duplex

9902 North Hyacinth St.

Call 813-975-0258

Loft Apartment

Laundry Facility

2/1 For The Price Of One

Utilities Included Deals

Tile Floors, Walk In Closet

Other 1 Bedrooms And

(Columbus Drive)

Tile Throughout

New Appliances

.....
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With Your 1 Bedroom

Call (813) 870-1830 Ext. 22
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Large 2 Bedrooms

Tile Floors. CHA

~

First Month Free
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Contact LaVORA @ (813) 248-1921
To Publish Your Classified Advertisement
In The Florida Sentinel Bulletin
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Section 8 Only
0 Deposit
2 Free Months

LL.

Accepting 2 & 3
Bedroom Vouchers
Large 3/ 1 CHA, WDH
New Paint - Quiet Area

Rooms For Rent
Near Bus Line
S100 00 And S125.00
Weekly
+ Deposit S50.00
Phone 813-234-9339

Furnished Rooms
For Rent

3634 Northbay Street

Cable. Central Air And Heat

All Utilities And

Strictly No

Cable Included

Drug Activity Allowed

Rooms For Rent

North Hyde Park

Room For Rent

Single Individuals

For Maintenance

Preferred

Or Handyman

$125.00/Weekly

$500. 00/Deposit
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Available Now!
813-376-8664
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Section 8 Special
Low Deposit
2 Bedroom Duplex
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Burglar Bars
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Washer/Dryer Hook-up
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Call (813) 985-0068
For Detailed Information

Call (813) 503-0493

West Tampa

Clean, Furnished Rooms

Near Armenia

For Rent With Share Bath

Furnished

On Bus Line

$100.00- $125 .00/Weekly

$115.00 - $125.00/Weekly

Includes All Utilities

$115.00 - $125.00/Deposit

Cable & Personal Fridge

West Tampa
Furnished Room
For Rent
Clair Mel Area
No Pets, No Drugs
Cable, Private Entrance

ll.

And Bath
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Room For Rent
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Elderly Or Retired
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Call (813) 314-2472

Call (813) 545-807 4
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Near Ybor & Downtown

Rooms For Rent
Newly Remodeled
Full Kitchen, Furnished
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Call (813) 784-0508
For More Information

South Of 1-275
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$500.00/Monthly

$80.00-$100.00
Weekly + Deposit
Call (813) 477-7734

$300.00 Monthly
All Utilities Included
Call (352) 238-6680
Or (352) 684-6381

"LOOK" Special
For Rent
Rooms/Apartments
1 Week Free

SSI, Fixed Income
Big Rooms For Rent
Various Locations

Call Henry
(813) 727-0151

(813) 325-6499

Refrigerator, Microwave

Immediate Move-In Special

Private Bathroom

Employed Person

Clean, Cable TV

Shared Kitchen And

$125.00/Weekly

Tiled Floors

Living Room

No Deposit

Call (813) 381-7549

$120.00 - $170.00

$125.00/Weekly
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Special Value
University Area And
Near Downtown

Busch Gardens Area
Plant City
Fair Grounds

For Any Size Room

Furnished, CHA

$75.00/Weekly

And Drug Free

Or $300.00/1 st Month

WID, Cable
All Utilities Paid

Limited Time Special

Next To Bus Lines

4 Weeks Only

Quiet Neighborhood

Single, Drug Free

$120.00/Weekly

Must Be Employed

Private Entrance

I
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Call (813) 545-9139

Devin (813) 516-1550 Or
Tecla (813) 965-D702

Must Have Job

m
View Our Website @
www.flsentinel.com

No Deposit
$100.00/Weekly
Free Cable, Color TV

African American
Labor Law Attorney

AIC And Heat
Near Bus #30
And Restaurants

*Workers' Compensation
*Employment Discrimination

(813) 293-4883

*Labor Union Grievances
Furnished Rooms

Call Attorney
Roderick 0. Ford
(813) 223-1200
www.fordlawflrm.org

$475.00/Monthly
$120.00/Weekly
A/C, Washer, Cable
Utilities Included
Kitchen, Phone,
No Deposit
(813) 505-5400

Honda's, Chevy's, Acura's
Toyota's, Etc. From $5001

Room For Rent
In Nice Home

(813) 293-1 090

(813) 478-1286

For Listings Call
80D-366-9813 Ext 3695

o Down!

$120.00/Weekly

Cars From $29.00/Monthlyl

$120.00/Deposit
Jim (813) 237-1810
Beverly (813) 235-7934
Jeanette(813)230-6776

36 Months @ 8.5% APR
Police Impounds
For Listing Call
80D-366-9813 Ext K456

Fixed Income
Room Special
$350.00/Monthly
Includes All Utilities

Deposit Varies

(813) 493-2401

Call Attorney
Roderick 0. Ford
(813) 223-1200
www.fordlawfirm.org

Hyde Park Rooms

No Deposit

Room For Rent

Cable, Phone

$500 .00 & Up

30 Years Of Age & Older

Full Bath, Cable

Washer/Dryer, CHA

$1 00.00/Deposit

Must Have Steady Income

Clair Mel Area

Large, Furnished Rooms

Filing Bankruptcy?
Chapter 7 Or 13

Includes Cable TV

Private Entrance

Clean, Quiet

From $120.00/Weekly

No Drugs Allowed

Busch Gardens
Temple Terrace Area

Busch Or Nebraska

And Cable

$365.00/Monthly

Spacious Room

Near Downtown/Busline

Includes All Utilities

In Quiet Building
Visit: 2913 N. 15th Street

Hanna & 34th Street
Area

LIC JCAC 1814465

In Ybor City

On Bus Line
(813) 628-4357

Female Preferred

Call (813) 620-1866

813-245-1998

$585.00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiable

Call (813) 217-2462

Or $475.00/Monthly

$750.00/Monthly
Water Included

& Heating Service
On All Makes And Models

Clean Rooms
Negotiable

CHA, Washer/Dryer And

Complete Air Conditioning

Call (813) 965-5931

(813) 789-3879

3 Bedroom/1 Bath, Duplex

Nice Rooms For Rent

RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE

Shop Avon Online Today!

Washer And Dryer

Checkout Code: aflad12

On Premises

-.youravon.com/sylvlabeacham

1010 E. 22nd Avenue
R. B. (813) 77Q-2025
1516 E. Columbus Drive
Annie (813) 247-1844

Sylvia Beacham
Avon Independent
Sales Representative
(813) 506-9108
-'
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Hair Cut Weekly Specials
@ Supreme Styles
Monday & Tuesday
Men & Women Cuts S10.00
Boy Cuts

$8.00

Wednesday Senior Day
50 And Over
$8.00

Call 813 374 2376

Phone (813) 245-9761

We Buy Junk Cars
Trucks And Vans

I Buy Junk Cars
Residential And
Commercial Complete
Electrical Service

Service Upgrades
Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-6148
Lie #ER13013733

Up To $500.00 & Up

Tampa Heights

I Buy Cars
In Any Condition

Drastically Reduced
209 East Oak Avenue
Not Far From Future
68 X 123.5
Zoned For Multi-Family
Homes Or Office
Owner Will Finance
Easy Terms

Perfect- Not So Perfect

(813) 932-5006

Free Pick Up Of Old
Appliances And Metal
Call Eric (813) 764-3968

Title - No Title
No Problem

DJ's Home Repair

Accepted

*Subject To Vehicle

Call (813) 325-4330

(813) 418-9655

Condition*

MA43333

c:

Lie #230203

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$

up to s1 ,5oo.oo

For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal/Appliances
For FREE!
7 Days A Week

Sentinel Bulletin
AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS
New Tampa Area
Shell Gas
(Bruce B. Downs Blvd./Skipper Rd.)

Sweet Bay
(Bruce B. Downs Blvd./Highland Pkwy.)

CVS Drugs
(Brandon Seffner Rjyervjew & Valrico)
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Wai-Mart
(Tampa, Brandon & Seffner)

g
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11720 Dr. MLK Jr. Blvd. (S)
949 E. Bloomingdale Ave. (B)
2701 E. Fletcher Ave. (T)
11110 Causeway Blvd. (B)
12808 E. Brandpn Blvd. (B)
1601 W. Kennedy' Bivd. (T)
8885 N. Florida Ave. (T)

2502 W. Hillsborough Ave. (T)

Lawn Care And Hauling

Results In 3 Days

Your Body Has Its Own

And Seniors

Legal Or Personal Testing

Natural Bioengineering,

50 x 100 Lots $30.00

2725 N. MacDitl Ave. (T)

Payment Plans

Which Accepts And

And $50.00 Per Acre

611 S. Howard Ave. (T)

24-Hour Service

Reacts Positively With

Garage And Apartment

Herbal Products

Clean-up Available
No Job Too Small Or Large

Call Today For
Consultation!
Lord H. Sharief,
Practitioner
813-598-3091
www.naturallyliving.webs.com
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Arthritis?
Asthma?
Diabetes?
High Blood Pressure?
Weight Loss?

DLM-DNA
Testing Services
(813) 928-2753
Dlmservices91 @yahoo.com
Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777
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5909 U. S. Highway 301 S (R)

Monday- Saturday
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625 W. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (T)

We Come To You!

m
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Don't Delay Call Today
(813) 362-6635

(813) 695-2438

Paternity Test

~
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Ariel (813) 477-4195
Se Habla Espaiiol

No Hidden - CHARGES!

DNA Testing

~
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Call Today 813-506-5928

ONLY - $24.95

Lie #FTA230351

Call V & V Now
(813) 259-4663

Ed (813) 531-0499
English

Credit & Debit Cards

Call (813) 971-1251

0

Monday - Sunday
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Now Call The Best!
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We Have Great Rates

Painting, Carpentry,
Roofing, Plumbing & More

You Called The Rest

Call (813) 246-5166
Or (908) 451-8137

Your Vacancies?

$40.00 - 1 Hour
$65.00-90 Minutes

Home Additions And More

Has Opening For Infants
And Toddlers
6:45 a.m.- 5:45 p.m.

Need To Fill In

ACM
Home Repair Services

* $500.00 Minimum *

Paula's Home Daycare
Busch Garden Area

Or Out Of The Country?

We Buy Cars
Paying Top Dollar!

Landscaping, Roofing
Paving Stones
Masonry & Concrete
Detailing, Clean-Ups
Painting, Drywall
Tree Services And More

Are You Out Of State

Headaches
Tight Muscles
Stressed

Repairs, Drywall, Driveways

Willie Godwin
Masonry & Landscaping

Your Tenants?

Need A Massage?

In Any Condition

1 - 3 Rooms

Need Help With

Top$$$
Call (813) 335-3794

Expert In Roofing And Tile,
C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

I'; ;'·1; i ;i '1U': f.id i;11

www.myfinancialconnections.com

Any Shape!!
For More Information
Call Carl (813) 495-3172

:I:

Call (813) 317-5287
Or (813) 295-4489

Call (813) 784-8339

Lights, Outlets

We Pick Up Scrap Metal

Junk Cars

• Foreclosure
• Ct1ild Support • Divorce
• Bankruptcy
• Social Security
• Student Loans "Evictions
·contracts & More

In Less Than 40 Hrs
For Less Than 250 Dollars

And Receptacles

General Welding & Repairs

CALL J.R. (813) 966-3501

MAC DADDY
Lawn Service
Hauling And Clean-Up

Become A CNAJHHA

Breaker Panels

AJC Cages, Gates

Paralegals On Call

Cars And Trucks

3/2811 0 - 4/4/1 0

Doors, Windows, Rails

··we Do Best For Less ..

Want A Career In
Healthcare?

8643 N. Nebraska Ave.
(813) 443-5741
www.supremestylesuinc.com
Look Out For Our
Easter Holiday Special
BOGO Y2 Off

We Buy Junk

5502 E. Fowler Ave. (T)
4001 E. Busch Blvd. (T)
2911 E. Fowler Ave. (T)

Discounts For Churches

Call 813-447-7674

Email:
ledwards@flsentine.com
Fax 2417 To: (813) 248-9218

Coin Box Locations
HARTLine Terminal
(University Area) - Livingston Ave.

715 Brandon Blvd. (B)
715 W. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S)

HARTLine Terminal

(East Lake Area) - 56th Street
Orient Jail, Orient Road
Falkenburg Jail, Faulkenburg Rd.

Sweet Bay Super Markets
(Brandon. Seffner Riverview & Valrico)
6929 U. S. Highway 301 N. (B)
2535 W. Brandon Blvd. M

24 Hour Laundromat, MLK/Aoricla
VA Hospital, 56th St1131st Ave.
River Pines Apts., 40th Street
Centro Place, 21st AveJ15th St.

11 01 E. Bloomingdale Blvd. (B)

JL Young Apts., Nebraska/Bird St.

1247 Kingsway Blvd. (S)

Epiphany Arms Apts., Hanna/22nd

11230 E. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S)

Univ. Comm. Hosp., 30th/Aetcher
St. Joseph Hosp., MLK/Habana

205 E. Alexander St., Ptant City
597 S. Wheeler St., Plant City

Tampa Gen. Hosp., by MtDonalds
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Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodeling
Carpentry. Room
Additions
Roofing , Drywall
Plumbing, Ceramic Tile
Sidewalks Patios

Micros Short Hair

S65

Micros Long Hair

S85

Kinky Twists

S65

Box Plaits

$40

We<NeS

$45

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

And Hauling

Lie #022650

$100.00

Sew-Ins

World Of Beauty

$ 15.00
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(813) 247-4368
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Hair Braiding License
$200.00
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Now Enrolling
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Supplemental Study Aid

w

Trump Tight
Staffing Agency
(813) 992-7771 Call Now
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Braids By Serina
Call (813) 495-0649

u..

Any Car!!

Medicaid, Public Housing

I Pay Top$$$

Sister Grace
1907 East Fletcher

To Remove, Put Back And
Etc., Spiritual Counseling
God Is The Key Answer
To All Things

Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck

$40.00

Bond In

$40 .00

Call (813) 442-6872

Evil Spells

Kinky

$60.00

Prayer Also

Restores Lost Nature
Advise On Love/Marriage

$75 .00
$85.00

Tree

$100 .00

Invisible

$150.00

Coming To Tampa, FL Soon
The Louisiana Prophetess

Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell Phone
Orient Road & Faulkenburg
Jail Only $2.25 Per Call

Palm, Card Reader

Dreads

Sew-In

(TANF), (LHEAP)

Call (813) 335-3794

Affordable Outdoor
Weddings Receptions

Health And Business

Renew Vows

Special Readings $5.00

Accommodations Up

Phone (813) 506-9239

To 50 Guests
Betty Coleman
Wedding Hostess

Solo (813) 244-1899

GRIFFIN
Offers Special Prayers
And Gives Luck!

Invisible Braids $80.00

$120.00

Don't be discouraged if others
failed. I can help you
bad luck, evil
nfluences, spells, u

(813) 900-Q671
(813) 228-9576

I"U·' d·l a4·19 tt1 •: 'HI

Sew Ins $60.00

MISSIONARY GLORIA NED

$90.00

Sew-In With Micros

Kinky Twist

$80.00

$75.00

Sew-Ins

$50.00

Micros $100.00

Prays for people everywhere,
she was born gifted by God,
she has helped people from all
walks of life.

Soter a Professional
And Administrative
Services Inc.

Long Plaits

$100.00

Body Plaits $50.00 & Up

$75.00

What Is Your Problem?
Call Prayer J.jne

Accounting/Bookkeeping

Body Plaits
Bobs

$60.00

Licensed Professional

0
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Lunch. Food Stamps.

Prophetess Annie Mae

Invisible Braids With Micros

..J
:J , Micro's

m

VW. BMW. Mercedes

Private Suite- Carrollwood

CE Courses

c..
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Other Services Available

Coming Soon
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Eyelashes

Micros

w
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If You Receive Free School

Relaxer

Ms. Dee's

Call For Salon Specials

Acura, Lexus. lnfiniti

Call 813-546-2692
813-222-Q195
Across From McDonelds
@ MLK & Central

Micros

c

Honda. Toyota . Nissan

Home Phone ONLY
$9.95 +Tax & Fees

SSI, Section 8

$100.00

3720% Dr. MLK Blvd.

Get Your Prom Dresses
Bridal Dresses
Flower Girl . Page Boys
And Tux Altered
For That Special Occasion

Supreme Styles
8643 N. Nebraska Ave.
(813) 30()-()404

$45.00

~

I Will Buy Any

Call Rosie's Alterations
Only At (813) 85G-2392

Michelle @

Call Ell (813) 325-4643

Seamstress

A Different Me
Hair Salon
Now Featuring Sisterlocks
And Brotherlocks
Any Size, Any Length

$450.00
Senegalese Twist $180.00
Waves & Roller Set

$45.00
Senior Citizen
Wednesday's
Rollet Sets $20.00
Contact DeVette
(813) 231-2100

Corn Rows $45.00

1-225-774-7607
or Write
P.O. Box 29 Baker LA 70714

Call Nicole
(813) 727-0512

CALL ME TODAY!
813-677-2971
4927 83rd Street

Legal Documents
Small Business
Startup Assistance
Grant Research & Writing

Salon D' Fusion
2314 N. Nebraska Ave.

Special Event Planning

t

Relaxer, Cut & Style

$40.00
Micro Braids

$75.00

Color, Cut & Style

$30.00

Up Do's $25.00 - $50.00

85.00

Full Head Sew-Ins
Spa Pedicure

$ 20.00
$20.00

Facials
Ms. Theresa

(813) 416-0953
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Guataneea Help

t

Has someone put 8 spel on you? he you rul of bad
luck? Oo you have cncmics that got you down? Do
you have 8 strange sickness lhal doctors canl find?
Arc your nerves destroying you? Do you always take
one step rorwtU'd and len steps backwards? Do you
want a loved one returned to you? Do you fcclloncty
hecat.aslt you lost ya.- love to another pen;on?

$100.00

Kinky Twist

REV. KENNEDY

Then Call REV. KENNEDY, today why !IUftP.r,
Why worry. let RE\[ KENNEDY
HP-Ip you with al pmblen!l.

Call Now fori~
1-800-631-Q110- High f'lnint, NC

And Much More
(813) 285-0315
www.soteriaprofadmin.com
sotefiaprofe88ionalservices0yahoo.com

ut n
Facebook And
Follow Us On Twitter
@ www.flsentinel.com
And
Twitter.com/FLSENTINELB

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Tuesday Edition - Thursday
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12:00 P.M.

----------------------------- Friday Edition - Monday@ 12:00 P.M.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50<t FOR EACH ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD
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For All Your Classified Advertising NeedsContact LaVora

@

(813) 248-1921 Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com

